INFORMED CONSENT MATTERS

IT IS YOUR RIGHT TO REVIEW THE FIRST-HAND TESTIMONIES & REPORTS FROM THOSE WHO HAVE EXPERIENCED ADVERSE REACTIONS DUE TO THE COVID VACCINE (WITHOUT CENSORSHIP BY THE NEWS MEDIA OR SOCIAL MEDIA).

WITH ACCESS TO THIS DATA, YOU CAN PERFORM A RISK/BENEFIT ANALYSIS FOR YOURSELF.

UPDATED JUNE 4, 2021
LET'S LOOK AT

THE DEATHS
In 1976, the rushed-to-market Swine Flu vaccine was halted after 25 deaths in the first 6 weeks of rollout. We are now at 12,000+ reported deaths in the US & Europe alone.

UPDATE: CDC Reports 1,637 Deaths Following COVID-19 Vaccinations

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) told The Epoch Times in an email that as of March 8, over 92 million doses of mRNA vaccines for COVID-19 have been injected, with 1,637 deaths occurring following the injections. The CDC claims the vaccines are safe, but a comparison between the rates of deaths following the vaccines for COVID and those for influenza raises questions.

VAERS was put in place in 1990, to capture unforeseen reactions from vaccines.

“Established in 1990, the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) is a national early warning system to detect possible safety problems in U.S.-licensed vaccines. VAERS is co-managed by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). VAERS accepts and analyzes reports of adverse events (possible side effects) after a person has received a vaccination. Anyone can report an adverse event to VAERS. Health care professionals are required to report certain adverse events and vaccine manufacturers are required to report all adverse events that come to their attention.

Since this article was published on March 6, the updated death count (only for US & Europe) is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNITED STATES VAERS Reporting System</th>
<th>EUROPE EudraVigilance Reporting System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>227,805 adverse reactions including:</td>
<td>354,177 adverse reactions including:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,201 deaths</td>
<td>8,430 deaths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,719 permanent disabilities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,273 Bell's Palsy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>328 Miscarriages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,390 Heart Attacks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30,000+ ER / hospitalizations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: https://wonder.cdc.gov/vaers.html

Source: The European Medicines Agency tracking database, EudraVigilance
There are now numerous deaths linked to the COVID vaccine. Dr. Michael would have had a 99.5% chance of surviving COVID but he died from ITP (vaccine reaction).

Death of Florida doctor after receiving COVID-19 vaccine under investigation

Karen Weinfraub USA TODAY
Published 9:30 p.m. ET Jan. 5, 2021 | Updated 9:26 a.m. ET Jan. 7, 2021

A Florida doctor has died several weeks after receiving a COVID-19 vaccine, although it’s not yet clear whether his death Monday was related to the shot he received on Dec. 18.

Dr. Gregory Michael, 56, an OB-GYN at Mount Sinai Medical Center in Miami Beach, died after suffering a hemorrhagic stroke apparently resulting from a lack of platelets.

In a Facebook post, Michael's wife, Heidi Neckelmann, said he sought emergency care three days after the shot because he had dots on his skin that indicated internal bleeding.

Johns Hopkins Scientist: ‘A Medical Certainty’ Pfizer Vaccine Caused Death of Florida Doctor

Dr. Jerry L. Spivak, an expert on blood disorders at Johns Hopkins University, told the New York Times Tuesday that he believes “it is a medical certainty” that Pfizer’s COVID vaccine caused the death of Dr. Gregory Michael.

Autoimmune means that something in the vaccine may be provoking the body to create antibodies to its own platelets, could be because of molecular mimicry, or cross reactivity between proteins.

ITP has been documented to occur after the MMR vaccine, as well as influenza vaccines, DTP vaccine and hepatitis A vaccines.
There are now numerous deaths linked to the COVID vaccine. Why was no one warned that immune thrombocytopenia is a reaction to the COVID vaccine?

**The New York Times**

*Covid Vaccine Recipients Developed a Rare Blood Disorder*

By Daniele Grady

Feb. 8, 2021 Updated 9:07 p.m. ET

One day after receiving her first dose of Moderna’s Covid vaccine, Luz Legaspi, 72, woke up with bruises on her arms and legs, and blisters that bled inside her mouth.

She was hospitalized in New York City that day, Jan. 19, with a severe case of immune thrombocytopenia — a lack of platelets, a blood component essential for clotting.

The same condition led to the death in January of Dr. Gregory Michael, 56, an obstetrician in Miami Beach whose symptoms appeared three days after he received the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine. Treatments failed to restore his platelets, and after two weeks in the hospital he died from a brain hemorrhage.

“I think it is possible that there is an association,” Dr. James Bussel, a hematologist and professor emeritus at Weill Cornell Medicine who has written more than 300 scientific articles on the platelet disorder, said in an interview. “I’m assuming there’s something that made the people who developed thrombocytopenia susceptible, given what a tiny percentage of recipients they are.”

He added: “Having it happen after a vaccine is well-known and has been seen with many other vaccines. Why it happens, we don’t know.”

Ms. Legaspi was strong and in good health before receiving the Moderna vaccine. But when she was admitted to the city hospital in Elmhurst, Queens, her platelet count was zero. Normal readings range from 150,000 to 450,000, and anything under 10,000 is considered very dangerous and in urgent need of treatment.

Doctors ordered Ms. Legaspi to not even get out of bed without help, for fear that if she fell and injured herself she could hemorrhage. They began giving her the standard treatments, including platelet transfusions along with steroids and immune globulins meant to stop her immune system’s war on her platelets.

Nothing worked. Her platelets would rise a bit and then crash again between treatments.

As the days passed with no progress, Ms. Legaspi’s daughter, aware of Dr. Michael’s death, worried increasingly that her mother would suffer a brain hemorrhage.

“I don’t think she understands she’s like a ticking bomb,” the daughter said in an interview on Jan. 28, after her mother had been in the hospital for more than week with no improvement. “I don’t use the term. I don’t want to tell her that.”

Another vaccine recipient, Sarah C., 46, a teacher in Arlington, Tex., received the Moderna vaccine on Jan. 3. She asked that her full name not be used to protect her privacy.

Two weeks later, she began to have heavy vaginal bleeding. After two days she saw her obstetrician, who ordered blood work and scheduled other tests. A few hours later, he called and urged her to go straight to the emergency room. He was stunned and hoped it was a lab error, but her blood count showed zero platelets. She had had a checkup with completely normal blood-test results less than a week before being vaccinated.

The reading of zero platelets was not a lab error. The results were confirmed in the emergency room, and doctors there also noticed red spots on her wrists and ankles, caused by hemorrhages under the skin. Sarah C. had seen the spots, but ignored them.

She spent four days in the hospital, receiving platelet transfusions, immune globulins and steroids to restore her platelet count.

She described the experience as terrifying. “Especially when people say they’d never seen this before, that you could bleed out or hemorrhage,” she said. “That was the biggest concern, and just not knowing. The gentleman in Florida, he didn’t make it. Certainly the fear was there.”

If she had known enough to recognize the red spots and bleeding as danger signs, she said, she would have gone to the emergency room much sooner.
Two healthy 28-year-olds died within days of shot

JAN 19 - gets shot — JAN 21 - dead

FEB 2 - gets 2nd shot — FEB 7 - stroke — FEB 17 - dead

Evansville - Haley Link Brinkmeyer, 28, of Evansville, Indiana, passed away on Thursday, January 21, 2021 at her home.

Haley was born on August 4, 1992, the youngest daughter of Shauna (O’Neill) and Steve Link. She attended Cynthia Heights Grade School, Helfrich Park Middle School and graduated from Reitz High in 2011. She and her future husband, Evan were crowned basketball homecoming queen and king at Reitz. Haley had a competitive spirit and played soccer, softball and basketball. Her coaches had a strong impact on her life, they were like family to her. She graduated from University of Evansville in 2018 with a doctorate in physical therapy and was a member of AOII Sorority and participated in the Buddy Program. She worked at North River Health Campus.

Just five days after the second dose of the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine, perfectly healthy 28-year-old health care worker Sara Stickles had aneurysm. “Today around 1:45 she had what looks like a brain aneurysm and is in a very deep coma.” wrote her twin sister Kara Stickles. Sara, who was a health care worker and just began a position at Swedish American Hospital in Wisconsin, remained on life support before passing away. She leaves behind a young son.
There are now numerous deaths linked to the COVID vaccine X-ray tech in ER within hours of shot. Within hours suffered congestive heart failure, dialysis...death.

JAN 5 - gets shot  JAN 5 - ER  JAN 9 - dead

THE ORANGE COUNTY REGISTER

Health care worker dies after second dose of COVID vaccine, investigations underway

Tim Zook’s last post on Facebook brimmed with optimism. “Never been so excited to get a shot before,” he wrote on Jan. 5, above a photo of the Band-Aid on his arm and his COVID-19 vaccination card. “I am now fully vaccinated after receiving my 2nd Pfizer dose.”

Zook, 60, was an X-ray technologist at South Coast Global Medical Center in Santa Ana. A couple of hours later, he had an upset stomach and trouble breathing. By 3:30 p.m. it was so bad his colleagues at work walked him to the emergency room. “Should I be worried?” his wife, Rochelle, texted when she got the news. “No, absolutely not,” he texted back. “Do you think this is a direct result of the vaccine?” she typed. “No, no,” he said. “I’m not sure what. But don’t worry.”

There were suspicions of COVID and a diagnosis of congestive heart failure. Zook was put on oxygen, then — just four hours later — a BiPAP machine to help push air into the lungs. Multiple tests came back negative for COVID.

Shortly after midnight on Jan. 7, the hospital called. Zook was in a medically induced coma and on a ventilator to help him breathe. But his blood pressure soon dropped and he was transferred to UC Irvine Medical Center. “On Friday I get a call, ‘His kidneys are failing. He needs to be on dialysis. If not, he could die — but there’s also a chance he might have a heart attack or stroke on dialysis because his blood pressure is so low,’” Rochelle Zook said.

By 4 a.m. Saturday, Jan. 9, Zook had gone “code blue” twice and was snatched back from the brink of death. There was a third code blue in the afternoon. “They said if he went code blue a fourth time, he’d have brain damage and be a vegetable if he survives,” Rochelle Zook said.

Later that day, Tim Zook died.
SALT LAKE CITY (KUTV) — During a KUTV investigation into COVID-19 vaccine side effects and where to report them, we found four reported deaths, filed by Utah families and their caregivers to the CDC’s Vaccine Adverse Effects Reporting System.

One case stood out, a 39-year-old single mom from Ogden who died four days after her second dose of the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine. Her family, who is now waiting on an autopsy, held a celebration of life for her this past weekend.

Kassidi Kurill, by all accounts, was healthy, happy and “had more energy” than just about anyone else around her. Her family told 2News she had no known health problems or pre-existing conditions.

Four days after Kurill’s second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine, she was gone — dead before most of her family could say their goodbyes.

“She came in early and said her heart was racing and she felt like she need to get to the emergency room,” Hawley said.

“They did a blood test and immediately came back and said she was very, very sick, and her liver was not functioning,” Hawley said.

Kurill was flown to Intermountain Medical Center in Murray, a trauma center where they had the ability to do transplants if needed. Her liver was failing and a transplant, doctors believed, was her best option at survival.

She died, he said, 30 hours after they arrived in the emergency room.
Benjamin Goodman went to a Walgreens pop-up COVID-19 “vaccine” clinic in Chelsea, New York on Saturday, March 13. He received the Johnson & Johnson shot, according to his stepmother Pamela Goodman. Benjamin texted his father, Jeff Goodman, and told him he received the shot. Benjamin had a severe headache and started feeling ill. He fell asleep, hoping the symptoms would pass after some rest. Mr. Goodman woke up at 1 a.m. with a high fever and chills. His fiancée, Lindsay Janisse, was awakened to Mr. Goodman having seizures at 4 a.m. Ms. Janisse called 911 as Mr. Goodman went into cardiac arrest. Paramedics tried, unsuccessfully, to revive him on the scene. Mr. Goodman was rushed to a nearby Mount Sinai Hospital. But he was pronounced dead at 6:05 a.m. Sunday morning, March 14.

It is with deep sadness we announce the passing of Ben Goodman, age 32, who died suddenly due to heart failure on March 14, 2021 in New York City. Ben is survived by his fiancée, Lindsay Janisse, his mother Cindy Shelley, his father and stepmother Jeff and Pamela Goodman, his brothers Andrew Shelley and Carson Goodman, his sister Natasha Goodman, his dogs Kiva and Wilson, and his many beloved colleagues and friends. Born on March 8, 1989 in Manhattan, Ben graduated from Northport High School in June of 2007 and received a Bachelor’s degree in International Business from Florida Atlantic University in December 2014. In March of 2021, he was accepted into Michigan State University’s MBA program and had plans to enroll to further his education in Business. Ben and the love of his life, Lindsay Janisse,
Coronavirus: British national hospitalised with thrombotic episode dies (update 4)
By Gina Agapiou  May 24, 2021  200 Comments  30863

A British national who was hospitalised in Nicosia general hospital for a thrombotic episode after receiving the AstraZeneca coronavirus vaccine has died, a health official said on Monday.

Health authorities have not disclosed the woman’s name, but a close friend of the dead woman has confirmed to the Cyprus Mail it was the UK-born model Stephanie Dubois, 39, who had been living in Tsada, Paphos for the last five months.

I am beside myself and really find this hard to take in. Stephanie Dubois has taken a bad reaction to the Covid vaccine which attacked her platelets and caused a brain haemorrhage. She was in a coma but sadly she passed away today.
Stephanie, a brilliant model stayed with us just last year and I took many photos of her at my home studio and around our great city.
Beautiful and so friendly. RIP Stephanie. We will all miss you 😢
DEATH PROBE ‘Fit and healthy’ engineer, 27, dies three weeks after having AstraZeneca Covid vaccine as NHS investigates his death

Jack Last, 27, who was "surprised" to be offered the jab, was admitted to hospital on April 9 suffering from headaches.

Jack Last died three weeks after receiving the AstraZeneca jab

Tragically the 27-year-old, from Stowmarket, Suffolk, died just 11 days later after his condition deteriorated.

The NHS confirmed they have launched a probe into the circumstances surrounding the tragedy.

Jack received the jab on March 30 - days before the UK’s medicine regulator advised under-30s should be offered an alternative to the AstraZeneca vaccine.

‘FIT AS EVER’

Jack’s heartbroken family are now desperately searching for answers and are waiting for a post-mortem to confirm a cause of death.

His sister Jasmine said her “amazing brother” was as “fit as ever” when he was invited to get the vaccine.

She said: “He didn’t know why he’d been told to book the appointment.

“But Jack was a very easy-going guy - he wasn’t one to make a fuss.

“So quite simply, as he received the text that he should be booking it up, he did just that and booked it up with no fuss. That was was his nature.”

Jasmine said the “always smiling” field service engineer brought the family "so much happiness".

‘DEVASTATED’

Jasmine revealed how aged 18, Jack got his Private Pilot’s Licence and regularly flew around East Anglia and the UK.

And in 2018, he travelled to California and flew over landmarks such as the Golden Gate Bridge and Hollywood sign after receiving a US pilot’s licence.

The intrepid engineer also spent six months working with the British Antarctic Survey in Antarctica.

Jasmine said: "He was the best brother I could have ever asked for, and I will really miss him.

"Jack’s family and friends will remember how he always made them laugh with his witty sense of humour and how he made everyone feel happy to be with him."
21-year-old National Honor Society medical student & Eagle Scout, dies within hours of shot

APR 10 - gets shot

Friends, it is with a broken heart and shattered souls, Michael and I tell you we lost our precious angel, John Francis Foley, last night. He apparently died peacefully in his sleep, we suspect a bad Covid vaccination reaction, but are not sure. Please pray for us, we don’t need anything right now. We didn’t get home from Cincinnati till 430 so we’re going to be with our kids.

Jennifer Snyder Benedict
22h • 😞

This is my daughter’s friend. Please pray for his family and Teagan and their group of friends. They are really struggling. He had the Johnson and Johnson vaccine on Saturday and started not feel good on Saturday evening. He was gone the next day. This is so heartbreaking.❤️

LEGACY.COM
John Foley Obituary (2021) - Columbus, OH - The Columbus Dispatch

Mark R. Weaver • @MarkRWeaver • 8h

If you're a reporter inquiring about the recent death of University of Cincinnati student (and Columbus area resident) John Francis Foley, this is the only on the record statement from his family. Please do not contact the family or funeral home.

STATEMENT FROM MICHAEL AND MARY BETH FOLEY

Our beloved son John Francis Foley is gone, and our family mourns the loss of this wonderful and sweet joy of our lives. While the facts remain unclear how he died, we are rejoicing in how he lived: caring for others, lit with God’s grace, and generous to all. We know the doctors involved are doing their best. We must be patient, and we ask everyone else to be patient, too. John was going to be a doctor, so this is what he would want.

We understand many want to know more about his death – we do, too – but we ask people to understand that this is the time for our family to grieve in private. Thank you.

###

The family is not taking media inquiries.

APR 11 - dead

John Francis Foley

The Angels came down from heaven on April 11, 2021 to collect for repose the soul of John Francis Foley, age 21. John was one of them, and the Lord could no longer bear Heaven without him. John is the beloved son of Michael and Mary Beth Foley and the adored baby brother of Emma and Patrick Foley. He was a graduate of St. Charles Preparatory School. Among John’s many accomplishments, he was a National Latin Scholar, Altar Server of the Year, Eagle Scout and National Honor Society Member. John was a junior studying Medical Sciences at the University of Cincinnati, and was on the Dean’s list every semester. In addition to being an excellent student, he was very active in the community and volunteered with the Saint Vincent De Paul Society, Breakthrough Cincinnati and the Parker Woods Montessori Public School. At UC, John was blessed to have met a group of amazing roommates and friends who John loved very much. They will gather on Wednesday, April 14 for a Vigil at 8pm for John in Burnet Woods Park at the University of Cincinnati. John’s family cannot thank them enough for being John’s family at UC. John was a generous, caring and loving friend. He was lit with grace from within that shown in his ready smile. John loved the Bearcats, but cheered for Notre Dame.

Medical student, 21, died a day after getting J&J vaccine leaving family devastated as officials open an investigation into his death

- John Foley, 21, a pre-med student at the University of Cincinnati in Ohio received the Johnson & Johnson coronavirus vaccine on Saturday.
- He was discovered by his roommates on Sunday and was pronounced dead.
- The Ohio Department of Health and the Hamilton County Coroner’s Office are awaiting medical records and test results before determining cause of death.
- It comes after Brad Malagarie, of St. Martin, Mississippi, suffered a stroke caused by a blood clot in his brain within four hours of getting the one-dose shot.
Will employers accept liability for their front-line workers' deaths/injuries if they require the shot in order to work?

A nursing home in Janesville, Wisconsin, which mandated their employees receive these experimental biological agents did in fact lay off workers who declined the injections.

Nearly a dozen employees were forced from their jobs due to the policy, and 27 wrote letters of complaint seeking to have the policy changed.

Their concerns included how this biological agent, which was rushed through development and testing, may have dangerous, unknown long-term effects, while others expressed worries about it affecting their pregnancy or fertility.

More generally they objected to being told they had to take a vaccine which was not approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). While these vaccines have been given emergency use authorization by the FDA, neither has the full approval of the agency.

The U.K. government issued a 10-page report late last year that warned coronavirus vaccines should not be used by pregnant or breastfeeding mothers. With regard to their impact on fertility, the document simply states it is “unknown whether COVID-19 mRNA Vaccine BNT162b2 has an impact on fertility.”

Safety concerns with these vaccines also include “allergic” and “potentially fatal reactions,” that they may actually cause an increased vulnerability to the virus, and that, indeed, worries over long-term effects remain legitimate as these vaccines lack proper testing.

In addition, the FDA also drew up a document this fall listing the possible side-effects from a COVID-19 vaccine, including strokes, encephalitis, auto-immune disease, birth defects, Kawasaki disease, and death.

---

HURON, Ohio, January 27, 2021 (LifeSiteNews) — A 39-year-old woman with no known comorbidities died unexpectedly in northern Ohio within 48 hours of receiving a COVID-19 vaccine, which was reportedly required by her employer.

Janet L. Moore, a nurse aide at Admirals Pointe Nursing Home (APNH) in Huron, was found unresponsive in her car outside her apartment complex on December 31 around 8:00 p.m., her brother Jacob Gregory told LifeSiteNews.

“She was coming home from work and as soon as she drove into her parking lot she passed away,” he said. “According to her neighbors she wasn’t feeling good directly after the vaccine, and then ever since the vaccine she was actually feeling nauseated, she’d have like migraines and stuff like that. And then, within 48 hours, she ended up passing away.”

Gregory mentioned that his deceased sister, a mother of two sons, was required to receive this vaccine due to her nursing home employment.

---

AUBURN (CBS13) – The Placer County Sheriff’s Office announced Saturday that a person tested positive for the virus in late December and died hours after getting the vaccine on Thursday.

Now, there are questions from the community on the safety of the vaccine. An Auburn woman says she witnessed the tragedy first hand.

In a post on Facebook, she said she saw her grandfather’s aid, a 56-year-old man, get the vaccine at a senior living facility on Thursday.

“Twenty minutes later he realized his legs felt tingly and he was having shortness of breath. He was wheeled out in an ambulance...1 hour later he was in ICU on a ventilator and three hours later he passed away,” she wrote.
Four prominent medical personnel deaths in Italy

Disclosure - the articles on this page were written in Italian and translated to English via Google. Minor translation abnormalities may have occurred.

Aversa, a 45-year-old doctor died of cardiac arrest. "He had the vaccine"

On social media, some users have talked about the relationship between the vaccine and the doctor's death.

Dr. Mauro Valeriano D'Auria, a specialist gastroenterologist in service at the Umberto I Hospital of Nocera Inferiore, died prematurely, struck at 45 by a cardiac arrest after a tennis match. D'Auria, as local newspapers write, was a doctor highly esteemed by colleagues and patients, a professional active especially in the field of intestinal ultrasound. Among the latest messages from Dr. D'Auria on his social page, the convinced adhesion to the vaccination campaign to defeat Coronavirus.

A 49-year-old pharmacist, Miriam Gabriela Godoy, from Porto Corsini, a seaside resort on the Romagna Riviera, died last Wednesday after receiving the anti-Covid vaccine. The Resto del Carlino and Ravenna News report it explaining how the woman died of an illness.

The pharmacist had been vaccinated on January 14th. The next day she went to work at the pharmacy and felt ill. Urgently transported to the Bufalini hospital in Cesena, the lady died a few days later, Wednesday 20 January.

The woman, who leaves 4 children, was not performed any autopsy to ascertain the real causes of death. Among the colleagues - writes the Carlino - in recent days someone has

Nurse dies in her sleep in Frosinone: "Natural causes", but she had been vaccinated

All the media write that Elisabeth Durazzo, the young nurse on duty at the "Fabrizio Spaziani" hospital in Frosinone, suddenly died in her sleep, one of the first hospitals in Lazio that between the end of December and the beginning of January all health personnel underwent a massive vaccination against Covid.

Pfizer's first five 'Cominarty' vaccines were administered on December 29 in the presence of the governor of Lazio Nicola Zingaretti and the councilor for Health Alessio D'Amato, then in the following days it was the turn of all the other health professionals, including doctors and nurses.

About ten days after the end of vaccinations, on January 13, Eli Durazzo, 39, with a small son, according to the media, died in sleep of cardiac arrest.

Another nurse dies in his sleep. "Heart attack". He had taken the second dose of the vaccine

Another young nurse, Luigi Buttazzo, an operating room instrumentalist at the Tor Vergata Polyclinic in Rome, died in his sleep, probably struck by a heart attack, as some media, including Repubblica, write.

The nurse, 42, passed away a few days ago after receiving the second dose of Pfizer-Biontech’s “Cominarty” vaccine, the so-called booster. Probably died in her sleep.
MAR 19 - gets shot

Mar 30 - dead

Darnell Marshall is feeling broken.

I’ve never experienced this amount of pain and I’m at a complete loss for words. HUG YOUR CHILDREN EXTRA CLOSE. My healthy and active 16 yr old daughter got blood clots out of nowhere and now she’s gone. I’m so numb. I love you Kamrynn Soleil 🌻🌻

---

Kamrynn Soleil Thomas
May 24, 2004 - March 30, 2021

Kamrynn Soleil Thomas, 16 of Waunakee, unexpectedly passed away as a result of a pulmonary embolism at 5:24 pm on March 30, 2021. She was surrounded by loved ones near and far. Kamrynn was born in Madison WI on May 24, 2004 to parents Sarah Thomas and Darnell (Torin) Marshall-Thomas. From the time of her birth,...

---

Details for VAERS ID: 1243516-1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Information</th>
<th>Event Categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient Age</td>
<td>Death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>Life Threatening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State / Territory</td>
<td>Permanent Disability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Report Completed</td>
<td>Congenital Anomaly / Birth Defect *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021-04-22</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Report Received</td>
<td>Hospitalized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021-04-22</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of Onset</td>
<td>Days in Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021-03-28</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days to onset</td>
<td>Existing Hospitalization Prolonged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccine Administered By</td>
<td>Emergency Room / Office Visit **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccine Purchased By</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable *</td>
<td>Site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mfr/Imm Project Number</td>
<td>Route</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NONE</td>
<td>IM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report Form Version</td>
<td>UN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Vaccine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vaccine Type</th>
<th>Vaccine</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Lot</th>
<th>Dose</th>
<th>Route</th>
<th>Site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COVID19 VACCINE</td>
<td>COVID19 (COVID19 (PFIZER-BIONTECH))</td>
<td>PFIZER\BIONTECH</td>
<td>RT2613</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>IM</td>
<td>UN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Symptom

- CARDIAC ARREST
- CIRCULATORY COLLAPSE
- COMPUTERISED TOMOGRAPH THORAX ABNORMAL
- DEATH
- LUNG ASSIST DEVICE THERAPY
- PULMONARY EMBOLISM

### Adverse Event Description

Hemodynamic collapse at home. Persistent cardiac arrest requiring ECMO. Event believed secondary to pulmonary embolism. Death by neurologic criteria.
Vivek, the 59-year-old well-known Tamil actor was brought to the emergency room of the hospital in an unconscious condition around 11am on Friday by his wife after he complained of discomfort. This was the first time that the actor had come to hospital with an attack like this, Dr Sivasamy said.

On Thursday, the actor was declared as state’s ambassador for creating public health messages. He took the Covaxin in Tamil Nadu Government Multi Super Speciality Hospital in Chennai and urged many others to come forward to take the vaccine.

Tamil actor Vivek passed away in a Chennai hospital early on Saturday following a cardiac arrest. He was 59.

Vivek was admitted to the intensive care unit of the hospital on Friday morning after he suffered a heart attack.

Vivek was in the news on Thursday for his efforts to remove the fear of vaccination among the public. Instead of going to a private hospital, he chose to get vaccinated at a government hospital to spread awareness.

He told media persons after taking the first jab of the COVID-19 vaccine, "The government hospitals provide healthcare services to the majority of poor people. Many have doubts about vaccination and its side effects. There are also several rumours doing the rounds. I want to put an end to all the rumours. I want to show people that there is no danger in getting vaccinated."

He added, "On the contrary, it will protect us. And it is not like this vaccination will completely prevent us from getting Covid-19 infection. After the vaccination, even if we catch the virus, there won't be death. So after vaccination, we should still follow the safety guidelines."
Lisa Shaw death: BBC presenter had blood clots after AstraZeneca jab

The award-winning BBC radio presenter Lisa Shaw died in hospital after suffering blood clots following her AstraZeneca vaccination, her family has said.

The 44-year-old, who was a well-known broadcaster in the north-east of England and had worked for BBC Radio Newcastle since 2015, developed severe headaches a week after having the jab and fell seriously ill a few days later, relatives said in a statement.

Shaw died at the Royal Victoria infirmary in Newcastle on Friday last week after being treated in intensive care for blood clots and bleeding. She was surrounded by family, the statement said.

Belgium suspends Johnson & Johnson Covid vaccine for under 41s after woman dies

Johnson & Johnson's Janssen COVID-19 vaccine is the latest vaccine to come under scrutiny after Belgium pulled the plug on rolling it out for people under the age of 41 following the death of a woman from severe side-effects. "The Inter-ministerial conference has decided to temporarily administer Janssen's vaccine to the general population from the age of 41 years, pending a more detailed benefit-risk analysis by the EMA," the Belgian health ministers said in a statement. The EMA is the European Union's European Medicine's Agency.

At the time of the announcement, there was no immediate comment from J&J.

The woman - who was under the age of 40 - died on May 21, after being admitted to hospital with severe thrombosis and platelet deficiency, the statement said.

She was vaccinated through her employer and outside of the official Belgian vaccination campaign.
Dr. Rogiewicz posted his shot on YouTube while joking about 5G and Bill Gates - he passed 20 days after 2nd shot

JAN 26 - gets 2nd shot  
FEB 15 - dead

Recently deceased Polish doctor, Witold Rogiewicz, got vaccinated on camera, he joked about becoming a Bill Gates 5G antenna, and apologized for not being chatty because he was busy "getting autism."
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-US0EQvU4I
Gloucester resident dies within hours of receiving Pfizer vaccine

58-year-old Gloucester resident Drene Keyes was a gifted singer, a mother and grandmother of six.

Unexpectedly, Lisa lost her mother on Saturday within a couple of hours after Keyes received the Pfizer vaccine in Warsaw.

Keyes had diabetes, sleep apnea and was obese. Her job made her eligible for the first dose. So, on Saturday, Keyes got the Pfizer vaccine and spent 15 minutes in the mandatory observation period.

The coworker she was with said she was trying to get in the car and said, "Something is not right. Something's not right."

Doctors later told Jones her mother couldn't breathe and started vomiting. They did administer an EpiPen, CPR and oxygen as well.

She was quickly rushed to Riverside Tappahannock Hospital.

"They tried to remove fluid from her lungs. They called it 'flash pulmonary edema,' and doctors told me that it can be caused by anaphylaxis," said Jones. "The doctor told me that often during anaphylaxis, chemicals are released inside of a person's body and can cause this to happen."

"Why are we allowing people with underlying conditions to be guinea pigs for a vaccine that is still in clinical trials and emergency use?" Jones questioned.

Virginia officials won't say why they didn't do autopsy of Gloucester woman who died after vaccine

NY man dies shortly after vaccination

NEW YORK - A man died shortly after receiving a COVID-19 vaccination at the Javits Center in Manhattan but it was not believed to be due to an allergic reaction, state officials say.

The man, in his 70s, collapsed as he was leaving the vaccination site on Sunday morning.

"On-site security and first responders were by his side within seconds, but sadly the man passed away a short time later at a hospital," New York State health Commissioner Howard Zucker said in a statement to Fox5NY.com.

The Incident occurred approximately 25 minutes after he was vaccinated, and following the required 15 minute observation period. Heath officials say he exhibited no adverse reactions or any
Niece of Bee Gees singer Barry Gibb is found dead of a suspected heart attack days after receiving her second Pfizer vaccine

By CLAUDIA JOSEPH FOR MAILONLINE
PUBLISHED: 14:14 EDT, 23 April 2021 | U

Bernice Gibb Rhoades, 56, known to friends and family as Beri, was found unconscious in bed at her home in Las Vegas by her husbandchina on Thursday, April 15.

Beri's family have paid tribute after she died of a suspected heart attack days after receiving her second dose of the Pfizer coronavirus vaccine.

Beri's mother Lesley Evans, 76, told MailOnline: 'I don't even know what to say - I am so angry that this has happened to my beloved girl.

'I am just so furious that they keep pushing this vaccine out there when people are at risk due to unknown underlying conditions. Beri was healthy and living a life full of love and adventure.'

Autopsy for energy minister: Khan got vaccine days before death

Eight months into its second term, the People’s National Movement (PNM) Government has suffered a major blow with the passing of former party chairman and Minister of Energy and Energy Industries Franklin Khan.

Khan, 63, who had a history of heart-related illness, died at his Maraval home

Khan was among the parliamentarians who received the first dose of covid19 vaccines last Tuesday.

A 60-year-old Princes Town man, who had a heart condition, died of a clot on Thursday, days after he was vaccinated,
CDC investigating Ionia Co.
woman’s death after getting J&J vaccine

GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. (WOOD) — The family of an Ionia-area wife and mother says she died due to complications after receiving the Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 vaccine.

Anne VanGeest, 35, died April 19 at Mercy Health Saint Mary’s in Grand Rapids.

“It is with profound sadness that we share the news of Anne’s passing as the result of complications after receiving the Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 vaccine,” her family said in a Thursday morning statement released through a Grand Rapids public relations firm.

VanGeest’s family said she received the vaccine April 8. She later developed a persistent headache, which is one of the symptoms reported in women under 50 who suffered a rare complication of the J&J vaccine.

Edinburgh mum found dead 48 hours after having second Covid vaccine

Gordon Tait, Chief Reporter
30 Apr 2021, 21:49 | Updated: 30 Apr 2021, 21:49

A MUM was found dead in bed 48 hours after having her second Covid vaccine.

Tragic Karen Tully, 59, felt dizzy and reported having a headache in the wake of her follow-up AstraZeneca jab.

The asthma sufferer, who only returned to her job as a police 999 call handler on Monday after shielding for a year, took paracetamol before husband Richard, 63, left for work on Thursday.

But he discovered his wife of 37 years lifeless when he returned three hours later to the couple’s home in Colinton, Edinburgh.

The shattered school coach driver said: “She had her jab on Tuesday morning and went to work that night. But she wasn’t feeling great so she came back early.

“I left for work about 6am on Thursday and gave her a cup of tea and a couple of tablets for her sore head. When I left she was fine. I came back just after 9am and that’s when I found her.”

Ambulance crews raced to the pad but Karen was pronounced dead at the scene.

Chief Superintendent Roddy Newbigging paid tribute to former medical secretary Karen, who joined the Bilston centre 15 years ago.

He said: “She provided a highly professional service. She will be sorely missed by all of her colleagues and the thoughts of Police Scotland are with her family.”

The AstraZeneca vaccine has been linked with rare blood clots. But this is believed to be the first reported death of anyone so soon after having their second jab.

Last month, solicitor Neil Astles, 59, from Warrington, Cheshire, died two weeks after his first AZ dose in a suspected blood clot tragedy.
Why did Facebook temporarily blocked all searches using @irelandeasthospitalgroup (which owns & manages Wexford General)

JAN 5 - gets shot  

JAN 11 - dead

DR KESHAV Sharma, son of late Chief Justice Satnarine Sharma, has died. Details of his death are not yet known and relatives are awaiting the results of an autopsy since he was not ailing.

Young Wexford respiratory consultant dies suddenly

The son of a former Trinidad and Tobago Chief Justice was only 39 years old. Tributes have been paid to a young respiratory consultant who died suddenly.

Dr Keshav Sharma was 39 years of age when he passed away last week (January 11), three days after his birthday.

He was a consultant respiratory and general medical physician at Wexford General Hospital (WGH).

A spokesperson for the Ireland East Hospital Group has confirmed to Irish Medical Times that the death was not related to Covid-19.

Doctor Kershav Sharma a respiratory consultant who practiced in Wexford hospital took the vaccine on Tuesday 5th of January 2021. The following Sunday the 10th of

Facebook moved quickly to 'debunk' anyone claiming a correlation, even prior to any autopsy. They also blocked any searches for posts tagged with the hospital group’s @ name.
Former Detroit TV Anchor
Dies One Day After Taking COVID Vaccine

(CBS DETROIT) – Karen Hudson-Samuels’ career in broadcast journalism spanned over four decades in Detroit.

The Detroit media icon was found dead at her home by her husband last Tuesday, just one day after taking the COVID-19 vaccine but the official cause of her death is still unknown.

Macomb County man, 90, dies after COVID-19 vaccine

Daniel Thayne Simpson, a retired accountant from Chesterfield Township who served in the Navy during the Korean War, got his first dose of the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine on Feb. 3. The next day, Simpson, 90, was dead.

“He told my brother he was getting it and he had a sticker showing that he got it,” William Simpson of Ann Arbor told the Free Press. But then, he stopped returning phone calls.

“We were assuming he felt tired or something and went to bed early and never woke up,” William Simpson said. “My brother Don went over as he often does at 5 in the evening the next day. ... He found my father dead.”

CA woman, 78, gets COVID-19 vaccine, then suddenly dies of something else

February 14, 2021 | 12:23am

The woman “passed away unexpectedly” Friday after receiving Pfizer’s version of the Covid-19 vaccine about noon at the Kaiser-run site at Cal Poly Pomona, 30 miles east of downtown Los Angeles, the doctor said.

“While seated in the observation area after the injection, the patient complained of feeling discomfort and while being evaluated by medical personnel, she lost consciousness,” he said. “Paramedics on scene began CPR almost immediately and continued, but she ultimately could not be revived.”
APR 12 - gets 2nd shot

Back to Vaxcon, at Moscone South. I think I’ve literally worked a booth 20 feet from here; injections are now on the show floor.

Again, a smooth, efficient, well oiled operation. So proud of San Francisco and Kaiser Permanente for executing like total bosses.

Vaxxed!

5:12 PM - 4/12/21 · Twitter for iPhone

10 Retweets 31 Quote Tweets 65 Likes

Dan's family reports he was diabetic

APR 9 - gets shot

APR 23 - dead

The loved ones of Francine Boyer, 54, issued a statement late Tuesday confirming her identity and that her death occurred on April 23.

Boyer and her husband, Alain Serres, received the first dose of the AstraZeneca vaccine on April 9. The family says she then experienced headaches and fatigue in the days that followed.

“She then went to the nearest hospital,” the family said. “Then, as her condition deteriorated, she was transferred to the Montreal Neurological Hospital Institute. Francine died of cerebral thrombosis.”

APR 23 - dead

The celebrated security researcher, Dan Kaminsky, widely known for his work on discovering crucial DNS security flaws, Sony Rootkit infections and popular talks at the Black Hat Briefings has died. The news of his death came on Saturday morning from security researcher Marc Rogers with a tweet stating: “I guess there’s no hiding it now. We lost Dan Kaminsky yesterday. One of the brightest lights in infosec and probably the kindest soul I know. The vacuum he leaves behind is impossible to measure. Please keep speculation to yourself and be respectful of his family and friends.” Dan was 42 years old.
Neurovascular disease (disorder in which an area of the brain is temporarily or permanently affected by bleeding or restricted blood flow. Restrictions in blood flow may occur from vessel narrowing, clot formation (thrombosis), blockage (embolism), or blood vessel rupture (hemorrhage).

MAY 17 - gets shot

MAY 24 - dead

Got my shot today, two side effects arm is sore and extremely tired

Love positive, but I really wish I didn't get this shot

The New York Times

Milva, Redheaded Italian Diva of Many Artistic Hues, Dies at 81

One of Italy’s best-known singers, she sang pop songs and political anthems, and appeared at festivals and on theater stages.

ROME — Milva, whose charisma, warm voice and flaming red hair made her one of Italy’s most recognizable divas from the 1960s through the ’80s, died on April 23 at a hospital in Milan. She was 81.

Her daughter, Martina Corgnati, said the cause was a neurovascular disease.

Got my shot today, two side effects arm is sore and extremely tired

Love positive, but I really wish I didn't get this shot
So...I had the vaccination today! I hate needles, today was no exception! Anyone who says you can’t feel it is telling porky pies. I hated it.
And now I feel horrendous.. pizza and bed for me!

I was so excited about my sold out Cyprus villa weekend this weekend. Woke up feeling fine and then within an hour I had fully body shakes, all my joints seized and I was struggling to breathe and was cold to the bone with a persistent headache and dizziness.
I was convinced I'd come down with Covid!
Mum and dad came to look after me and took me for a covid test, which thankfully was negative... but it still doesn't explain what the problem is.
Unfortunately this now means I am having to postpone my Cyprus villa weekend and I am Contacting everyone individually to apologise.
Thank fully the villa owners are happy for the whole thing to just be moved.
Now, after an IV, I'm off to get full blood work done to see if we can figure out what the problem is.
I'm so sorry to everyone I have let down as I was so looking forward to this weekend, but I hope you'll be happy to move to the new dates with me.

A British national who was hospitalised in Nicosia general hospital for a thrombotic episode after receiving the AstraZeneca coronavirus vaccine has died, a health official said on Monday.

Health authorities have not disclosed the woman’s name, but a close friend of the dead woman has confirmed to the Cyprus Mail it was the UK-born model Stephanie Dubois, 39, who had been living in Tsada, Paphos for the last five months.

I am beside myself and really find this hard to take in. Stephanie Dubois has taken a bad reaction to the Covid vaccine which attacked her platelets and caused a brain haemorrhage. She was in a coma but sadly she passed away today.
Stephanie, a brilliant model stayed with us just last year and I took many photos of her at my home studio and around our great city.
Beautiful and so friendly. RIP Stephanie. We will all miss you 😢
The family of an Italian woman who died weeks after having the Oxford-AstraZeneca coronavirus vaccine have told Sky News they are taking legal action to establish whether the jab was to blame.

The case comes after 55-year-old Augusta Turiaco, from Messina, Sicily, received her COVID jab on 11 March before her condition worsened in the days following her vaccination.

The music teacher was keen to receive a jab as she worked with young people and even expressed her joy at getting the dose in a Facebook post, writing "fatto" - the Italian word for "done".

She developed a high temperature and a very bad headache, before going for blood tests and ultimately scans that identified blood clots.

She fell into a coma on 28 March and died on 30 March - 19 days after having the AstraZeneca injection.

"My sister was in excellent health, she did not take drugs because she did not have diseases such as hypertension or diabetes."

Medical records seen by Sky News showed blood clots had formed in Ms Turiaco's body, including in her brain.

Her platelet levels had fallen.

These are conditions also found in others who died after having the Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine.

The legal proceedings launched by the family are just one of a number of cases across Europe being mounted against AstraZeneca.

The family’s lawyer, Daniela Agnello, told Sky News: "The excellent state of health of Ms Turiaco, the absence of previous pathologies, the very short period of time between the administration of the vaccine, the appearance of the first illnesses and the very serious clinical picture and then death."
Professional ballerina NaTalia Johnson (38) died unexpectedly 13 days following her shot. Her sister stated Natalia's cause of death is still unknown, but she most likely suffered a heart attack or stroke. Based on her sister's account, NaTalia held out her arms and became stiff.

Some minutes later, her body started tightening, that was the time I came to know that she was really in a distress, I immediately placed her on the floor and began performing CPR. And when she didn’t respond I ran out and yelled to our neighbours to call 911. Police and emergency personnel arrived so quickly and did all they could to revive her back but sadly she didn’t make it.

**TheStar** Indonesian youth dies after receiving AstraZeneca vaccine shot

JAKARTA, May 11 (Bernama): A 22-year old Indonesian youth died last Friday, a day after receiving the AstraZeneca Covid-19 vaccine shot.

According to local media reports, Trio Fauqi Virdaus from Buaran, Jakarta had received the vaccine shot on last Thursday (May 6) and soon after developed fever. He drew his last breath the next day while being treated at a hospital.

The local media quoted family members saying Trio Fauqi was hale and hearty before the vaccination, and had no chronic health issues.
MAY 4 - gets 2nd shot

MAY 14 - dead

Haziq, aged 27, had collapsed after performing subuh prayer of the second day of the Hari Raya Aidilfitri at his house in Kajang before being rushed and pronounced dead at Kajang Hospital at 9.37 am on 14 May 2021. As the post-mortem was being carry out at the hospital, social media has been abuzz with many speculations connecting his death cause to the COVID-19 pandemic and the vaccination programme which Haziq had just completed, with the second dose of the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine on 4 May meant for athletes and officials in preparations for the forthcoming Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games. The National Sports Council (NSC) instead had said that Haziq's body was tested negative for COVID-19.

FEB 7 - gets shot

APR 24 - dead

Bill Scott, president of Syracuse teachers union, dies suddenly

Scott, 53, has been a constant voice throughout the district's pandemic efforts.

Prior to being the union's president, which was a full-time job, he worked as a social worker in the school district of 20,000 students. His wife is also a teacher. Scott leaves behind four children.
According to forensic doctors, the death of a young woman was related to the AstraZeneca vaccination

Published on 04/28/2021

It is one of those tragic stories that happened during the vaccination campaign against the coronavirus. According to the Herford district, a 32-year-old woman died in connection with a vaccination with AstraZeneca. According to Wednesday’s announcement, an immune reaction to the vaccine led to the death of Dana Ottmann, according to a finding by the University of Greifswald. The cause was therefore a coagulation disorder with bleeding into the brain.

Her mother now expressed dismay at the death of her daughter, who worked as a psychologist. On March 9, she found them lifeless in the bathroom, as Petra Ottmann told the "Westfalen-Blatt". Because the 66-year-old was afraid that something might be covered up when her daughter died, Ottmann sought the public at the end of March to find out the truth.

Son ‘dearly regrets’ telling his mum to get the AstraZeneca vaccine

Prasad used to speak to his mum every day but all that changed “in a split second” last month.

Three days after the Canberra man’s 79-year-old mother Rama received her second dose of the AstraZeneca vaccine in India, he called her about 4pm (AEST time) to ask how she was feeling and she said she was fine.

When he called again, just two and a half hours later, she was already in a coma.

From what he can gather from relatives in India, his mum went into the backyard to put some garbage out for collection and went back into the kitchen.

“She was holding on to the bench, she called out to my niece twice and by the time my niece got there she was already closing her eyes and went into a deep coma,” he said.

She never regained consciousness, although she survived for roughly five days before dying on May 6.

He says his family and friends know of seven people in India who have all died after getting the vaccine.

Now most of his family and friends don’t want to take the risk of getting the vaccine themselves.

A feeling is also spreading among them that older people are being “sacrificed” and that Prime Minister Scott Morrison and the government have written them off.

“They feel they are too old and that society doesn’t need them anymore so they (the authorities) wrote them off,” Prasad said.

“It’s that kind of feeling, I have heard the comment from six work colleagues and friends.”

Prasad believes the vaccine did play a part as his mother was the youngest of six siblings who are all still alive. A MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) report also showed Rama had a massive haemorrhage in the left frontal lobe of her brain.
DEC 31 - gets shot

DEC 31 - dead

JAN 12 - gets shot

JAN 13 - dead

Julie Ann Splattstoesser, 50, of Alda, passed away unexpectedly Thursday, December 31, 2020. Celebration of life service will be held at 10:00 a.m. Friday at Peace Lutheran Church. Reverend Carl Eliason will officiate. The service will be livestreamed via www.facebook.com/peacefuneralservice. Burial of ashes will follow at Westlawn Memorial Park Cemetery.

Brittany Hall Perez passed away on January 13, 2021 in Woodstock, Georgia at the age of 39. Born in Huntsville, Alabama on July 16, 1981, Brittany was always a free spirit and opened her heart to all. She grew up "on the other side of the mountain" with her mother, father, and two sisters, and she went through the school years loving music and going to concerts. Brittany is survived by her husband, Chris, their two daughters, Zoey and Maddie; her parents, Ed and Wanda Hall; her two sisters,
FEB 12 - got 2nd shot

2nd dose given 21 days after Jan 27 which means Roni received 2nd dose Feb 16

JAN 27 - shot

FEB 13 - dead

FEB 16 - dead

It is with a heavy heart and much sorrow we create this fund. Roni Sisk has been the beloved Director of Nursing at Princeton for a couple of years & has worked in the healthcare community for many years. The Princeton team & greater ClearView family woke up today to learn the devastating news that Roni passed away, very unexpectedly, early this morning (2.16.21). She was only in her mid 40's. She had a husband, children (young & adult),
FEB 12 - got shot

FEB 14 - dead

Yay! Just had my 1st jab (are we supposed to be this excited about being stabbed in the arm?) 😊😊

Still so shocked by the sudden loss of Carole Knight 😞 will miss our chats. This is for you 😔

FEB 20 - got 2nd shot

FEB 22 - full-term fetus dead

Saturday 2.20.21

41 weeks today and I'm officially fully vaccinated with the Pfizer vaccine! Clearly I wanted to be born to a fully vaccinated mama! 😄

I am scheduled to be induced on Wednesday evening if he hasn't arrived by then!

It's crazy. This time last year we were exactly 2 weeks away from beginning our journey with IVF. Now our precious babe is about to make his entrance into the world. It is not lost on me how incredibly lucky we are that the process moved so quickly and smoothly for us. A lot of couples don't have the pleasure of that same outcome.

Motherhood is going to amazing and I'm 100% sure it's going to be more different than I can even imagine. We're as ready as we can be, though!

Monday 2.22.21

Not sure if this is allowed... I don't have the energy to read the rules as I'm currently 12 hours into induced labor with my precious baby who is no longer living.

My dream of becoming a mother came true 9 months ago after 2 years battling infertility and a successful go with IVF. And it was ripped away from me in the blink of an eye at 9am this morning.

Part of that dream into motherhood was breastfeeding. And so I'm reaching out to find out if any other mamas have experienced a loss of this magnitude and then gone on to pump for the purpose of donating their milk?
APR 2 - gets shot

Greg @notdeadyet5000

He gets vaccinated tomorrow. After a few weeks he will no longer be breaking social distancing rules.

2:47 AM · 4/1/21 · Twitter for iPad

MAY 8 - dead

Greg @notdeadyet5000

My wife and I lost our son unexpectedly yesterday. This is not the Mothers Day she deserved. Prayers please.

6:38 PM · May 9, 2021 · Twitter for iPad

5,847 Retweets 1,024 Quote Tweets 117.1K Likes

Greg @notdeadyet5000

Replying to @bessman7

I understand what you are going through. A always healthy 25 year old should not pass in his sleep.

2:45 AM · 10 May 21 · Twitter for iPad

APR 3 - Bell's Palsy

Chris Black

April 26 at 4:04 PM · 📷

If you have the ability to donate to this family in need please do so and share this. Their father, Ron Duguid passed away unexpectedly last week. He developed Bell's Palsy after receiving his second Covid Vaccine shot. He was the bread winner for the family and did not have life insurance. He left behind his wife and five daughters (7-20). One of the daughters goes to school with my twins and the two youngest daughters go to my son's school. The daughters are all hard workers, three of whom went to Juilliard and are some of the kindest most well mannered kids I have ever met. My heart goes out to them all.

https://www.gofundme.com/.../memorial-fund-for-studio..
Vaccino Astrazeneca, Fdl to the Minister of Health: "Evaluate the suspension"

Two deaths occurred in the Catania area after the administration of the anti Covid serum: the Meloni party has announced a parliamentary question. A member of the navy and a policeman on duty in Catania died a few days later: the prosecutor is investigating.

Following the death of Stefano Paterno, a Navy soldier, originally from Misterbianco and of Davide Villa, a policeman on duty in Catania, the deputy Edmondo Cirielli of Fratelli d'Italia intervened, announcing a parliamentary question on the Astrazeneca vaccine. Both Paterno and Villa had in fact received the first dose of the anti Covid serum and there are investigations by the prosecutor in progress.

“I will present a parliamentary question to the Minister of Health Roberto Speranza on the possible danger of the Astrazeneca vaccine, whose administration has been suspended as a precaution in Austria, Estonia, Lithuania, Luxembourg and Latvia and today also in Denmark - says the Fdl parliamentarian. - The situation is also very worrying in Italy, given that two members of the Sicilian law enforcement agencies died suddenly after receiving the very first dose of this vaccine in recent days. Therefore, I will urgently ask Minister Speranza on the basis which guarantees the Government has entrusted to Astrazeneca for the supply of vaccines and what actions it intends to take to protect the health of Italians.”

---

**INGLISH TEXT**

**Uttar Pradesh: Woman dies after taking COVID vaccine, kin create fuss at Ballia government hospital**

BALLIA (UTTAR PRADESH): Family members of a woman created a ruckus at a government hospital here as she died after being administered an injection by a doctor, according to police. Pushpa (45) of Bahadurpur village was taken to a Garhwar hospital following pain in her chest and a doctor administered an injection while referring her to the district hospital.

Citing the family members, police said froth came out of the woman's mouth and nostrils after she was given the injection. Her family members created a ruckus in the hospital following her death. They were placated by police and the body was sent for a post-mortem.
"It is with a heavy heart that we announce the unexpected passing of Blanche Mamo," Ibrag Parish church said on Sunday. And of course, it was unexpected. Blanche Mamo, 67, was perfectly healthy up until last week.

Her husband, Albert Mamo is in shock. He's just lost his wife, a much loved figure in the community who taught catechism to generations of young people. Until her retirement 8 years ago she was a dedicated teacher at the Paolo government junior school. Later she took up a part time role as teacher at San Anton School.

Albert recounts the story, speaking to SideStreet about the events leading up to her death:

**13th March**

On the day he and his wife were vaccinated, Albert felt fine except for a sore arm. His wife, on the other hand, immediately started to report feeling exhausted and feverish.

**19th March**

Blanche Mamo is feeling feverish again, this time for three consecutive days. Suspecting she may have contracted COVID, she took a PCR test and the result was negative.

**27th March**

Ms. Mamo was still feeling unwell and now her speech had become incoherent. The following day, she woke up late and could not eat or drink. Albert asked one of his daughters to call her mother and speak to her. His daughters confirmed that their mother was not herself. She was clearly suffering from something that made her unable to speak and communicate properly.

**28th March**

Albert asks his wife to join him to church so that they could pray. She stood up, put on her mask and proceeded to the door in her underwear. Panicked, Albert called a doctor who advised him to take her to the Hospital Emergency. She was immediately diagnosed with a blood clot in her brain.

**The next day**

Blanche Mamo lies in a hospital bed. She is receiving blood platelet transfusions and is largely unresponsive.

**Easter Sunday**

On Easter Sunday at about 00:30 hrs Albert was informed that her condition had become critical, he rushed to hospital to find her taking her last breath. She passed away at 01:50hrs.

---

67-year-old Pennsylvania man dead 19 days after second Pfizer shot
Don Bosco teacher of Palermo died of thrombosis: she had the AstraZeneca vaccine 10 days ago

The 46-year-old teacher, Cinzia Pennino, hospitalized last Friday in the intensive care unit of the Palermo Polyclinic, died. The woman died as a result of complications from a thrombosis.

The teacher had received the AstraZeneca anti-Covid vaccine a week before admission. Then the situation degenerated in a few days. The Polyclinico di Palermo reported the 46-year-old’s death to the judiciary and AIFA. "The patient arrived at the Paolo Giaccone Polyclinic in Palermo on March 24 in very critical conditions with extensive deep thrombosis and an anamnestic history in which there is also a vaccine administration, - says the hospital in a note - Transferred to the intensive care unit in dysfunction multiorgan despite the advanced treatments and care provided by health workers, she died this morning. As expected in this circumstance - he concludes - the case was reported to AIFA and the judicial authorities."

Koronovirus: Investigation into the causes of death of a 65-year-old woman in Ilion - She was vaccinated half an hour ago

Investigation into the causes of death of a 65-year-old woman with underlying diseases who was found dead about half an hour after she was vaccinated in Ilion.

The unfortunate woman had gone to the health center in Ilion to get the AstraZeneca vaccine, the first dose. According to information, the 65-year-old suffered from diabetes. He did not report a history of allergies or other conditions, and remained in the center for 20 minutes after vaccination. Half an hour after her vaccination, she was found unconscious in a park next to the health center. She was taken to the health center for first aid, but despite the efforts of doctors, the woman did not return.
India public health demands investigation after 19 deaths

19 health workers dead after COVID-19 vaccination; health experts demand investigation

The COVID-19 vaccination drive was kicked off on January 16 in India. Since then, at least 19 health workers have died post-vaccination. Doctors and public health experts wrote to the health ministry, demanding an investigation into the deaths.

On February 1, 47-year-old Manmu Pahan, a health worker from Ranchi in Jharkhand, died within 48 hours after being vaccinated against COVID-19. He died at the Medanta Hospital and his body has been sent for a post-mortem.

Pahan is one of the 19 health workers in the country to lose his life after receiving the COVID-19 vaccination since the launch of COVID-19 immunisation drive on January 16.

While the government has denied any connection between the deaths and the vaccine, the country’s public health officials, wrote to the Union ministry of health and family welfare on January 31, raising questions and demanding an immediate investigation into the deaths.

The letter also demanded that the minutes of AEFI committees formed at the national, state and district levels on adverse incidents arising post-vaccination, be made public. The letter drew attention to several facts: the death of health workers has occurred within a few hours to up to five days after taking COVID-19 vaccine; the deceased were aged between 23 and 56 years; media reports highlighted cardiovascular problems or brain trauma as the cause behind each of the deaths;

“So far, most of the cases of COVID-19 vaccine deaths have reportedly been due to cardiovascular and brain trauma. All these groups need to be examined immediately so that, at least, the reasons behind it are known,” Amar Jesani, an independent consultant, researcher and teacher in bioethics and public health told Gaon Connection. He is also editor of Indian Journal of Medical Ethics, and one of the signatories of the letter. Jesani urged that the investigations be made public so that
Hospital blamed over women’s death from heart inflammation after vaccination

By TOI STAFF
2 April 2021, 8:58 pm

Shirel Hilel, 22, received her second vaccine dose two weeks ago, her sister Nofar told Channel 13 news, in a segment aired Thursday evening. She later reported feeling unwell and said she was experiencing muscle pain.

However, Hilel’s condition worsened and she began to have difficulty breathing and pains in her chest and was taken to Safed’s Ziv Medical Center.

At the hospital, Hilel was diagnosed with myocarditis, inflammation of the heart muscle, which boyfriend Eyal said the doctor compared to a swollen shoulder.

“On the last day of hospitalization, a deterioration in her situation began. Persistent heart rhythm disturbances developed that didn’t respond to care and after continued resuscitation, she was pronounced dead. We share in the sorrow of the family over the heavy loss,” it said in a response to the network.

Last month, the Health Ministry instructed hospitals to report any cases of heart inflammation among the vaccinated.

“After several such cases of this type happened close to receiving the vaccine, it was decided to put a specific focus on this issue,” Tal Brosh, head of the Infectious Disease Unit at Assuta Medical Center in Ashdod, told the Ynet news site at the time.
Healthy 25 year-old teacher / rugby player dies within 8 days of J&J shot

**MAR 9 - gets shot**

Desirée Penrod
March 10 at 9:30 PM · 😞

The vaccine is killing me today. My arm hurts, beyond exhausted, headache, stomach cramps and earaches. Multiple people told me that I looked pale today. Yesterday, I was fine but today it’s taking its toll on me.

😢😭Rachel Williams and 231 others 402 Comments 201 Shares

**MAR 17 - dead**

Cyrus Bridwell
First shot or second? My roommate got hit real hard by her 2nd dose, but was good after about 36 hours.

2 wks Like Reply More

Desirée Penrod
First and only. I received the Janssen dose.

2 wks Like Reply More

Cyrus Bridwell
Ahh, that makes sense. Ouch. 😞 2

2 wks Like Reply More

Julie Benn
Feel better. Keep us posted. I get mine next week and I’m very nervous about it. 😊😭

2 wks Like Reply More

Desirée Penrod
Thank you! For me, the initial shot didn’t hurt; however, everyone is different and I’ve heard that it hurt some. Just drink a lot of water before hand. It was a very quick process and if you have any questions at all, the nurses will answer them for you. Easier said than done, but no need to be nervous. ❤️!

2 wks Like Reply More

Obituary of Desiree R. Penrod

Desiree R. Penrod, 25, of Danielson, CT passed away unexpectedly Wednesday, March 17, 2021 at her home. She was born December 7, 1995, daughter of Todd Penrod and Gaina McIntosh.

Desiree loved teaching children and worked for Killingly Memorial School in Danielson, CT, and also worked for Stop & Shop in Dayville, CT. She was a graduate of Johnson State College in Vermont. She enjoyed playing rugby.
The Jannah Times

Mother demands answers after her son, 20, died less than 12 hours after receiving a Pfizer jab

Mr Garrett had muscular dystrophy and had been shielding for around a year so was ‘excited’ when his turn to get a vaccine meant he could finally ‘live his life’.

‘He was excited about going to get his Covid jab and being able to get back out into the world and live his life.

‘It wasn’t even 12 hours after his Covid jab that he died.

‘His whole body was in horrendous pain, he had a really high temperature; normally with his condition, his legs can end up in pain but this was different.

‘Before he died, the arm he got the injection in was really painful.

Mr Garrett was given the vaccine at Ballochmyle Medical Practice shortly after 3pm on February 8.

By midnight he was unwell. Paramedics rushed to help Mr Garrett, but nothing could be done to save him. He died around 2.30am.

‘The post-mortem showed his heart was in a perfect condition. He had never had a seizure before.’
APR 8 - gets shot  APR 9 - clots  APR 14 - dead

Daily Mail

The death of a Weet-Bix factory worker from a blood clotting condition was linked to the AstraZeneca vaccine she got five days earlier, regulators confirmed.

Genene Norris, 48, from the New South Wales Central Coast died on April 14 after receiving the embattled coronavirus jab on April 8.

She developed blood clots the next day and four days after she received the jab she was placed on dialysis in an intensive care unit until her death.

The Therapeutic Goods Administration's vaccine safety investigation found Ms Norris' case of thrombosis is likely to be linked to the vaccine.

MAR 14 - gets shot  MAR 16 - ill  MAR 24 - dead

YorkshireLive

'Fun loving' mum, 34, dies days after having AstraZeneca vaccine

Damien Lockwood's wife Kimberley suffered a bleed on the brain days after having her coronavirus vaccine.

The heartbroken husband of a woman who died days after getting her Covid vaccine has paid tribute to the woman he said was "loved by everyone".

Kimberley Lockwood was just 34 when she died following a "catastrophic brain bleed" 10 days after having her AstraZeneca coronavirus vaccine, her shellshocked husband, Damien, said.

He said: "Kim had the vaccine on March 14 and two days after she obviously had a bad headache, felt a bit coldy and symptoms like that.

When Kimberley arrived at hospital, Damien said that a blood test found that she had a very low blood platelet count and would require a transfusion of vitamin K, which can help to increase a person's platelet count.

But, shockingly, the following day Damien received a phone call to say that he would need to come to the hospital to say goodbye - as Kimberley had suffered a "catastrophic" bleed on the brain and would not survive.
The Orange County Coroner’s Office is investigating the death of a woman who passed away several days after getting her second Moderna vaccine. The family says, the mother and grandmother was healthy before she got her shot, and that her sudden death came as a shock. Video Transcript:

- This Orange County son worries his mom died because of her second Moderna COVID-19 vaccine dose. A conversation with staff at the OC Coroner’s Office about Griselda Flores’ death raised red flags for Richard Cardenas and his family.

- They made it seem like this was, like, not the first call that they had.

- OC Assistant Chief Deputy Coroner Brad Olsen says, that’s right. Olson tells Eyewitness News, a handful of deaths, including Griselda’s are under investigation. Because they happened one to three days after the person got a COVID-19 vaccine dose.

- Cardenas says, his mom was a healthy, outgoing, hard working mother and grandmother.

- The day after her second shot on April 14 at a CVS in Orange, Griselda complained of the expected side effects, chills, body aches, and a fever. She looked really pale. She said she was tired, and was going home to sleep.

Two days after her second dose, Griselda’s family says, they found her dead in her room.

CORONAVIRUS ILLINOIS

'Breakthrough' COVID death: Fully-vaccinated Flossmoor man, 75, dies from virus a month after 2nd vaccine dose

A 75-year-old south suburban Flossmoor man is one such case. More than two weeks after his second vaccine dose, Alan Sporn, felt free.

"It was a Saturday, and he said instead of getting together for dinner tonight, kids, I'm going to meet you guys for lunch because I'm going out with my friends tonight to celebrate that we made it through this year," said Bonnie Sporn, his daughter.
Rachel McKinney, 35, leaves behind her husband Kevin, stepson and two sons aged 8 and 12, after her tragic death on April 3.

The care home nurse from Stockport began developing symptoms of confusion, and slurred speech in February this year.

She had received both doses of the Pfizer vaccine in December and January and reported classic side effects, her sister Gemma said.

But a month later, her family became increasingly concerned as she displayed signs of a stroke, and Rachel was advised by 111 to attend Stepping Hill Hospital.

Due to Covid restrictions, her family were not allowed to accompany Rachel, and received a text to say she'd had an MRI scan which showed she had inflammation of the brain.

After arriving at Salford Royal Hospital, Rachel started suffering from seizures, and a decision was made to place her into a coma.

Two nurses have lost their lives after receiving Pfizer vaccine

The death of the two nurses in Norway, who have taken the vaccine to end the worldwide coronavirus is alarming.

After receiving the Pfizer-Biotech vaccine, they died suddenly within 48 hours. The Medical Director of the Norwegian Agency, the Norwegian National Institute of Public Health, has started an investigation.
15-Year-Old Boy Dies Of Heart Attack Two Days After Taking Pfizer Vaccine, Had No History Of Allergic Reactions

A 15-year-old boy in Colorado died of a heart attack only two days after taking the Pfizer vaccine. He had no history of medical issues.

he case, listed in the database as VAERS ID 1242573, reveals that the 15-year-old boy was “vaccinated with Pfizer/Biontech” on April 18, 2021. He began to experience adverse reactions to the vaccine on April 19, 2021, and “died 4/20/2021, 2 days after vaccination.” The VAERS database also reveals that he had no other illnesses, no preexisting conditions, no known allergies, no birth defects, and no permanent disabilities. He merely died of “cardiac failure” exactly two days after receiving the vaccine.

Mary Marlene Meadows
Mar 17, 1961 - Jan 14, 2021

Mary Marlene Meadows (Highwart), 59, of Huntington, W.V. went home to be with the Lord on Thursday, January 14, 2021.

Mary was a nurse for over 30 years in the Labor and Delivery unit at Cabell Huntington Hospital, and dedicated her life to building and organizing the Perinatal Loss Program.
Lisa Stonehouse’s family has said she went to the ER at the Grey Nuns Community Hospital in Edmonton on April 29 with a severe headache after receiving the Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine about a week earlier.

On Monday, she was taken off life support, 12 days after she got the shot, Lowenberg said.

Stonehouse’s death is the third reported in Canada from a blood clot after receiving the AstraZeneca vaccine. A 54-year-old Quebec woman and a New Brunswick resident in their 60s also died.

Lowenberg said Stonehouse thought she had the same symptoms many others were having after being vaccinated, then her health worsened.

Ronald W. Babb, Sr., 57, of Syracuse, passed away unexpectedly on April 19th. Ronald was an avid outdoorsman who enjoyed hunting and fishing. He also enjoyed motorcycles, muscle cars and Pink Floyd. The biggest joy of Ronald’s life was being a grandfather.

He is survived by his wife of 36 years, Rose; children, Ronald (Victoria) Babb, Jr, Chad Lando, Christopher Lando and Tyler Miller; seven grandchildren, Nicholas, MacKenzie, Lilly, Temprence, Madison, Cecilia and Benjamin; siblings, David Babb, Paula Purcell, Thomas (Tracey) Babb and many nieces and nephews.
NC woman died from massive brain aneurysm 2 days after getting Johnson & Johnson vaccine, daughter says

CHARLOTTE, N.C. (FOX 46 CHARLOTTE) - A local woman says her mother died two days after receiving the Johnson and Johnson vaccine. She believes the dose is what caused her mother’s sudden death.

FOX 46 sat down with Allyson Hendrix, who said her mother was someone who helped other people out a lot and now that she’s gone, Hendrix said she has a huge hole in her life.

Hendrix says her mom decided to get one of the COVID vaccines and settled on the Johnson & Johnson.

“She was like, ‘I’ll just go do that, it’s easier, I don’t have to do that, you know, two trips.’ She got that on March 30.” Then two days later, she was in the hospital.

“They couldn’t figure out what was going on, so they did a CT scan and that’s when they found all the bleeding on the brain,” she said. “It was so massive at first that they thought it was actually two aneurysms, but it was only one. It was just so big.” On April 9, Darlene Blackwell passed away.

“That night that, we decided to we had to end life support. We were sitting at my grandmother’s house and the news was kind of turned down on low but I was reading the headlines and it said Johnson & Johnson vaccine put on hold and it was stopped,” Hendrix said. “It just hit me like what it that happened.”

Oregon woman dies after getting J&J vaccine, state health officials say

PORTLAND, Ore. (KATU) – An Oregon woman died this week after she received the Johnson & Johnson coronavirus vaccine, the Oregon Health Authority (OHA) said.

State health officials said they received information from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) about the death, and that the government agency was investigating.

Until the CDC completes its investigation, officials said they cannot officially say whether her death is related to the vaccine.

The OHA said the woman, who was in her 50s, received the vaccine before the U.S. ordered a ‘pause’ on its use.
Naples teacher dies four days after the vaccine: the complaint is triggered

By Ivan Marino - March 2, 2021

It is not a no-vax family, the one that yesterday filed a complaint with the carabinieri. He only asks to understand how Annamaria Mantile, 62, Neapolitan from Vomero, elegant English teacher, died. "She felt ill two hours after the injection and never recovered," says her brother Sergio, a sociologist, who puts the facts one after the other.

Saturday 27 February, 12.30 pm. The professor reaches Hall 1 of the Mostra d'Oltremare for the first dose of the drug. Immediately after, he returns home, in via Bernardo Cavallino. It is her apartment as a girl, never left to assist her elderly mother, with her photos and those of her grandmother, in black and white, smiling on the walls in the dining room. Already in the afternoon, Annamaria begins to have nausea, retching, abdominal pain and a sense of exhaustion. Contact your family doctor, who will prescribe a drip to hydrate your body, plus another spasm medicine. "It seems to be improving," Sergio says to the marshal of the barracks in Piazza Medaglie d'Oro. "But my sister faints the next day." The following morning, conditions appear stable. That malaise does not go away. Suddenly, it gets worse.

"Four days after the administration of the AstraZeneca vaccine, my mother says Annamaria is cold," cries her brother, reconstructing the last moments. «I rush home from Castel Volturno, in the meantime a cardiologist practices an electrocardiogram without finding any anomalies. Except for the slightly accelerated heartbeat ». Annamaria is thirsty. She drinks several times, helped by relatives. But nothing is a relief anymore. "He can't hold his head, his eyes are open and his gaze is absent." The doctor returns, gives her a massage to revive her, and a 118 team also intervenes: the ambulance stops under the yellow building. It starts again empty.

Woman dies 4 days after receiving COVID vaccine; suffered cardiac arrest

By Fabiola Rodriguez
March 06, 2021

Italy. - A woman of 62 years old died of a cardiac arrest four days after receiving the vaccine AstraZeneca against Covid-19.

The events took place in the city of Naples, Italy, when Anna Maria Mantile, an English teacher, presented vomiting and exhaustion.

According to local media Il Corriere della Sera, the woman was transferred to a hospital where she remained hospitalized and was given serum, however, the next day she died of cardiac arrest.

Anna's relatives decided to file a complaint with the police, assuring that the woman did not suffer from pathologies prior to the vaccine.

Likewise, they detailed that Anna began to feel unwell two hours after the administration of the vaccine, so they ask that her case be investigated.
Portuguese health worker, 41, dies two days after getting the Pfizer covid vaccine as her father says he 'wants answers'

- Sonia Acevedo suffered a 'sudden death' on New Year's Day 48 hours after jab
- The 41-year-old mother-of-two worked in paediatrics at a hospital in Porto
- Ms Acevedo had not suffered any adverse side-effects after being vaccinated

'She had the Covid-19 vaccine but she didn’t have any symptoms. I don’t know what happened. I just want answers.

'I want to know what led to my daughter’s death.'

Ms Acevedo’s employers confirmed the dead woman had been vaccinated against coronavirus on December 30 and said they had not been notified of any 'undesirable effect' when she was jabbed or in the hours afterwards.

The Portuguese Institute of Oncology said in a statement: 'With regards to the sudden death of an operational assistant from the Porto IPO on January 1, 2021, the Board of Directors confirms the event and expresses sincere regret to family and friends in the certainty that this loss is also felt here.'
Christina, 61, died after covid-19 vaccine.

Family: We demand an apology from AstraZeneca

Of. Susanna Nygren
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NEWS

Christina, 61, died after receiving AstraZeneca's covid-19 vaccine. Doctors have determined that she was a healthy woman who after vaccination got a fatal coagulation disorder.

Christina's family is now demanding an apology from AstraZeneca and the Medical Products Agency.

- This must not happen again. Christina must not just be a number in the statistics, says Daniel, one of Christina's sons.

On February 17, 61-year-old assistant nurse Christina was vaccinated with AstraZeneca's covid-19 vaccine. She had felt anxious before the vaccination but still decided to take the injection in solidarity with the elderly she took care of at work.

Christina continued to feel unwell. She had a headache for several days - only to feel a little better one day - then the headache returned, now with cold sweats and nausea.

Gets worse for several days

One week after the vaccination, Christina had severe stomach problems. She vomited and had diarrhea. In addition, she suffered from double vision, something she had never had before.

It did not go over.

In the end, Christina only vomited bile and was not allowed to keep any food at all. She called her son Daniel in a panic.

- She said that “you have to drive me to the emergency room”.

The next day, the doctors had managed to stabilize Christina's condition by adding two bags of platelets.

- The platelets were raised to a more stable level, Daniel explains.

But early Sunday morning, Christina's condition deteriorated drastically. She had a cardiac arrest and then a brain haemorrhage. Her doctor contacted her husband Thomas and explained that the situation was serious. He hurried to book a plane ticket home.

The doctors in charge explained to the family that they had not been able to determine a 100% cause of death, but that they had not been able to see any other probable cause than the vaccine.

The hypothesis is that the vaccine has caused a so-called disseminated intravascular coagulation, a condition in which the blood begins to coagulate too much and many blood clots form simultaneously in several places in the body. In the final stage, massive internal bleeding occurs.

The hospital reported the death to the Medical Products Agency as a suspected serious side effect of the vaccine. After the autopsy, it was established that Christina was a previously healthy woman without underlying diseases.

After the vaccination, she had suffered from six different life-threatening conditions, which occurred more or less in parallel with each other.

- Massive cerebral hemorrhage
- Myocardial infarction
- Plugs in the left lung
- Bleeding in and around the adrenal gland
- Heavy bleeding in the intestinal system
- Plugs in the venous system
MAR 11 - gets shot  40 minutes  MAR 11 - dead

**IBT**

**Woman Dies 40 Minutes After Receiving Sinovac COVID-19 Vaccine**

Shortly after receiving a dose of the vaccine made by Chinese company Sinovac at a vaccination center in Metepec last Thursday, the woman started feeling weak and fainted when she got up to go to the washroom. She was rushed to the IMSS clinic in Metepec shortly after fainting but was declared dead on arrival.

Several newspapers in Mexico, including Milenio and Sin Embargo, reported at the time that she died 15 minutes after getting vaccinated. The federal Health Ministry, however, indicated that the 75-year-old passed away 40 minutes after inoculation, according to the latest reports.

MAR 28 - gets shot  APR 5 - dead

**mixmag**

**DETROIT TECHNO AND HOUSE DJ TIM BAKER HAS DIED**

The Detroit-born artist was a DJ, producer, label owner and fashion brand founder Tim Baker has died. A cause of death has not yet been confirmed; a commemorative post on a Facebook group dedicated to a club Baker held a residency at in the 1980s writes that he suffered a heart attack.
APR 1 - gets shot

APR 22 - dead

Rachel Weise
April 15 at 5:05 PM

I believe in the power of prayer and so I am asking those of you that pray, please, please send some prayers for my Dad. He is in the ICU on a ventilator, not only that, but they put him in an induced coma. He has a blood clot in his lungs. He recently just had the J&J vaccine. The one that was put on pause. I know in my heart it is from the vaccine and not a coincidence. Please, please pray for my Dad!

Rachel Weise
April 19 at 12:35 PM

Update on my Dad: text message copied from my sister who is in the hospital with him. She is a nurse herself, so she is the best advocate for him and can explain things in detail to us.

"Good morning. If you haven't heard yet a CT scan was done last night and showed dad had a stroke. They think possibly 2-3 days ago. He did not present with any symptoms prior intubation that the nurses are aware of. They have considered the cdc protocol for vaccine reaction and switched his heparin to lovenox (a different blood thinner). Dads Doctor verified with U of M doctors before starting. The doctor filed a report to the cdc but will need to update it with stroke information. (The CDC has received more reports of stroke following vaccine)

FEB 3 - gets 2nd shot

APR 19 - dead

Thomas Flanigan
February 3

Second dose. The microchip is working just fine. My mind is slowly being taken over by the hive mind. We are just fine. Resistance is futile.

Thomas Lee Flanigan
1972-10-31 - 2021-04-27

Visitation will be held from 12:00 – 8:00 on Thursday, May 6, 2021 at Ansberg-West Funeral Home located at 3000 W Sylvania Ave, Toledo, Ohio. A private life celebration will be held for family on Friday, May 7, 2021.
50-year-old DMX has fatal heart attack 1 week after shot. Media labels it a drug overdose though family claims not told that by doctor

DMX Received Covid Vaccine Days Before Heart Attack – Family Says NO DRUGS

Rap legend DMX, real name Earl Simmons, is currently in the ICU after suffering from a massive heart attack. Early reports speculated that DMX’s condition may have been brought about because of an alleged drug overdose.

But MTO News spoke with a member of the Simmons family who believes that it was NOT drugs that caused the heart attack.

In an EXCLUSIVE interview, MTO News spoke with DMX’ family member who told us that the rapper received the COVID vaccine about a week before he suffered from the heart attack.

DMX’s family member told MTO News, “[DMX] got the vaccine when they opened it up to people over 50. He got it so that he could go travel and perform, stuff like that.”

And the family member suspects that DMX heart attack could have been a reaction to the vaccine. The family member explained, “Everyone [in the news] keeps saying that [DMX] had a drug overdose. How do they know? I’m in the family and no doctor told me anything about an overdose.”

The family member is FURIOUS about the speculation surrounding DMX drug use. She told MTO News, “Yes he had past issues with drugs. But nobody know that he had an OD. It’s f*cked up that its being reported like that.”

The grieving kin explained, “He took that vaccine, and he had a heart attack.”
ATLANTA -- Hank Aaron expressed pride after being injected with the COVID-19 vaccination. The iconic Hall of Famer hopes his willingness to be vaccinated Tuesday will help lessen concerns some Black Americans may have about receiving the shot.

ATLANTA (AP) — Hank Aaron, who endured racist threats with stoic dignity during his pursuit of Babe Ruth but went on to break the career home run record in the pre-steroids era, died early Friday. He was 86.

17 days between vaccine & death - Mr. Aaron was laid to rest with no autopsy performed.

Report: Marvelous Marvin Hagler, one of boxing’s legendary Four Kings, dies ‘unexpectedly’ at 66.

Less than 1 week between vaccine and death though vaccine status is heresy.
27 year-old-nurse takes the shot on live TV, dies within 24 hours (this is the country of Georgia, not the US state)

MAR 18 - gets shot  →  MAR 19 - dead

Nurse dies in Georgia after being vaccinated with AstraZeneca

Bakradze was vaccinated on March 18 at 12:15 (local time), and then gave an interview to a local media stating that “vaccines are needed, we are powerless against the virus, we must vaccinate ourselves to avoid diseases or not get seriously ill. Although people are afraid, there is nothing dangerous about getting vaccinated. I urge everyone to get vaccinated.”

The day after receiving the injection with the AstraZeneca, the young nurse fell into a coma in a hospital in the Georgian city of Ajaltsije, and despite the fact that that night had stabilized, this Friday her heart stopped and the doctors were unable to revive her.

Akhaltsikhe Clinic Doctors and Nurse Charged in Megi Bakradze Case

The Prosecutor’s Office of Georgia has charged the two doctors and one nurse of Akhaltsikhe Clinic Imedi with providing false information on the case of Megi Bakradze’s death to the investigation.
Italy Opens Manslaughter Probe as Teacher Dies Hours After Getting AstraZeneca Vaccine

BY JACK PHILLIPS | March 16, 2021 Updated: March 16, 2021

Italian officials have begun a manslaughter investigation following the death of a 57-year-old music teacher hours after receiving AstraZeneca’s COVID-19 vaccine, according to local media reports.

Officials have so far said there is no evidence of a direct link between the man’s death and his shot.

Prosecutors in the northern Italian region of Piedmont announced they opened a manslaughter probe into the death of Sandro Tognatti, who received the vaccine in his hometown of Biella on March 13. His wife told news outlets that he went to bed that night with a high fever. The next day, she said, an ambulance was called for him, and he later died.

The local prosecutor in Biella, where Tognatti lived, announced the opening of a criminal case for manslaughter after his death, Italy’s La Repubblica newspaper reported.

Tognatti’s death came just days after a 60-year-old Danish woman suffered highly “unusual symptoms” and died after receiving the vaccine, the Danish Medicines Agency said this week. The woman had a low number of blood platelets and clots in small and large vessels, as well as bleeding, it said, reported Reuters.

“It was an unusual course of illness around the death that made the Danish Medicines Agency react,” it said in a statement late on March 14.

Norway said on March 13 that three people, all under the age of 50, who had received the AstraZeneca vaccine were being treated in hospital for bleeding, blood clots, and a low count of blood platelets, which were labeled “unusual symptoms” by health authorities.
Union workers in India are protesting after deaths

Andhra Pradesh ASHA Worker Dies After Receiving Covid-19 Jab; Unions Protest

Promila Devi, 55, a frontline health worker died due to serious complications she developed after getting vaccinated for Covid-19 at Hamirpur district in Himachal Pradesh.

Confirming about the death, Dr Janak Raj, Senior Medical Superintendent, Indira Gandhi Medical College, Shimla said the patient was shifted to IGMC from Dr Rajendra Prasad Medical College, Tanda (Kangra) only a few hours before she died.

After initial treatment and reviewing her condition, she was rushed to Tanda, where he was treated for her kidney failure. She was tested for Covid-19 also she was negative. She was also on ventilator support. As condition became precarious on Saturday, she was brought to IGMC Shimla,” he said.

Chief Medical Officer (Hamirpur) Dr Archana Soni said the death of the Anganwadi worker after vaccination is a matter of concern. The higher authorities in the government have been apprised of the circumstance.

Dr Janak Raj released a letter written by union Additional Secretary (Health) Manohar Aagnani asking the state governments to take strict measures after any death following vaccination of the frontline workers in the country.

ASHA workers staged a demonstration in front of the GGH demanding that a compensation of Rs 50 lakh be paid to the deceased’s family.

Moradabad: Ward Boy Dies 30 Hours After Taking Covishield, ACMO Denies Vaccine Caused Death

46-year-old Mohipal Singh, a ward boy at the Moradabad district hospital died about 30 hours after he received the Covishield vaccine. While his family members have alleged that he fell sick only after receiving the vaccine, Additional CMO of Moradabad district, Dr Dinesh Kumar Premi, while speaking to Outlook, said that Singh died due to a heart attack and that his death has nothing to do with the vaccine.

Which vaccine was he administered and when?

He was administered Covishield on January 15 at 1 PM at the District Main Hospital. He was kept in the hospital for observation for some time as we did with all the other vaccinated individuals. He didn’t show any symptom of any side effect. At the time of his release from the hospital, he was completely fine and he had neither any fever nor any rashes or anything.

Then in the evening, he developed chest pain again and faced breathing issues. His family rushed him to the district hospital. He was admitted in the emergency ward and the doctors found him dead. He died on the way to the hospital.

Anganwadi Worker Dies After Covid-19 Vaccination, Govt Orders Probe

The 44-year old ASHA worker complained of severe headache and fever on January 22, three days after she took a shot of the coronavirus vaccine.

“We first took her to a private hospital and later shifted to the GGH as her condition worsened. She was a very fit person and rendered tireless service during Covid-19 time,” the ASHA worker’s brother said.

Indian Woman From Andhra Pradesh Dies From Brain Stroke After COVID-19 Vaccine

January 24, 2021

A woman from the state of Andhra Pradesh in India has died after suffering a brain stroke after receiving the COVID-19 vaccine. The family of the victim claims she developed seizures and fever after receiving the vaccination and died due to the vaccine.
44 year-old pastor dies 3 1/2 weeks after 2nd shot

**FEB 10 - gets 1st shot**  
**MAR 10 - second dose**  
**APR 5 - dead**

As a leader, I want to lead by example especially for Pastors and the African American community. Got my first vaccine dose today. Thank you to Pastor Joe Carter for his leadership in pulling Black Clergy together and for allowing me to pray live for our news outlets. Thank you New York Times and Channel 2 News for interviewing me. 

#DoTheResearch #... See More

---

"Precious in the sight of the Lord is the death of His saints." - Psalm 116:15

With great sadness, we, the Mount Zion Baptist Church of Boonton Township, NJ, do make this public announcement of the passing of Our Beloved Pastor, Dr. Kimberly Credit.

We ask that you hold her family and church family up in prayer as we endure this difficult time. Official arrangements forth coming.

---

COVID-19 Vaccination Record Card

Please keep this record card, which includes medical information about the vaccines you have received. Por favor, guarde esta tarjeta de registro, que incluye información médica sobre las vacunas que ha recibido.

Credit: Kim

---

Mount Zion Baptist Church of Boonton Township

April 6 at 11:09 AM • 4

---

Mount Zion

The Church for the Community

4 Church Rd, Boonton Township, NJ 07005

---

With great sadness, we announce the passing of Our Beloved Pastor, Dr. Kimberly Credit.
Healthy 68 year-old dies within 24 hours of shot

MAR 23 - gets shot → MAR 24 - dead

EFFINGHAM, Kan. (KSNT) – An obituary posted online Wednesday night states that a Kansas woman died after a reaction to the coronavirus vaccine, according to KSNT News.

The first line of Jeanie Evans’ obituary states, “Jeanie M. Evans, 68, of Effingham, Kansas died unexpectedly on Wednesday, March 24, 2021, at the Stormont-Vail Hospital from a reaction to the Covid vaccine.”

Evans received her shot the day before her death in Ozawkie at the Keystone Early Learning Center.

Once she started experiencing a reaction to the vaccine, Evans was taken by ambulance to Topeka’s Stormont Vail Hospital.

Evans was pronounced dead at the hospital, a day after receiving her first COVID-19 shot.

The Kansas Department of Health and Environment confirmed it is investigating the death alongside federal partners.

Obituary

Jeanie M. Evans, 68, of Effingham, Kansas died unexpectedly on Wednesday, March 24, 2021 at the Stormont-Vail Hospital from a reaction to the Covid vaccine.

Memorial services will be held at 2:00 pm on Monday, March 29th, 2021 at the Becker-Dyer-Stanton Funeral Home, Atchison. A visitation with family will be from 1:00 pm on Monday until time of service at the funeral home.
Healthy college professor dies within 48 hours of shot

MAR 8 - gets shot

beccaingle
Blowing Rock, North Carolina

As a college professor who worked in person with her students at Appalachian State University and spent lots of time caring for her two grandchildren, 63-year-old Virginia Ellington was counting the days until she could be vaccinated against COVID-19.

"I have texts from her saying how excited she was to get it," her daughter, Ingle, said.

Ingle said her mother and father got the Johnson & Johnson vaccine on the morning of Monday, March 8, at the Watauga Health Center in Boone.

Ellington started feeling very tired and even asked her husband about possible vaccine side effects, Ingle told WRAL News.

Ellington went to work the next day but was still feeling unwell, according to her family. On Wednesday, March 10, she stayed in bed. A little while later, her husband returned to the bedroom to find her unresponsive.

“He tried giving her CPR, and he called 911, and they said she was gone when they got there,” Ingle said.

Ingle said the local doctor, who did a preliminary examination, told the family that her mother died of a stroke. The local medical examiner, a paramedic and a teacher who signed the death certificate, wrote that the vaccine was one of the "significant conditions contributing to her death."
Healthy 36-year-old surgeon dies from Multi Symptom Inflammatory Response weeks after taking 2nd shot

Doctors suspect COVID delayed immune response in young surgeon’s death

By Jane Roberts, Daily Memphian
Updated: February 12, 2021 6:43 AM CT | Published: February 10, 2021 6:27 PM CT

A young orthopedic surgeon with OrthoSouth who died early Monday, Feb. 8, may be the nation’s first case of an adult who died of a delayed immune response to COVID and had received the vaccine.

Dr. J. Barton Williams died early Monday at Baptist Memorial Hospital-Memphis. He was 36.

“What we think so far is that he suffered from multi-system inflammatory syndrome (MIS),” said Baptist infectious disease expert Dr. Stephen Threlkeld.

The syndrome, more common in children, often looks and acts like Kawasaki disease, which causes inflammation in the blood vessels.

MIS is a reaction in someone who has had the COVID infection weeks or months earlier and mounted a severe, delayed immune reaction, which often causes significant damage to the organs.

Williams told doctors he was not aware of having had COVID and he tested negative several times in the hospital, which is not unusual, Threlkeld said, because he could have had COVID long enough ago that he would no longer test positive.

MIS is essentially an unchecked immunological response to the virus, said Dr. Scott Strome, executive dean of the College of Medicine at University of Tennessee Health Science Center.

Dr. J. Barton Williams

Dr. J. Barton Williams, called a student of medicine and science, went from doctor to patient when he fell ill weeks ago. Dr. Stephen Threlkeld helped treat him at Baptist Hospital.

Threlkeld says the disease quickly went from diagnosis to death.

“It was matter of days,” Threlkeld said. “Just a tragedy.”

Threlkeld says Williams tested positive for COVID antibodies, meaning he had COVID at one time, but he never knew it. And he had gotten his second COVID vaccine just weeks before his death.
APR 20 - gets shot  

Father of 2 passed away after taking Covid Vaccine

My wife's sister just lost her husband, a father of two kids, from blood clot that could potentially be caused by the covid vaccine. When the covid vaccine became available, it was his high hope, and the only ticket to protect his family from covid and put an end to this pandemic. So he went to get the covid vaccine on Tuesday April 20th when he became eligible. After a couple days, his body started to react.

APR 30 - dead

He was sweating heavily, he had chest pain, his body went numb and cold, he went to the ER but was discharged because the doctors didn't find his condition to be critical. His condition got worse and worse, until he could no longer endure it and collapsed. When arrived at the hospital, they found that blood couldn't flow to any of his organs, his organs were failing and his brain was damaged. His body pretty much died by the time he got to the hospital without any hope of recovery. All signs were shown as a result of blood clot.

MAR 6 - gets shot  

Ted Williams Golden Voice
March 21 -

Gm FB family. I'm crushed, my heart feels like i have a dagger in it. 😢 I’ve been crying all day and night. My long time friend Kathleen Chambers passed away last night. She was my very best friend, we have gone through things that most people couldn't imagine, from the streets for 18 yrs into a better position in life. We have never left each others side, no matter what. I spoke with her 10 mins before she passed, and i can't believe she’s gone.

MAR 20 - dead

I'm out spoken, real and transparent. I'm not on the shot bandwagon and u can't pay me to say otherwise. My girl friend took it and she was gone 2 weeks later. Ijs

MAR 20 - dead

Phuong Tran is organizing this fundraiser on behalf of Sue Nguyen.

Celebration of Life

ANTHONY NGUYEN KHA HUY
Born in March 26, 1976
Enter Eternal Life April 30, 2021
Ages 45

Friday May 7, 2021
Christ Cathedral
13280 Chapman Ave. Garden Grove, CA 92840
9:30AM. Traditional Service & Casket Blessing
10:00AM - 11:30AM. Viewing & Rosary
11:30AM. Funeral Mass
According to a FB post by Jimmy Walker (Roy’s son-in-law), Roy was admitted to New Hanover Regional Medical Center on Feb 15 battling COVID, so why was Roy given the vaccine if he was currently ill with COVID?
Our beautiful Alpa, age 35, unexpectedly passed away on Saturday 24th April due to the side effects caused by the Oxford-AstraZeMeca Vaccine.

Alpa was invited to have the Oxford-AstraZeneca Vaccine.

After approximately 10 days after having the vaccine, she was rushed into hospital of a suspected stroke. It was found that Alpa had suffered a blood clot in the brain and within days the number of blood clots increased.

After lifesaving brain surgery and various treatments, Alpa started to recover in hospital and was responding. However, after just 2 short weeks into her recovery Alpa suffered from a large bleed in the brain which resulted in the devastating news that she had passed away.

Alpa leaves behind a loving husband and two beautiful young children. A daughter aged 5 years old and a son just 1 years old.

I got vaccinated! A guy under the bridge was having a sale! Sadly, I didn’t realize it would be in BOTH cheeks, and now I can’t sit down.

1 Retweet 1 Quote Tweet 15 Likes
Dariusz Nawrocki was the long-term artistic director, dancer and choreographer of the Polish Song and Dance Team, responsible for generations of Polish dancers.

Text exchange on March 26 shows Adam took 2nd shot around March 11

All NY adults, you are eligible to start booking vaccine appointments this week. Get on it. Protect yourself and others. Don’t be afraid to reach out for help booking if you need it!

I’m actually currently on a plane about to land in SFO so I can see my parents for the first time in over a year. Phew. It’s a good day.

That is an easy promise to make and keep.

My first flight since this all began and I’m just two weeks clear of my second dose.

The enterprising, innovative, energetic and widely-connected piano activist Adam Marks has died in his sleep, reportedly of a heart attack.

He was 42.

Adam played anywhere from storefronts to Carnegie Hall and put on piano festivals in places where no piano played before.

He had residencies in Australia and California, toured widely with Eighth Blackbird and believed everyone had something to say in music.
Joel Kallman was a 54-year-old Oracle APEX software developer & designed the CDC vaccine tracking system. First shot was March 26 so second shot would have been between April 17 - 24. He was fully vaccinated, yet Oracle says cause of death was COVID.

We're heartbroken to share that Joel Kallman has passed away from Covid-19 on May 25th. He was 54.

Joel's warmth and enthusiasm touched countless across the globe. We miss him dearly.

We invite you to share your memories: apex.oracle.com/joel

8:17 AM · Mar 26, 2021 · Tweetbot for iOS

Oracle APEX 🔄 @OracleAPEX · May 27

I got my first vaccination today. I am incredibly proud of @Oracle and the team that worked tirelessly to create and run v-safe for the USA.

What is v-safe?

v-safe is a smartphone-based tool that uses text messaging and web surveys to provide personalized health check-ins after you receive a COVID-19 vaccination. Through v-safe, you can quickly tell CDC if you have any side effects after getting the COVID-19 vaccine. Depending on your answers, someone from CDC may call to check on you. And v-safe will remind you to get your second COVID-19 vaccine dose if you need one.

Your participation in CDC's v-safe across the country is very important.
Erica Kay Darr, 40-year-old, suddenly passes away 1 day after 2nd shot

JAN 14 - gets 1st shot  \[\rightarrow\]  FEB 11 - dead

FEB 6 - gets shot  \[\rightarrow\]  FEB 14 - dead

Erica Kay Darr is at James R. Wilkins, Jr. Athletic & Events Center.
January 14 - Winchester, VA.

Getting vaccine for covid19

STADIUM, ARENA & SPORTS VENUE
James R. Wilkins, Jr. Athletic & Events Center

Erica Kay Darr, 40, of Winchester, Virginia, passed away unexpectedly on Thursday, February 11, 2021, in her home.

A funeral service will be held on Thursday, February 25 at 2:00 p.m. at Maddox Funeral Home with Sammy Campbell officiating. Interment will follow in Prospect Hill Cemetery in Front Royal.

Samson Wright

Wednesday, July 19th, 1950 – Sunday, February 14th, 2021

Samson James Wright, beloved husband, father, grandpa, brother, uncle and friend to many, died unexpectedly at West Virginia University Berkeley Medical Center Emergency Department on Sunday, February 14, 2021.

Samson is survived by his loving wife, Sharon Novak, his daughter Christine husband Aaron, his two sons Timothy Vitanza and wife Evie and Thomas and two beautiful granddaughters, Sabrina and Allison Nutter and two handsome Pierce and Parker Vitanza, a brother John Wright and wife Jennifer of San D
Eduardo Carlos, a young doctor from Lima, Peru passed away 17 days after receiving the Sinopharm injection.

Jan 20 - gets shot
Jan 30 - cardiac arrest
Jan 31 - dead

FEB 22 - gets shot
MAR 11 - dead

Dr. Eduardo Carlos descansa en Paz, amigo, compañero, un gran profesional. Siempre estarás en nuestros corazones.

Dr. Eduardo Carlos rest in peace, friend, mate, a great pro. You will always be in our hearts.

MUMBAI: A 61-year-old radiologist from Ulhasnagar passed away on Sunday, 11 days after receiving the Covid-19 vaccine. Following his death, messages were circulated on social media speculating whether his death was linked to vaccination. Dr. Tulsio Gawalani received Covishield on January 20, along with his nephew Pawan, also a radiologist. The family said he suffered a heart attack at 9:30 pm on Sunday and collapsed at his home. Pawan and Gawalani had taken the vaccine 11 days ago.

THE TIMES OF INDIA
JAN 28 - gets shot  JAN 29 - dead

Kerala nurse dies a day after taking Covid vaccine

KOLLAM: A 52-year-old woman nurse of a private hospital in Kollam died of cardiac arrest a day after taking the Covid vaccine.

On Thursday, Suja of Oachira fainted while she was under observation after taking the jab at the Covid vaccination centre in Karunagappally taluk Hospital. Though she was rushed to a nearby private hospital and was undergoing treatment, she died of cardiac arrest on Friday morning.

MAR 8 - gets shot  MAR 15 - dead

Guru Chemancheri was a famous Indian actor & dancer. 7 days after the shot, he died suddenly at his home.

Chemancheri Kunhiraman Nair, also known as Guru Chemancheri (26 June 1916 – 15 March 2021) was a noted Indian Kathakali actor. He spent over eighty years learning and teaching and performing Kathakali, a major form of classical Indian dance. The Government of India awarded him the fourth highest civilian honor, Padma Shri in 2017. He died on 15 March, 2021 at his residence at Cheliya.
24-year-old dental student in India dies after shot

Kerala dental student dies after receiving vaccine jab

Published: 26th February 2021

Complaint filed as student dies after taking vaccine

The death of a BDS student after getting vaccinated has led her family to file a complaint at the local police station in Kozhikode district. The family has alleged that the negligence of the Pariyaram Medical College authorities led to the death of Mitha Mohan (24), a final year BDS student.

She had received the vaccine at the Pariyaram Medical College and began experiencing headache and vomiting thereafter. Her test results later showed that she was Covid positive, according to Manorama Online. She was admitted to the isolation ward of the teaching hospital, but the hospital authorities couldn’t save her life.

It was earlier in 2021 that 24-year-old Mitha Mohan, along with her batchmates took the first shot of Covishield, the COVID-19 vaccine developed by the University of Oxford and produced by pharma giant AstraZeneca. The second shot was due in a few days for her, a Bachelor of Dental Surgery student of Government Medical College, Kannur and her batchmates. However, her classmates remember how Mitha developed rashes, allergies and vomiting, following which she was subjected to an RT PCR test and her result turned out to be positive. Two days ago, Mitha succumbed to the virus.

The protest which is being organised by the students' union chairman Vinayak Vijay has entered its third day. The students say that they will continue the protest until the college comes out with a statement. "The second shot of our vaccine is due in a few days. We do not know if the vaccine caused her death, but had the treatment been better, Mitha would have still been alive," says Sreelekshmi. Earlier, a health worker who received the vaccine jab had also died in Telangana.

MAR 3 - gets shot  MAR 4 - dead

The deceased, Bahadur Singh was a farmer hailing from Garmodi village in Kota district, 150 km south of Jaipur.

Singh had got the first dose of the vaccination at the Primary Health Centre in Baluheda at around 1 pm on Wednesday. He was monitored for half an hour at the health centre after which he went home.

Singh’s brother Govind said that after getting the vaccine, Bahadur felt dizzy on Wednesday evening and went to sleep. When he woke up on Thursday morning, he again complained of dizziness. He had some tea but soon after he fainted and then died.

His family took him to the Community Health Centre in Kaitoon where doctors declared him dead.

Govind claimed that Bahadur’s condition deteriorated and he died after getting the vaccine. Govind said his brother was fit and did not have any illness.
27-year-old doctor in peak physical condition dies unexpectedly

JAN 6 - gets 2nd shot  APR 3 - dead

Joshimar Henry
Jan 6 ·

Honored to be a part of administering the 2nd dose of the Pfizer vaccine to the first 5 recipients in Chicago. While I understand the hesitancy of many regarding receiving the vaccine, I'd like to encourage all those who qualify to be vaccinated. Initially I was also hesitant but was reassured with some research and clarifying my doubt through reading. Many of my colleagues likewise have received the vaccine and have not experienced any severe side effects. I have received the vaccine myself and only experienced shoulder soreness thus far. I do believe that the benefits of this vaccine certainly outweigh the risks given its low side effect profile. Be

Philip J. Pierre
1d ·

It is with profound sadness that I extend condolences on behalf of the Saint Lucia Labour Party to the candidate for Castries South East, Joachim Henry on the sudden passing of his son Dr. Joshimar Henry. The loss of such a bright and promising young man is profound but I

Roland Morales is with Joshimar Henry.
5d ·

My son-in-law, Joshimar Henry, passed away today. I'm so sad, no words! Please pray for my daughter Heather Morales.

27 years old from St. Lucia.
He was working as a resident in Chicago at Humboldt Park Health
MAR 1 - gets shot
MAR 21 - 2nd dose
APR 6 - dead

Midwin Charles death: MSNBC and CNN legal analyst dies aged 47

Why did Facebook delete this post after her death?

FEB 26 - dead

Mark Hamlett (U.K.) had MS and Asthma

FEB 12 - got shot
FEB 12 - could no longer walk
FEB 26 - dead

This is just to let you all know that Mark passed away this morning.

Jo Hamlett
February 26

day to wash him and change the bedding, and physios to work on getting him on his feet again. He'd got a little more movement and had even managed to sit on the side of the bed unaided on Thursday but on Friday morning when me and the carers were seeing to him he started gasping, I couldn't feel a pulse and one of them started chest compressions until the paramedics came. But in short yes he only fell ill after having the vaccine and died exactly two weeks after having it.
Ilaria Pappa, a 39-year-old teacher in Italy, passed away 10 days after receiving the first dose of AstraZeneca vaccine, last February 28. The professor would have died of a thrombo-embolism. Ilaria taught at the Mennella school in Ischia. She was admitted on March 16 at the neurology department, but after two days her condition worsened following a cardiac arrest and for that she was transferred to the intensive care unit.

Napoli, docente di 31 anni muore di trombo-embolia al Cardarelli
Di Marino Ciccarelli – 24 Marzo 2021  Data modificata: 24 Marzo 2021

Si tinge di giallo la morte di Ilaria Pappa, docente dell'istituto Mennella di Ischia. La 31enne è stata uccisa da una trombo-embolia all'ospedale cardarelli di Napoli. Anche lei aveva ricevuto la somministrazione della prima dose di AstraZeneca nell'ambito della campagna di immunizzazione del personale scolastico.

Daniela, a 39-year-old teacher in Italy, passed away 10 days after AstraZeneca shot.

Trentino Volley condolences for the death of Daniela Filippi
The President Diego Mosna, the managers, the team and the whole environment of Trentino Volley huddle around the family of Daniela Filippi, a great Gialloblù fan who died on Friday 26 March.

Suddenly Daniela Filippi, teacher in Trentino a few days after the AstraZeneca vaccination

Vincenzo Gallo, 37-year-old engineer from Italy, died unexpectedly in his sleep 3 weeks after receiving the Covid-19 vaccine.

Michela Foderini, 48 year-old runner from Italy, suffers cardiac arrest following her second dose of the Covid-19 Vaccine.

We will not forget it. It will always be in our hearts. Michela Foderini (at this link) other article left us in recent days for a sudden cardiac arrest, but his organs will continue to live. To reveal it publicly, in order to make known this act of great love, is her husband Milko Ciancroni. I think there is nothing else to add ... Honorable having donated your organs, good Michela, you have always been until the end. Unfortunately, a short but intense life with your head held high is better than a "long and sheepish" life. An example! Pinde! Hi Lilla ...
Stefano Paternò, 44-year-old Petty Officer from Italy, died 16 hours after receiving AstraZeneca shot from thrombosis (brain bleed).

"Consultants recommend a more critical attitude to deepen the findings and to be able to judge at least after the Histological Examination. But we'll have to wait for twenty days explains Advocate Dario Seminara. The attorney has appointed five experts who participated in the autopsy arranged by pm Gaetano Bono, who directs the investigation coordinated by Chief Prosecutor Sabrina Gambino. This is Angelo Indelicato, Giancarlo Guerrera, Lucio Di Mauro, captain Francesco Oristanio, and Dario Condorelli. The family has always supported a correlation between vaccine administration and Paternò's death. And the news of the momentary withdrawal of the vaccine in Italy doesn't surprise us."

"It was a duty to caution the community while awaiting the resolution of the questions put by the prosecutor: it's only right that it should be done so that we can see if other than the temporal nexus that is evidently there because this is a case where death occurs at a distance of 16 hours from vaccine administration, we need to see if there is actually an etiological link between the vaccine and the death - this is exactly the answer that will give us the autopsy. We've certainly made many assumptions, but I can't say them now because it's right to check them in the light of the history examinations."

The Prosecutor of Messina, investigating the death of Davide Villa, Catania's Crime Police officer who died on March 7, 12 days after the administration of the AstraZeneca vaccine, will acquire the historical findings already used for the first investigations started by pm of the ethnea city, which then forwarded the dossier to colleagues in the City of the Strait.
Kelly Dunley, 38, died at the Royal Stoke Hospital on Monday (May 17) and will be sadly missed by all who knew her.

On Monday, Kelly collapsed and had a fit at home in Stoke and was rushed to hospital. While having a CT scan, Kelly had another fit and sadly, despite all care and efforts, she could not be saved and was pronounced dead a short time later.

Kelly, who is said to have had a history of blood clots, had suffered one in her leg after receiving the AstraZeneca Covid vaccine, and medical practitioners suspect she suffered another one on her lung.

Daughter says 75-year-old mother died after first COVID shot at medical center in Oregon

by Ambar Rodrigues, KTDL | Monday, May 24th 2021

KLAMATH FALLS, Ore. (KTDL) - The daughter of a Klamath Falls resident said her 75-year-old mother died less than 72 hours after receiving her first dose of the COVID-19 Moderna vaccine.

Carrie Creswell said her mother, Darlene Bartholomew was given her first dose on April 23 at Sky Lakes Medical Center. By Monday, April 26 her mother was found dead inside her home.

"She called me all excited that she was going to get her shot, she said she was going to an estate sale, out to lunch, and at 12:30 pm I am going to get my Moderna shot," Creswell said.

She said 45 minutes after Bartholomew received her first dose, her caretaker called Creswell to let her know her mother was not feeling well.

"The caretaker said she has chills everywhere, she’s throwing up, she got her shot and she was fine before all of this," Creswell said.

Creswell said on Monday morning, April 26 while she was on her way to Oregon, she could not get ahold of her mother. She said she got ahold of the caretaker and asked her to check on Bartholomew.

"Everybody does video camera now, so the camera was on, I watched her go up the back stairs of my mom’s house, go through the kitchen, in through the living room, when she turned the corner to go into my mother’s room, all I saw was my mother’s lips were white and she was gone," Creswell said.
‘Maine Pyar Kiya’ Music Composer Vijay Patil Dies Of Heart Attack

Mumbai: Vijay Patil, a well-known music composer who gave popular music in many super hit films like ‘Maine Pyaar Kiya’, ‘Hum Aapke Hain Koun’, died on Friday night at 2.00 am after suffering a heart attack in Nagpur. The composer passed away at the age of 78.

Confirming the death of his father to ABP News, Vikay Patil’s son Amar Patil told, “My father was not infected with coronavirus. He took the second dose of the Corona vaccine 6-7 days ago. After this, he was feeling feverish and weak. At 2.00 am, he suffered a heart attack and passed away.”

Lexi Logan is in Royal Adelaide Hospital.
May 20 at 4:15 AM.

any sleep. It then took 3 hours to transfer my Dadd who had a stroke in a hospital, untreated to the Royal Adelaide Hospital. He suffered major damage to his brain all the while still bleeding into what he sarcastically referred to the day before being his rose bag. They performed an operation to clear the blood clots in his brain which was unsuccessful. Information and communication or lack of from participating hospitals only added to the lack of fastness or even knowledge of what to do for him added to the undue care that had been administered. Told once again to a nurse that he had the covid vaccine to which I got a shoulder shrug reply. (I have this on video) Then began a long and torcherous day and night of insurmountable pain, agitation and what I can only describe as a hell of a fight to live and breathe. He was moved to the ICU in the early hours of Monday morning.

The family of a much loved northern suburbs father and grandfather is tonight rushing to be by his bedside before his life support is switched off.

But they say his situation might have been far different if medical staff had responded to their concerns he may have developed blood clots from the AstraZeneca vaccine.
**AstraZeneca vaccine: ‘Doctors had inkling it was the Covid jab’, say family of blood clot victim, 51**

Like so many others, Michelle Barlow was delighted to get her coronavirus vaccine. The mother-of-two and her husband, Ian, booked their appointments as soon as they got the call, knowing it was the right thing to do.

But their relief at finally being given the vaccination turned to concern when Michelle fell ill in the days after having the AstraZeneca (AZ) jab on 7 March.

Ms Barlow, 51, had flu-like symptoms in the first couple of days after her jab, which is a common side effect. But a week later she developed severe headaches, diarrhoea and sickness for which her GP gave her medication.

She got “progressively worse and worse” and — as reports started to emerge from around Europe of extremely rare side effects from the jab — she was admitted to hospital on 20 March.

She was pronounced dead three days after being admitted to hospital, and is one of at least 19 people who have died from unusual clots soon after having the vaccine.

The civil servant, who had no underlying health conditions, was found to have low blood platelets and two clots on her lungs.

Recalling the moment his wife was admitted to the Royal Albert Edward Infirmary, also known as Wigan Infirmary, Mr Barlow, 56, from Wigan, said: “It was a shock because Michelle was fit and healthy.

“She was active and always walking the dog. She told me that the doctors had said they had an inkling it could well be the vaccine.”

According to her death certificate, the cause of her death was pulmonary embolism and blood clots in her abdomen and portal vein. A coroner ruled she died from natural causes, which her family have asked to be reconsidered after more information about the vaccine's risks have emerged.

**AstraZeneca vaccine: Family of man who died of blood clot after Covid jab**

Neil Astles, 59, received his first jab on 17 March but died in the Royal Liverpool University Hospital on Easter Sunday after suffering 10 days of ‘worsening headaches’ and a loss of vision, The Daily Telegraph reports.

Mr Astles, a married solicitor at Warrington Borough Council, is the first named person in the UK suspected to have died due to side effects from the vaccine.

She told BBC News clinicians told her they were 99.9 per cent sure the clot was due to the vaccine and that her brother was extremely unlucky.

She said: “The human being, the sister in me, still feels absolutely furious and very angry that this has happened to my brother.”
Tom Thomas’s friend Don Paul told The Morning Edition, “Thomas worked as an aide at Saskatchewan Hospital North Battleford. Thomas believed he may have been exposed to the virus at the hospital early in February — only 24 hours after being given his first dose of a COVID-19 vaccine. By Monday, Thomas had chest pains and went to the ER. While he was waiting for the doctor to do the assessment, he had a sudden cardiac arrest and died.”

REGINA LEADER-POST

North Battleford health care worker dies of COVID-19

Tom Thomas is remembered as an active member of his church, a gifted choral singer and a caring father and husband.

Zak Vescera
Feb 18, 2021 · 1 day ago · 2 minute read

The Saskatchewan Health Authority confirmed that a North Battleford employee died Monday and expressed condolences, but said it could not confirm the person’s identity or cause of death for privacy reasons and out of respect for the family.

Tom Thomas was 34 years old when he passed away yesterday at Hospital emergency room due to sudden cardiac arrest. He was a father, a husband and a son who lost his...

FEB 17 - her mom gets shot

FEB 24 - her mom dies

Corrie Milsted-Mendes is with Carol Denholm-Milsted.

VACCINE AWARENESS & SEARCH TO FIND OUT ABOUT MY MOM
**sensitive to read but important
** I’m hoping to spread awareness on possible complications

originally I was going to post my excitement on my second vaccine. Don’t get me wrong I took the risk because I was anxious about it covid. I also wanted to see my mom & didn’t want to risk giving her covid. I didn’t know that the vaccine is actually very risky for people with underlying conditions. my mom passed away on Friday... 1 week after getting her first Moderna vaccine. Her symptoms started the night she got her vaccine (seems to be exactly the same timing the rest of us start getting symptoms). She was a diabetic, had heart disease & kidney disease but all managed and not showing signs of sickness there. NIGHT one her blood sugar dropped and she passed out. We googled it and it looked like in rare cases the vaccine could effect blood sugar of diabetics. Her dr told her to just change her insulin until symptoms subsided. Then her blood sugar was high for 2 days (Then it balanced). THEN she was very nauseous and throwing up for 2 days (then that stopped) THEN she had shortness of breath for 2 days. Nothing to call the ER. She thought it was vaccine symptoms that would go away. She passed Friday peacefully.
Trisha Noble, U.K. 43-year-old, died of cardiac arrest in her husband’s arms hours after receiving the Pfizer vaccine. She was a mother, grandmother and frontline worker.

My children’s mum had the Pfizer jab at 9.50am on Wednesday the 13th of January 2021 at 3pm the same day she suffered a cardiac arrest and died in my arms, I gave cpr for 20 minutes until paramedics arrived, they worked on her for over an hour, she was 43 a frontline care worker tested negative at least once a week for COVID, pressured into having the jab with no untreated underlying illnesses, her service happened on the 1st of March 2021

Massimiliano “Miki” Michelon, 50-year-old Italian Red Cross employee died suddenly of cardiac arrest less than 3 weeks after vaccine.

The Red Cross of Voghera is in mourning for the disappearance of a volunteer and employee who spent a lifetime in the service of the Via Carlo Emanuele Committee and the weakest people: Massimiliano Michelon was struck down by a heart attack at the age of 50, while he was having breakfast in his home in Voghera: his mother immediately called for help and his colleagues and friends of a lifetime in the Red Cross and self-medicated intervened. For them it was a terrible blow: he, who until yesterday helped and saved hundreds of lives with the same Red Cross uniform worn for 30 years, is now gone. “I have no words for the deep sadness with which I have to communicate the death of our colleague Massimiliano Michelon, the friend Miki with whom we have shared so many experiences. We are all astonished in the face of this sudden death, Massimiliano was a really good person and a colleague and friend of everyone, here in CRI, for us it is a serious loss”, comments the President of the Voghera Committee Chiara Fantin. Massimiliano had already given so much to his life, in full pandemic a few months ago he had also lost his father Cesare. An entire city today clings to the pain of its mother, brother, but also to other relatives, friends, all
**JAN 2 - gets shot**

He was given the first dose of the vaccine on January 2 but began to show Covid symptoms two days later.

Chris, from County Durham, was diagnosed with the virus and taken to hospital with breathing difficulties but sadly died four weeks later.

David said: “Again, he made a little bit of a recovery after seeing Helen but she was told she needed kidney dialysis as well but he didn’t really get any better after that.

“They were called again and they were told he was seriously poorly and Helen had to go and be with him. He passed away then.

“Even though Chris hadn’t gone out the only days Chris really could have caught Covid were going to work or actually the trip to hospital to get the Covid vaccination, so tragically it could be ultimately that going for a coronavirus vaccination that led to him catching coronavirus.

**JAN 30 - dead**

Fern died from a stroke less than 72 hours after shot

**FEB 23 - gets 2nd shot**

**FEB 26 - dead**

Fern died from a stroke less than 72 hours after shot

**Today’s a rough day. We spent the morning saying goodbye to my sweet grandma and she went to be with Jesus.**

Just going to throw a few thoughts out there- and I'm sure this post will get some cov attention and a nice little badge that will tell you all about how SAFE the shot is... But you might want to use DuckDuckGo and search about the v@x and strokes in the elderly. Not saying that's exactly what caused my grandma's death today, but she did have a stroke and she received her second v@x a few days ago. I'll tell you what makes me the most angry- TODAY is the FIRST TIME I was able to TOUCH my grandma since this covid crap started last year. Only when she was on her deathbed would they let us be near her. If the v@x
MAR 13 - gets shot
MAR 14 - dead

Hi everyone. My mother in law received her 1st dose of Pfizer on Saturday March 13th. She died less than 24 hours later. She wasn’t supposed to get it. She told us that she wouldn’t because of her severe type 1 diabetes and her compromised immune system. (Her employer and friends were pressuring her to get it and she gave in.) It was devastating to find out how we did. She was a no call no show for work Monday. Police were called for a wellness check and that’s when they found her.

Sharon Ann (Pelletier) Beaudry
July 23, 1953 ~ March 14, 2021 (age 67)

Obituary
Eton: Sharon Ann Pelletier Beaudry, 67, passed away Sunday, March 14, 2021 at her home. Born July 23, 1953 in St Francis, Maine she was the daughter of the late Leon Pelletier and Valerie Ouellette Pelletier.

Sharon graduated from Hartford High School and later attended cosmetology school, both in Hartford, Connecticut. She loved her pets, plants and cooking. She enjoyed bible study, traveling and laughing with her friends and family.

Sharon is survived by her son, Richard Bosse (Tara); grandchildren, Dillon,

MAR 19 - gets shot
MAR 29 - onset of symptoms
APR 10 - dead

Leanne Tomlin is organizing this fundraiser.

We are raising funds in honor of Lucy Taberer who tragically passed away on Saturday 10th April 2021. She was taken away from this world too early, at the age of 47.

Lucy, a healthy and full of life mother, took the first dose of the AstraZeneca vaccine on 19th March 2021, in an effort to participate in the fight against the spread of COVID-19. She encountered complications and 22 days later her life ended.

Lucy received the AstraZeneca vaccine on the 19th March, and experienced mild side effects. However, by the 29th March, she started to experience more serious side effects. After visiting the GP, Lucy was told that her pain was related to kidney stones, and she was sent home with painkillers. By April 1st, Lucy had been rushed to the Leicester Royal Infirmary with blood clots and other serious post-vaccination complications. Unfortunately, her body deteriorated due to the number of blood clots she was experiencing, and even with blood thinners and procedures her body continued to produce more and more of them. By the 8th of April, Lucy had suffered a stroke and was put into ICU at the Queen’s Medical Centre where she received excellent care. Although the consultant tried everything he could to save Lucy, it was too late and the blood clots and stroke ultimately killed her on the 10th April.

Lucy leaves behind two daughters and one son aged 5.
Naiara Suelen de Souza, 31-year-old Brazil nurse technician and mother of two died 4 weeks after shot. She was healthy with no underlying conditions.

According to him, the professional went on January 25 to Manaus and intended to stay a few days, just to support the family.

The Health Department of Manoel Ribas confirmed that, days before the trip, she had taken the 1st dose of the Coronavac vaccine against the new coronavirus.

"She had nothing comorbidity, she had even had her first dose of the vaccine. He went to AM to see his mother and help his sister with childbirth, just so he didn't have to go to the hospital. She was strong, not media efforts. Mom got Covid, then her sister, then she took care of both of them, then she ended up in ICU", Uncle Edney Martins Gomes said.

Manoel Ribas Health Secretariat confirmed that, days before the trip, she had taken the 1st dose of the Coronavac vaccine against the new coronavirus.

According to Gomes, the pregnant sister suffered complications from the disease, suffered a bleed and ended up delivering hospital birth. She, the baby and the mother of both are well and home.

"You can't understand. Naiara, who was the least risk apparently, became 100% dependent on the breathing apparatus and died on Thursday [18]. Before traveling, her husband told me that she laid on his chest and said: 'Hey Marcos, take good care of our kids', and I think that was goodbye ".

Naiara Suelen de Souza, 31-year-old Brazil nurse technician and mother of two died 4 weeks after shot. She was healthy with no underlying conditions.
Augustina “Dona Tina” Gómez Palma, an 82-year-old from Chile, was a well known restauranteur.

Monica Vásquez Bardales, a 53-year-old nurse from Lima, died from complications of shot.
Julieta Majul, 85-year-old legal guide from Argentina, died within 2 days of shot.

Died from cardiac arrest 13 days after the tribe Leader was the first to vaccinate against Covid-19 to set an example for the Acre.
Abdul Hadi Al Majali, 87-year-old, former Minister of Public Works passed away 3 weeks following a covid-19 vaccine.

JAN 20 - gets shot  
FEB 10 - dead

Earlier Tuesday, a source close to al-Majali family confirmed that the late senior official contracted the virus three weeks after receiving the first dose of Coronavirus vaccine.

PM, officials mourn passing of Abdul Hadi Al Majali

By JT - Feb 10, 2021 - Last updated at Feb 10, 2021

AMMAN — Prime Minister and Minister of Defence Bisher Al Khasawneh mourned the passing of former minister of Public Works and Housing Abdul Haddi Al Majali, who passed away on Wednesday.

The premier also extended his condolences to the Majali family, paying tribute to the former minister's great efforts in serving his country, the Jordan News Agency, Petra, reported.

FEB 11 - gets shot  
FEB 25 - dead

On February 11, the actor had shared a video as he received the first dose of a Covid-19 vaccine, urging his followers to also get vaccinated.
Many AEFIs Due to the Sinovac Vaccine, the Government is Still Giving

Vaccination phase 1 began on Wednesday, January 13, 2021, initiated by Jokowi and several other officials who were witnessed by the people on television.

The next day, Thursday, January 14, 2021, then it was the turn for health workers in various regions in Indonesia. Including one of them in the city of Palembang, South Sumatra. Doctor JF took part in stage 1.

Friday morning (15/1/2021), the 48-year-old doctor was found dead in the parking lot of a mini market. Prof. Yuwono said the victim died in the car. The victim has no comorbid and has no history of being hospitalized.

Forensic doctor M. Hasan Bhayangkara Palembang Hospital Indra Nasution said the forensic team found bleeding spots caused by lack of oxygen in the eyes, face, hands and chest.

Previously, another serious KPI was experienced by the health worker of Ngudi Waluyo Hospital, Wlingi District, Blitar Regency, Erny Kusuma Sukma Dewi (33), who died after being injected with the Covid-19 vaccine, on Sunday, February 14, 2021.

Nakes Erny underwent the first phase of vaccination on Thursday, January 28. Before being injected with the Sinovac vaccine, he also underwent a screening like the others. Erny, who works in the isolation room for positive patients at Ngudi Waluyo Hospital, was declared healthy.

The person concerned does not have comorbidities. Body temperature is also normal. “He passed the screening,” said Director of Ngudi Waluyo Regional Hospital, Endah Woro Utami, Sunday (21/2/2021).

Nine days after vaccination (first stage), Erny suddenly experienced symptoms of illness. His body is hot. Also, there was a tightness, which made him immediately rushed to the hospital.

Dr. Eha Soemantri, died 3 weeks after her second dose of the Sinovac covid-19 vaccine. The hospital confirms she was negative for COVID prior to death.

Together with several South Sulawesi provincial government officials and Forkopimda in South Sulawesi. On January 28, 2021, Eha received the second phase of vaccination at RSKD Dadi. Eha also had time to share testimonials related to vaccination, after being vaccinated some time ago.

Eha appealed to the public not to be afraid of being vaccinated. "I received a vaccine injection on January 14 after the Governor's announcement of the Covid-19 vaccination," he said in the video testimony.

FAJAR.CO.ID, MAKASSAR - Treasurer of the Association of Indonesian Public Health Scholars and Professionals (Persakmi) South Sulawesi, Dr. Eha Soemantri S.KM, M.Kes passed away. Swab Results Eha before dying shows the result of negative covid-19.

"The results of the swab before he died, the deceased was negative for Covid," said the public relations of Wahidin Sudirohusodo Hospital Makassar, Aulia Yamin when confirmed by Fajar.co.id, Friday (19/2/2021).

Eha had received special care at the ICU at Wahidin Sudirohusodo Hospital. Eha herself entered Wahidin Hospital after getting a referral from Pelamonia Makassar Hospital.

"He was admitted on February 11, and was referred from Pelamonia Hospital," continued Aulia.

Before dying, Eha complained about shortness of breath and coughing, so she received special treatment at the Wahidin Hospital ICU.

Previously, Eha had received 2 covid-19 vaccinations. In fact, he is also a figure pioneer of vaccination in South Sulawesi. His name is included in the first vaccine recipient in South Sulawesi. Together with several South Sulawesi provincial government officials and Forkopimda in South Sulawesi.

JAN 27 - gets shot    →    FEB 22 - dead

DEC 31 - gets shot    →    JAN 1 - ER    →    JAN 5 - dead

My father died from the Pfizer Vaccine. He became so unwell 2-3 days afterwards, it was the most Horrific death I cannot come to terms with what this did to him, I am afraid these pictures are Graphic but people have to see what they did to my wonderful beautiful father, our hearts are broken 😢 PLEASE make people aware of the real truth that is happening all over the world.
Emma Tandy, 38-year-old mom from UK, died unexpectedly in her sleep.

Emma Tandy updated her profile picture.
Feb 20

David Tandy
4d

48 hours ago my wife slipped away from me while I was sleeping by her side. I tried cpr and 3 ambulances and a air ambulance arrived. Over 10 people from the NHS tried to save her. But could not. She was Emma Tandy, 38 years old and worked in education. She took the astrazeneca vaccine so she could protect the children, their parents and her family.

I'm here with my 7 year old and 2 year old not knowing what to do next and where to turn. Im struggling to see what my future looks like without her.

Everyone is saying take it step by step but I don't know how at the moment. At the moment I am trying to protect my boys and try to process everything I have witnessed.

The NEWS Minute
SUNDAY, JANUARY 24, 2021

ASHA worker dies in Andhra, family alleges adverse event due to COVID-19 vaccine

An ASHA (Accredited Social Health Activist) worker named Vijayalakshmi died in the Government General Hospital in Guntur, Andhra Pradesh, on Sunday. While hospital authorities said that she suffered a brain stroke, her fellow workers and family have expressed apprehensions that she died days after she was given the COVID-19 vaccine. However, government officials have said that the exact cause of death will only be known after the post mortem.

Vijayalakshmi, who was 42, worked as an ASHA in Tadepalli. Her son Sharath told the media that she was healthy before she was given the vaccine on Wednesday, January 20, at the Tadepalli PHC (Primary Health Centre). "She was fine on Wednesday. On Thursday, she said she felt tired, and went to sleep at night saying she was feeling dizzy. Later around 2 am, she got a fever, her blood pressure went down and her condition worsened. Private hospitals refused to admit her, saying it could be an adverse event from the vaccine and told us to go to Guntur GGH."

Sharath also alleged that since his mother was admitted to the GGH, hospital authorities did not communicate her health status and treatment details to her kin properly, until they held an agitation.
Trinidad retiree dies after taking Covid vaccine, and suffering clots, paralysis

(Trinidad Express) The 60 year old man who suffered a blood clot and paralysis after taking the AstraZeneca vaccine has died.

The man, a retired Local Government regional corporation health inspector was warded at the San Fernando General Hospital for a week.

Last Wednesday he took the AstraZeneca vaccine at the Prince Town health facility.

By Friday his body became partially paralysed.

A CT scan at a private institution was conducted revealing a blood clot blocking a main artery.

On Thursday Ali pleaded with authorities to not cover up his uncle's ailment but take action to ensure that it does not happen to someone else.

The family shared photographs of the man's body with the Express which showed that his body from the waist down to his toes have turned black in colour.

Ali had said his uncle had undergone CT scans, X-rays, ultrasound and countless blood samples taken.

Chief Medical Officer (CMO) Dr Roshan Parasram said on Wednesday there are some studies coming out of the European Group where there were 79 cases of a cluster of diseases that occurred in Germany and some other countries in Europe a couple weeks ago.

Parasram said these cases have been investigated by the European Medical Agency as well as WHO (World Health Organisation), which is in the process of doing their final report on that particular cluster. The CMO said there seemed to be a causative link between the vaccine and clotting.

CDC investigates Virginia woman, 45, who died after getting the Johnson & Johnson vaccine last month as US pauses its use over blood clot fears

By HARRIET ALEXANDER FOR DAILYMAIL.COM, 13 April 2021

Virginia is stopping using Johnson & Johnson's COVID vaccine after a 45-year-old woman died following her vaccination in March.

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) is investigating the woman's death, Virginia health authorities announced on Tuesday.

The CDC's Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) system notes the woman who died began having headaches six days following vaccination, then was hospitalized once the headache worsened and she had started dry heaving.

A head CT scan showed hemorrhaging expanding up to 1.6 centimeters and eventually, cortical vein thrombosis, as listed in the six other cases.

She died on March 18. Richmond.com reported - 12 days after receiving a dose administered by a school.

VAERS does not list any known allergies or underlying medical condition:

2 days from shot to death

KYIV (Reuters) - Ukraine's army said on Tuesday that a servicewoman died two days after receiving the CoviShield vaccine, but the cause of death was not yet certain.

It said in a statement that on Tuesday the woman suddenly lost consciousness, although she had had no complaints earlier.
Dhanmanti devi malahi, a 71-year-old from Nepal died 11 hours after receiving the Covid-19 Vaccine. Family stated she was healthy prior to shot.

MAR 3 @ 12:30 pm - gets shot  →  MAR 3 @ 11 pm - dead

Indonesian husband & wife die 6 days apart after vaccine

FEB 11 - both get shots  →  FEB 19 - both fall ill  →  FEB 28 - both dead

An elderly couple died of covid-19 on the same day on Sunday (28). João Cipriano de Araújo, 95, and Joana Elias de Araújo, 86, died with an interval of seven hours. The elderly, who lived in the city of São João do Sabugi, in Rio Grande de Norte, had been married for 63 years and had taken the first dose of vaccination against coronavirus disease.

FEB 6 - both get shots  →  FEB 19 - both fall ill

Indonesian husband & wife die 6 days apart after vaccine

Mar 6 - both get shots  →  Mar 12 / 18 - both dead

Puspadiani Suanda Santra is with Bidanku Ayurai and 3 others.

Tragedy after getting a covid 19 vaccine shot, making both of my parents have to go back to the sunia loka with a 6 day respite, first my mother was gone on March 12, 2021, 6 days later followed by my father on 18 March 2021.... OM ATMA TATWA ATMA SUDHAMAM SWAHA, OM ANG KSAMA SAMPURNA YA NAMAH SWAHA 🙏🏻

João Cipriano de Araújo (Cipriano Dock) and his wife Joana Elias de Araújo (Dock Ladybug). What we can say about this couple is that they always fought together to raise their children João (in memory) Jailson, Jose, Januário and Jaice at João Pinto de Cima.
The deaths in elderly within 24 hours of the vaccine is particularly alarming (even though the media told us it would happen)

One-Third of Deaths Reported to CDC After COVID Vaccines Occurred Within 48 Hours of Vaccination

The numbers reflect the latest data available as of Feb. 12 from the CDC's Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System website. Of the 929 reported deaths, about one-third occurred within 48 hours.

France says no AstraZeneca virus vaccine for people over 65

February 2, 2021

Danger of mRNA vaccines to elderly under spotlight after 16 deaths in Switzerland

Doctor on CNN: Don't be 'alarmed' if elderly die after receiving COVID vaccine

Dr. Kelly Moore said that people should not be unnecessarily alarmed if there are reports, once we start vaccinating, of someone or multiple people dying within a day or two of their vaccination who are residents of a long-term care facility.

23 die in Norway after receiving Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine: officials

By Amanda Woods

January 15, 2021 | 12:12pm

24 Residents Dead in 3 Weeks as One Third of UK Nursing Home Residents Die After Experimental mRNA COVID Injections

Twenty-three people died in Norway within days of receiving their first dose of the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine, with 13 of those deaths — all nursing home patients — apparently related to the side effects of the shots, health officials said.

Common reactions to the vaccine, including fever and nausea, "may have contributed to a fatal outcome in some frail patients," Sigurd Hortemo, chief physician at the Norwegian Medicines Agency, said in a Friday statement.

The news comes just over a week after officials reported the deaths of just two nursing home residents after they received the Pfizer jab.

10 Dead in Germany after Receiving Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine

by Rena Atef — 11:53 PM January 14, 2021

On Thursday, 10 people were pronounced dead in Germany after receiving Pfizer and BioNTech COVID-19 vaccines, according to the German News Agency (DPA)

Spain: second Pfizer shots halted after 46 nursing home residents die after the first shot

February 16, 2021 | 2 min read | admin

7 die at Spanish care home after getting Pfizer Covid-19 jab as ALL residents test positive for virus, second doses still to come

Maine Journal News

2 hrs · 📩

Reports are coming out of Dover Riverside Nursing Home in NH that between four (4) and seven (7) residents have died after they received the COVID vaccine on Monday afternoon.

88-year-old dies hours after COVID vaccination in second such incident

By JERUSALEM POST STAFF | DECEMBER 30, 2020 19:03

It should be noted that in the three weeks since the start of the coronavirus vaccination campaign, two elderly people died a few hours after receiving the vaccine, but the Ministry of Health estimated that there was no connection between the deaths and the vaccine.

In the first case, a 75-year-old man, a resident of Beit She'an, died as a result of heart failure two hours after the injection. The next day, an 88-year-old man collapsed in his home hours after the vaccination and was later pronounced dead, The Hadassah Mount Scopus
University researchers now have data showing 'significant mortality from vaccine'

"Our reanalyses of these data explain why during the massive vaccination project initiated mid-December 2020 during a confinement, daily new confirmed COVID-19 cases failed to decrease as they do during confinements, and, more importantly, why numbers of serious, critical, and death cases increased during that period that covered at least one month. From mid-December to mid-February (two months), 2,337 among all Israeli 5,351 official COVID-deaths occurred. Our analyses indicate orders of magnitude increases in deaths rates during the 5-week long vaccination process, as compared to the unvaccinated and those after completing the vaccination process. Presumably, asymptomatic cases before vaccination, and those infected shortly after the 1st dose, tend to develop graver symptoms than those unvaccinated.

"The Ynet article is organized in an exciting way and uses data provided in an erroneous way by the Ministry of Health. It is unclear whether this was intentional to prove the vaccine’s efficiency or if this was done erroneously because the provided data were misunderstood. Note that in Israel, all vaccines are from Pfizer.

"The data in the table, rather than indicating the vaccine efficacy, indicate the vaccine’s adverse effects," the authors conclude.

Sources:
Did you know at least 20 volunteers in the trials died?

Volunteer in AstraZeneca COVID-19 vaccine trial dies in Brazil: officials

A Brazilian volunteer in the AstraZeneca COVID-19 vaccine trial has died, health officials announced Wednesday. The patient was identified as João Pedro Feitosa, a 28-year-old doctor in Rio de Janeiro who had been on the frontlines of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Six people died in Pfizer’s late-stage trial of the COVID-19 vaccine, the US Food and Drug Administration has revealed just hours after Britain became the first country in the world to roll out the vaccine.

World’s Largest Vaccine Maker Sues Trial Volunteer Who Alleged Side Effects

A participant in a COVID-19 vaccine trial has been sued for $13.5 million for defamation.

Shamani Joshi | DEC 03 2020 | 1:41 AM

13 people died during Moderna’s COVID vaccine trial

The evidence presented listed 13 deaths in the trials, with 6 deaths being people who had taken the vaccine, and 7 those who had received the placebo.

Participant in India’s AstraZeneca Covid-19 vaccine trial sues after experiencing ‘severe adverse effect’

Priest who volunteered for COVID-19 vaccine trial passes away

Yarah Dalmu

"Dec 18th 2020 - My Dad participated in the Johnson & Johnson Trial COVID vaccine shot. They promised all medical expenses paid for any complications related to COVID for the next 2 years. My Dad found security in the medical expense coverage and possibility to have access to a vaccine- that he decided to do the trial.

Dec 25th 2020 - One week later- Christmas Day - Dad was very fatigued. He felt tired right after the shot and when I spoke with him on Christmas day, I recall he sounded exhausted. Which is unlike him, especially on Christmas.

Jan 4th 2021 By the first of the year, he was very sluggish and found it hard to do his exercises that he does weekly. He always likes to stay active.

Jan 25th - Dad contacted Johnson & Johnson and they did a COVID test. Results came back 3 days later as negative. They advised he has flu like symptoms and to rest and drink lots of fluids.

Jan 29th my Dad could barely walk. His legs become so weak that he shook when he walked. He thought maybe he was battling a flu and tried to keep resting through the weekend in hopes he would feel better.

Feb 1st - my mom brought him to Lake Mary Emergency room and they immediately transported him via ambulance to Advent Altamonte because of very high troponin levels.

Feb 1st - 4th -My Dad was at Advent Health Altamonte where they ran all kinds of tests and discharged him on the night of Feb 4th. Referring him to an oncologist, infectious disease Dr. cardiologist and PCP.

Feb 5th- Friday I saw my Dad at 11 AM and he could not walk and was very lethargic and sleepy. I called and made all his referral appointments and scheduled him to see his PCP first thing Monday.

Feb 6th- Saturday, I woke up at 6 AM and drove to my parents house and my Dad was completely out of it. He could not get out of bed, pick up his coffee to drink, lift his head. He did not know what year, day, month we were in. We took him to Advent Orlando and within 20 minutes they got him in and found a blood infection and swelling in brain.

Feb 20th We have been here 2 weeks today, and today my Dad started on dialysis.

I am not an anti-vaxxer by any means. But I think there should be some public awareness of the dangers of being part of a trial vaccine. Especially one that is being done in warp speed. And the chance I would recommend someone to get the Johnson & Johnson vaccine, is slim to none. They have denied any type of connection.

Yarah Dalmu

My Dad took his last breath today on this Earth. I can’t wait for our dance in heaven. May he rest with our Lord.
Gibraltar is an interesting case study on safety

The colony had only 17 COVID deaths from March 2020 - Jan 9, 2021
Yet they had 53 deaths within 10 days of the vaccine rollout.

Expatica.com reported that the injections started on January 9th, and that by Sunday night January 10th, 5,847 doses had been administered.

Gibraltar began rolling out its vaccination programme on January 9 using the Pfizer vaccine and by Sunday night had administered 5,847 doses — covering around 17 percent of the population. (Full Article.)

The Government of Gibraltar reported that as of January 10th, just one day after the injections started, 4 people immediately died.

53 dead in Gibraltar in 10 days after experimental Pfizer mRNA COVID injections started

Gibraltar is a British Colony at the southern tip of the Iberian Peninsula attached to the country of Spain. It’s population is just over 30,000 people, and it is best known for its huge “rock,” the “Rock of Gibraltar.”

I have been contacted by residents in Gibraltar stating that 53 people have died in 10 days immediately following the roll out of injections of the Pfizer mRNA COVID injections, and calling it a “massacre.”

Local media reports confirm the deaths, but blame them on COVID, and not the COVID injections.

However, prior to the roll out of the injections, it is reported that only 16 people in total died “from COVID” since the beginning of the “pandemic” about a year ago.

A Kevin Rushworth reported:

Tiny Gibraltar Shines Huge Light on Vaccine Deaths

Ever since the epidemic began, sorting genuine Covid deaths from others has been a major issue. Now we have the added problem of vaccines in the mix. The UK now allegedly has the highest daily “Covid death” rate ever. Even higher than the “First Wave,” in spite of the substantial degree of herd immunity that has inevitably accrued since the beginning. This atypical “Second Wave” coincides with the vaccine roll-out. Are the two connected?

Gibraltar, normally called simply “Gib,” provides a very clear picture. This tiny British Colony, barely three miles long, appended to the South coast of Spain, has only 32,000 residents. It had suffered relatively little from the epidemic before the 9th January this year, with only seventeen deaths for the whole period. The death rate was well down the Deaths per Million League Table. This was not due to isolation, since Spanish workers have continued to pour into Gib every morning, and back out every evening.
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Miscarriages within days of shot

JAN 28 - gets 2nd shot

FEB 4 - miscarries

Sara Beltrán Ponce, MD @SaraBelPonMD · Jan 28
14 weeks pregnant and fully vaccinated! I got the #CovidVaccine to protect myself, my baby, my family, my patients, and my community! When it's available to you, I encourage you to do the same!

Sara Beltrán Ponce, MD @SaraBelPonMD · Jan 28
As a physician, I feel a responsibility to protect the cancer patients that I see on a daily basis, especially those who are immunocompromised from their therapies. We should be examples of social distancing, masking, and vaccination! #MedEd #MedTwitter

FEB 20 - gets 2nd shot

FEB 22 - miscarries

Megan B · Saturday at 14:58
41 weeks today and I'm officially fully the Pfizer vaccine! Clearly want a fully vaccinated mama! 🌱

Not sure if this is allowed... I don't have the energy to read the rules as I'm currently 12 hours into induced labor with my precious baby who is no longer living.

My dream of becoming a mother came true 9 months ago after 2 years battling infertility and a successful go with IVF. And it was ripped away from me in the blink of an eye at 9am this morning.

Part of that dream into motherhood was breastfeeding. And so I'm reaching out to find out if

THE EPOCH TIMES

3 Dozen Cases of Spontaneous Miscarriages, Stillbirths Occurring After COVID-19 Vaccination

Diane Wheat-Stephenson
My friends sister was so excited to be 34 weeks and to be “allowed” to get her Covid vaccine to protect her and her baby. Her baby passed away pre-birth 48 hours later. They are still waiting on autopsy results.
I had received a call from my dr to book my covid vaccine appointment. I attended this appointment on the 16th of February. I was asked if I was pregnant. To which I replied yes. They went and found a dr who was on site and she explained that she had to make it clear that there hasn't been enough tests on pregnant mothers to be sure of the risks. However she did say she wouldn't think the vaccine would reach the baby.

I went home, I had a headaches and a sore arm... I wasn't too concerned. 5 days later on the 21st of Feb... I woke to blood just pouring out of me, I was hemorrhaging and I lost 4 pints of blood as well as my baby at 17 weeks.

**Why Are Women Having Abnormal Periods After Getting The Covid Vaccine?**

*BY ELIZABETH CONDRA  •  Apr 20th 2021  •  6 min read*

**Number of Pregnant Women suffering Miscarriage after having Covid Vaccine increases by 483% in just 7 weeks**

We’re saddened to report that the eighth update on adverse reactions to the Covid vaccines reported to the MHRA Yellow Card Scheme has seen yet another increase in the number of women suffering the heartbreaking of losing an unborn child.

The Government have released weekly reports on adverse reactions to the experimental Covid-19 vaccines, the first of which covered data inputted to the MHRA Yellow Card Scheme from the 9th December 2020 through to the 24th January 2021. Their latest report (find it here), which is the eighth to be released covers data inputted to the MHRA Yellow Card Scheme from the 9th December 2020 through to the 14th March 2021.

**Can the COVID-19 vaccine affect women’s menstrual cycles? Here’s what we know**

Some changes are considered normal while others that may raise concern.

**Former Top Pfizer Scientist Michael Yeadon Claims COVID Vaccines May Cause Infertility In Women**

DEC 3, 2020  •  By CFT TEAM  •  LEAVE A
MAR 17 - mom gets shot
MAR 18 - breastfed baby develops rash
MAR 20 - baby dies

**VAERS ID: 1166062 (history)**
**Vaccinated:** 2021-03-17
**Form:** Version 2.0
**Onset:** 2021-03-18
**Age:** 0.42
**Days after vaccination:** 1
**Sex:** Male
**Submitted:** 0000-00-00
**Location:** Unknown
**Entered:** 2021-04-04

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vaccination / Manufacturer</th>
<th>Lot / Dose</th>
<th>Site / Route</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COVID19 (COVID19 (PFIZER-BIONTECH)) / PFIZER/BIONTECH</td>
<td>-/2</td>
<td>LA / SYR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Administered by:** Work
**Purchased by:** ?
**Symptoms:** Death, Diet refusal, Emotional distress, Exposure via breast milk, Failure to thrive, Hepatic enzyme increased, Pyrexia, Rash, Thrombocytopenic purpura

**SMQs:** Liver related investigations, signs and symptoms (narrow), Anaphylactic reaction (broad), Haemorrhage terms (excl laboratory terms) (narrow), Neuroleptic malignant syndrome (broad), Anticholinergic syndrome (broad), Embolic and thrombotic events, arterial (narrow), Depression (excl suicide and self injury) (broad), Renovascular disorders (broad), Neonatal exposures via breast milk (narrow), Neonatal disorders (broad), Hypersensitivity (narrow), Drug reaction with eosinophilia and systemic symptoms syndrome (broad), Immune-mediated/autoimmune disorders (narrow)

**Life Threatening?** No
**Birth Defect?** No
**Died?** Yes
**Date died:** 2021-03-20
**Days after onset:** 2
**Permanent Disability?** No
**Recovered?** No
**Office Visit?** No
**ER Visit?** No
**ER or Doctor Visit?** Yes
**Hospitalized?** Yes, 2 days
**Extended hospital stay?** No
**Previous Vaccinations:**
**Other Medications:**
**Current Illness:**
**Preexisting Conditions:**
**Allergies:**
**Diagnostic Lab Data:**
**CDC Split Type:**

**Write-up:** Patient received second dose of Pfizer vaccine on March 17, 2020 while at work. March 18, 2020 her 5 month old breastfed infant developed a rash and within 24 hours was inconsolable, refusing to eat, and developed a fever. Patient brought baby to local ER where assessments were performed, blood analysis revealed elevated liver enzymes. Infant was hospitalized but continued to decline and passed away. Diagnosis of TTP. No known allergies. No new exposures aside from the mother’s vaccination the previous day.

---

*Ashley Nichole*

My brother and his wife who are both front line workers living in Ontario got the vaccine. They have a 6 month old daughter who was being breastfed. 3 weeks ago today she suddenly passed away. Cause of death is “idiopathic thrombocytopenia” which means her blood stopped clotting. I am copying and pasting the email straight from their pediatrician who has now refused to take part in this vaccine trial. “Babies don’t just get this from breast milk unless there’s something in the milk. So if this is being secreted in breast milk than it’s also being secreted in the apocrine sweat glands which is where the pheromones come from. The antibody to the spike protein is being secreted in saliva, being secreted in feces. Your body has produced this synthetic antibody that we know cross reacts with 28 different human tissues.”

Does anyone realize how frightening this is?! That vaccine is worse than coronavirus combined?!! I am NOT a conspiracy theorist, I believe covid is real but I’m telling you, begging you even please say no to the vaccine. If my sister in law did not get it my sweet niece Nora May, who I never even got to hold would still be here. Her doctors even agreed, so this should tell you something.
LET'S LOOK AT

THE INJURIES
Langley-area man loses 2 metres of intestine after a blood clot following his AstraZeneca jab

Yvette Brend · CBC News ·
Posted: May 15, 2021 5:00 AM

A formerly healthy 43-year-old father from Langley, B.C. — who is in hospital recovering from complications following a rare blood clot — is warning others to watch for signs of trouble after receiving an AstraZeneca-Oxford COVID-19 vaccine.

Shaun Muldoon and his wife Tara say that doctors confirmed to them that he’s a victim of the unusual but dangerous syndrome linked to the AstraZeneca vaccine. The clot in his abdomen will leave him with life-long effects after two metres of his small intestine was removed.

Shaun Muldoon believes he wasn’t adequately warned of the vaccine’s risks or protected from them.

The AstraZeneca-Oxford COVID-19 vaccine has been linked to vaccine-induced immune thrombotic thrombocytopenia (VITT). Symptoms include severe headache, pain, swollen limbs, nausea, vomiting and shortness of breath.

"This is life changing for us," she said. "I feel like we have a long road ahead of us as far as his recovery goes. He's lost half of his small intestine."

Her husband was vaccinated on April 22 and ended up in emergency surgery on May 9. She said that he initially felt nauseous but symptoms progressed to fever, headache and vomiting. Each time he felt ill he called his doctor or the HealthLinkBC line at 811 and was advised to stay home — even after going in to have a test for COVID-19 — which turned out to be negative.

He finally went to emergency on May 8 after he began to vomit and pass blood.

Muldoon posted on social media that he wished he'd had more insight into the "worse case scenario."

"Seventeen days after my vaccine [I] ended up going into emergency surgery to remove over six feet of my small intestine. I had a massive blood clot. Second surgery two days later to remove more. My surgeon told me it was very close."

Tara Muldoon said the ordeal has been difficult for the family which includes two school-aged children.
Early March - gets shot

Kendra Lippy, a healthy 38-year-old, nearly died this spring after severe blood clots thought to be caused by the Johnson and Johnson vaccine sent most of her organs into failure. Now facing a life without most of her small intestine, she wants to see a complex and opaque federal compensation system for those who suffer a COVID-19 vaccine injury improved.

Her blood clots developed in March before the severe potential side-effect from the Johnson and Johnson vaccine was well publicized. She spent 33 days in the hospital as her doctors tried to determine the source of the problem. The treatment, including 22 days in intensive care, left the Colorado Springs resident with hundreds of thousands of dollars in debt. She is anxiously awaiting the final total of her uninsured care.

For much her time in the hospital, physicians were perplexed and struggled to diagnose her condition, at one point they tried to determine if she had a blood disease, Lippy said.

Lippy was in a coma and most of her organs were failing. when a doctor called a meeting with her family to see if she would want her care to continue, her mother Debbie Lippy, recalled.

“I said, ‘She would want you to fight for her,’” Debbie Lippy said.

Debbie Lippy also suggested to doctors the COVID-19 vaccine could have caused her daughter’s blood clots after hearing about the rare side effect on the news. That was a key first step to recovery and led to doctors eliminating heparin as part of the treatment, she said.

Now back at her parent’s home recovering, Lippy is learning to live with a small intestine that is 90 centimeters long and working with professionals on a long-term diet. A large portion of the intestine died without blood supply and left her reliant on receiving some nutrition intravenously, through her arm.

For Lippy, who had no underlying health conditions, the rare risk became very real.

The first sign that Lippy’s vaccine had caused problems was a headache, she said.

“It felt like needles were pressing in my brain,” she said. “So I left work early, came home, tried to rest and take a nap."

A few days later, she suffered severe abdominal pain and then started vomiting, she said. She was admitted to St. Francis Hospital in mid-March before the Johnson & Johnson blood clots had become major national news, and the federal agencies sent guidance to doctors on how to treat them.
‘Young, healthy’ South Mississippi man suffers stroke hours after receiving J&J vaccine

By Karen Abernathy | April 14, 2021 at 7:30 AM CDT - Updated April 14 at 5:09 PM

ST. MARTIN, Miss. (WLOX) - When the news broke about the pause of the Johnson & Johnson vaccine Tuesday, one Coast family was already living with a tragedy they believe was caused by the vaccine.

It started out as a normal day for 45-year-old Brad Malagarie of St. Martin. This busy father of seven spent the morning at his O’Iberville office before heading to get a Johnson & Johnson vaccine a little after noon.

He returned to work, and within three hours coworkers noticed he was unresponsive at his desk.

“They called me and said he had that vaccine and something is wrong, we think it’s a stroke,” said Celeste Foster O’Keefe, Malagarie’s aunt.

Malagarie was rushed to the hospital and diagnosed with a stroke. A blood clot had lodged in his left middle cerebral artery. O’Keefe, who is also Brad’s boss, said the family believes without a doubt that the vaccine caused the stroke.

“He can’t talk now and he can’t walk. He’s paralyzed on the right side. He knows who we are and he will just cry when he sees us,” O’Keefe said.

Driver crashes on Highway 101, reportedly had seizure following COVID-19 vaccine shot

According to a California Highway Patrol incident record, the driver’s spouse reported that they were on their way home from receiving a second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine.
Las Vegas woman, 18, suffered seizures, clots in brain after J&J vaccine, family's pastor says

LAS VEGAS (FOX5) – An 18-year-old Clark County woman suffered seizures and clotting in the brain after receiving the Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 vaccine on or about April 1, according to a GoFundMe campaign raising money for her medical expenses.

The woman, identified as Emma Burkey, was one of six women across the country who experienced a serious clotting side effect after receiving the one-shot vaccine.

spokesperson, Burkey was initially treated at St. Rose Hospital, Siena Campus in Henderson but was subsequently airlifted to Loma Linda Hospital's special neural treatment unit near San Bernardino, California.

"Emma was put into an induced coma, ventilated and at least three brain surgeries have been done to repair blood clots," the GoFundMe states.

Bethel Park woman paralyzed 12 hours after getting first dose of Pfizer vaccine, doctors searching for answers

April 19, 2021 at 6:44 pm EDT

The 33-year-old woman, who asked to remain anonymous, said she felt fine in the hours after getting the first dose of the Pfizer vaccine last week. However, she said 12 hours later, she woke up in the middle of the night with no feeling in her arms or legs.

Paramedics came and rushed her to Jefferson Hospital. In the coming days, she was moved to Allegheny General Hospital in the Northside and then the Cleveland Clinic -- as doctors ran a multitude of tests to figure out how and why this happened. An MRI and spinal tap were clear, and her blood work all came back negative, ruling out any rare diseases or disorders.

“There is just nothing they can find wrong with me. No underlying conditions, I have nothing in my history and they are basically telling me, ‘You’re healthy and we can’t figure out why this is going on,’” the woman told Channel 11.

BETHEL PARK, Pa. — There have been some negative side effects reported worldwide from the Pfizer, Moderna and Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 vaccines, but a Bethel Park woman told Channel 11 she has been affected by something that hadn’t been seen at all yet: paralysis.

www.wpxi.com

WATCH LIVE
Scott Homolka was an avid outdoorsman who was paralyzed within 6 days of his shot and has spent 82 days in the hospital.

On February 4, 2021, Scott received his first COVID-19 vaccine shot. Two days later on February 6, Scott began to experience extreme back pain. He went to the doctor, who prescribed muscle relaxers and pain meds. Just a few, short days later, on February 10, Scott couldn’t walk. While getting up one time, his legs gave out and he fell to the ground. Someone who walks 11,000 steps per day at work suddenly couldn’t walk. Scott and Mary immediately contacted Scott’s doctor, who wouldn’t approve Scott for an immediate MRI or emergency care.

By February 13, Scott still couldn’t use his legs. Three days of not being able to go to work, not being able to take himself to the bathroom, not being able to get his own food, not being able to play with his dogs or take them for a walk...not being able to move anywhere on his own. This is also three days of Mary being out of work to help care for Scott at home.

Finally, after no advancement with the doctor, Scott went to the Emergency Room where he was diagnosed with Guillain Barré syndrome (GBS), which was triggered by his COVID-19 vaccine. That’s right...the very thing that everyone is (understandably) hailing as the path forward.
Stamford man vows to battle back after losing his leg weeks after receiving AstraZeneca Covid-19 vaccination

By Andrea Scholes - andrea.scholes@lifepublishing.co.uk

A former taekwondo champion who had his leg amputated weeks after receiving the covid vaccination has vowed to battle back.

Dave Mears was crowned world champion in 1984 and went on to build a successful teaching career before moving to Thailand.

Dave's flu-like symptoms started within hours of having the AstraZeneca vaccination against Covid-19 on March 4. His symptoms got progressively worse over the following month.

His foot started to swell and he was rushed to Addenbrooke's Hospital for treatment on April 10. His left leg was later amputated below the knee.

He said: "It started with a horrendous fever. I was admitted to hospital on the 10th and on the 12th my foot just exploded. There was blood everywhere."

"At first they said I might lose a couple of toes, but then it was half my leg."

Golden State Warriors guard Damion Lee said he got COVID-19 despite being fully vaccinated

SAN FRANCISCO -- Golden State Warriors guard Damion Lee said he tested positive for COVID-19 despite being fully vaccinated.

"I did test positive for COVID about two weeks ago," Lee said prior to Thursday night's 118-97 win over the Oklahoma City Thunder. "I did get the vaccine the middle, end of March, but essentially this was just a rare breakthrough case. ... Right now, there's no timeline in the immediate future for me coming back and playing."

Lee, who hasn’t played since April 19, said he received the Johnson & Johnson vaccine, which requires only one dose, on March 22. He tested positive for COVID-19 on April 21 and experienced a variety of symptoms.

by a car. Like hit by two cars at once every step I took. It hurt, it was pain, soreness. It felt like there was a weight on my chest for a couple of days, like it was just hard to breathe."
Well-known actor and economics commentator Ben Stein posted a YouTube video describing horrific reactions to his second Moderna shot, including 'extreme irrational thinking.' You can see a worrisome decline in his health in Episode 153 of his show "The World According to Ben Stein" where he says he has seen three doctors since his shot but still feels horrible and has no energy. His doctors have offered no solution.
Texas teen contracts GBS (known vaccine side effect) within weeks of shot

A few weeks after receiving the vaccine, McGlaun became weak and had difficulty walking. He was admitted to CHI St. Luke’s Health where he was diagnosed with GBS.

A few weeks after receiving the vaccine, McGlaun became weak and had difficulty walking. He was admitted to CHI St. Luke’s Health where he was diagnosed with GBS.

One case of GBS was reported in a vaccinated participant in the J&J COVID vaccine clinical trial.

There’s no known cure for GBS, but most people eventually

GBS is included as a possible risk for many vaccines including Adacel, Afluria, Engerix-B, Fluarix, Flulaval, FluMist, Fluzone, Gardasil/Gardasil 9, Havrix, Menactra, Menomune, MMR-II, PedvaxHIB, Pneumovax-23, ProQuad, Recombivax, Tenivac, Vaqta and Varivax.

Since 1992, the National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program has paid approximately $500 million to 1,450 victims of post-vaccination GBS, The Defender reported.

Frontline worker unconscious, vented after shot reaction

Chavonya Littlejohn has had a front row seat to the pandemic. She’s a patient access team leader at Belton Regional Medical Center. Right after Christmas, she decided to take her shot at getting the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine.

She woke up more than 30 hours later hooked to a ventilator in unfamiliar surroundings. Littlejohn had been taken to Research Medical Center, where she remained for three days.

Right now, the COVID-19 vaccine under its emergency use is not eligible for standard vaccine injury relief through the courts.
A Princes Town family is blaming the AstraZeneca vaccine for the sudden paralysis of a 60-year-old relative who suffered a blood clot and is hospitalised. The man’s relatives told TV6 News that doctors at the San Fernando General Hospital have given the man days to live.

They said the father of two took the vaccine last Wednesday and by Friday he was in a state of paralysis.

The man is a recently retired Local Government regional corporation health inspector. The man’s nephew, Faleel Ali, told TV6 that doctors admitted it was the vaccine that caused the blood clot.

"They say that there is no other complication that can cause a blood clot to his body, the only thing that they see was the vaccine that caused the blood clot," he said.

Ali said last week his uncle was his regular strong vibrant self but everything changed when he took the AstraZeneca vaccine.

He said by Thursday morning his uncle began experiencing abdominal pains and by Friday he suffered partial paralysis, causing relatives to rush him to the Princes Town district health facility.

"At this point everything from his waist go down to his toes is totally black," he said.

The mother of three received her second Pfizer COVID shot on April 16. Hours later, an unusual sensation started in her legs.

“Then it turned into a horrible neck pain, and it just kept getting worse and worse,” recounted Brandy.

Her husband James knew something was terribly wrong. “She was screaming in pain. She is one that is pretty stoic. That’s what created the sense of urgency.”

James rushed Brandy to the emergency room at Vanderbilt, and then the unimaginable happened.

“I woke up. I can’t move my arms. I can’t move my legs. So, he’s freaking out. The doctors are panicking,” Brandy recalled.

“I’m holding her hand, and her hand is limp throughout the whole thing while she’s screaming in pain,” remembers James, “And all the test results are coming back negative.”
This vibrant, 65-year-old retired nurse, suffered a thrombotic stroke 8 days after her second shot. Her daughter has reported it to Pfizer but has yet to receive a response.

Almost all cases of disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC) or cerebral venous thrombosis (CVT) after receiving the AstraZeneca vaccine were among women under age 55. Nine of these individuals died, according to the EMA statement.
Two different men both in critical condition both 36 hours after shot

Thaddeus Gala
February 14 at 2:20 PM ·

My dad got vaccinated... 36 hours later he was in the hospital with heart failure. We thought we were going to lose him.

---

Me: Dr Cardiologist (DC), what's wrong with our dad?

DC: Well, at first he had all the symptoms of COVID, but he tested negative. Then we discovered he had heart failure.

Me: How bad was it?

DC: Your dad was very sick. We didn’t think he would make it the first night.

Me: So what happened to his heart?

DC: Well, his arteries are clear and there's no blockage. So it's hard to say. We did find 2 liters of fluid we drained from his lungs that we think is secondary to the heart. And there's no infection.

Me: So what caused the heart failure and fluid in his lungs?

DC: We still don't know.

Me: Could it have been the experimental vaccine he received about 36 hours earlier...?

DC: Oh, no.

Me: Why not?

DC: There's no evidence for that.

Me: And you confirmed my dad doesn't have diabetes, metabolic syndrome or any other comorbidities, correct?

DC: Correct.

Me: What caused him to have sudden heart failure? And what explains why he is now doing so much better?

DC: We still aren't sure.

Me: And you’re sure it wasn’t the vaccine?

DC: Yes.

Me: How can you be sure?

DC: It's just not.

---

What has to happen for something to be considered, even as an association (not causation) an adverse reaction in the reporting data? I'm sensing things are likely not being recorded or documented accurately in the medical community.
Tabatha Lauren McDonald, 24-years-old hospital employee from Texas, had chest pains, paralysis and multiple seizures 2 hours after her J&J injection. In her Tik Tok video she shared she had never had a seizure prior.

I'm finally awake and able to get my thoughts together. I received my Johnson & Johnson vaccine yesterday, about an hour later (left) arm pain started then turned into Severe chest pain and shortness of breath, I was able to get to the ER whom performed test and EKGs that were abnormal, then I started seizing continuously... I was transported to Baylor Dallas with Stroke precautions, 102 fever and seizures. As of this morning I am aware of my surroundings, able to carry on a conversation.. so far I have seized 3 times.... I am getting my EEG this evening and hopefully we start to get some answers. Thank you to all that have reached out and prayed for me, makes such a difference.

Mandy Smith Long Term Recovery
goFundMe

$34,985 raised of $30,000 goal

roadtripper00 Please keep praying for my sweet Mandy. She is still in the ICU in critical condition. She is fighting and the doctors are doing everything they can for her. She has shown signs of improvement over the last 24 hours but we still have a long road ahead.
Meet Maddie, a 12-year-old who is participating in the children's trial. She is now unable to walk, eat, drink or urinate.

JAN 20 - got 2nd shot  →  JAN 21 - first symptoms appear

Please pray for Maddie, she has been having a long list of neurological and gastrointestinal issues from a rare adverse reaction she had to the second dose from the COVID vaccine trial she is in. Right now she is in the hospital because of a bowel obstruction that was cleared and also being unable to swallow liquids or solids. She hasn’t been able to eat or drink without throwing up for over a week. Tomorrow she has an Upper GI scheduled that she will have to swallow 6oz of liquid which as of right now seems impossible. We need this for the doctors to understand how her muscles are reacting. If she is unable to eat soon she will have to have an NG tube placed which she did not do well with earlier this week. I believe in prayer, please pray she is able to swallow liquids tomorrow so that her body can get the nutrients it needs and so the doctors can begin to figure out why her body is reacting this way.

On top of this she has extreme pain in her back, neck, head and abdomen along with numbness in her legs and arm. She has an MRI of her head and spine scheduled on 3/16.

Please pray for her to heal so she can be the energetic 12 year old who loves hanging with friends and learning at school. I can’t stand watching her wither away each day.

NOTE: she has not been unblinded but I am 99.99% confident she got the vaccine and not the placebo since everything started about 12 hours after she got the second dose on 1/20/21 and has gotten progressively worse since then.
After seeing many specialists, MRIs, endoscopies, etc., Maddie finally got an actual diagnosis on March 12:

“So based on her physical symptoms and ruling out everything with all these tests, it’s safe to say her diagnosis is Functional neurological disorder (FND). This is a medical condition where there is a problem with the functioning of the nervous system and how the brain and body sends and/or receives signals. We are thankful Maddie’s team of doctors were able to give her a diagnosis with a name and a way to treat all of her symptoms. Most doctors do not even know about FND!

FND is usually triggered by something traumatic and most people have some pre-existing anxiety but not all do. It’s no secret she has always been a type A personality, especially with grades (the apple doesn’t fall far from the tree)!

Maddie’s severe reaction to the second dose of the vaccine triggered it. We expected similar side effects to the flu shot. When she got her second dose not many people had even gotten their first dose so there wasn’t the extensive list of symptoms that there is today. She was one of the first people in the study to have some of the symptoms she had which scared her and us. Then being told everything is normal time and time again when it clearly was not made her symptoms worse.

Her symptoms did continue and she was admitted to the hospital again. She is currently paralyzed from the waist down. April 11 update:

*Maddie was admitted to the hospital again on Friday. I’m not sure how long we will be here. She has significantly declined since she was discharged in March and is unable to eat without regurgitating her food. This caused her blood sugar to drop to 47 and she lost about 15 pounds in a month. Her blood sugar is stable and for now she has to be fed through an NG tube which she is having a hard time with. It was really bad for the first few hours and she threw up a bunch of stomach bile. Shes been able to tolerate it a little better throughout the day and says it hurts her throat and she hates how she can feel the cold when they do her feeds or meds plus it makes her nauseous.

Maddie was also having up to 20 blackouts/episodes a day 3 weeks ago, they decreased after we weaned her off the lyrica but she did have 2 today in the hospital. She also has tremors in her arms, especially when she is in pain and random verbal tics.

A new symptom is chronic urinary retention (can’t empty bladder). They do an ultrasound of her bladder if she hasn’t gone to the bathroom in 16+ hours or if she has severe pain in her lower abdomen. If it measures over 500ml of urine they have to use a straight catheter.

She still isn’t able to walk and she can’t feel from her lower hips down. She has no leg movement against gravity with her legs. This time we are on the Neurology floor so the team of doctors that do rounds in the morning are all in that group and pull the other doctors in. We have met with the nutritionist, PT/OT and Child Life. Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation will be here tomorrow. She is also seeing a Speech Therapist and they are doing a video swallow test or FEES study for her swallowing/regurgitating problems. Please pray that she is able to tolerate the NG tube better tomorrow and her urinary retention resolves itself. And please pray the team of doctors/nurses/therapists come up with a plan to help her eat and walk again. We hate watching her suffer and I wish I could take it away from her.
32 year-old-Canadian with NO allergies almost dies from allergic reaction to shot

P.E.I. woman hospitalized over 'extremely rare' COVID-19 vaccine allergy shares her story

The 32-year-old had no known allergies, but sometimes felt slightly unwell after annual flu shots, so staff at the King's County Memorial Hospital in Montague, P.E.I., flagged her to wait 30 minutes after her Pfizer-BioNTech shot instead of the usual 15, to make sure she would be all right.

It didn't take that long before she became very ill. The roof of her mouth itched, her tongue swelled and she became confused.

"I don't remember everything, but I remember looking around and seeing the nurses so concerned," she said.

Luckily, the emergency department was just steps away and staff rushed her there, where she said her heart began to race, her blood pressure dropped dramatically and she began having sharp pelvic pains.

She remembers being treated with epinephrine, a drug used to treat severe allergic reactions, and starting to shake uncontrollably. An ambulance took her to the Queen Elizabeth Hospital in Charlottetown, where she was admitted to intensive care.

Back home in rural Montague, she said the vision in one eye is still severely blurred — her doctor is keeping an eye on that — and she is weak, extremely nervous and jumpy. Her head aches, she has no appetite and she isn't sleeping well.

"Do I feel like myself? Absolutely not. I'm a very bubbly kind of girl — I don't feel that. I feel very nervous or on edge, and I don't know why," she said. "My nerves are shot."

Lannigan is glad her vaccine was administered at a hospital, not one of P.E.I.'s mass clinics. "Would I have made it to where I needed to be?" she wondered, if she had gotten the needle somewhere else.

"I couldn't really get any answers as to why that happened. And I still don't have any answers," Lannigan said. She would like to know what vaccine ingredient caused her reaction, and why.
'AstraZeneca vaccine left me with blood clots in my lung' - Stoke-on-Trent mum, 35, speaks out on jab

Beckie Wilson had her first dose of the Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine on March 11 but doctors discovered blood clots in her lung less than three weeks later.

A Stoke-on-Trent mum claims to have suffered blood clots in her lung after having the first dose of the Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine.

Beckie Wilson had the jab on March 11 and says she soon started to experience symptoms such as shortness of breath.

The mum-of-two, from Burslem, said: "I went and had the vaccine through work. I couldn't do much and I was getting out of breath just moving around.

"I went to the doctors about a week later and was put on a course of antibiotics, but when this had no affect they sent me for blood tests and a CT scan at Royal Stoke.

"The results from those came back last week and I received a phone call asking me to go in where the consultant was waiting for me.

"I rushed there and the consultant told me I have got quite a few blood clots in my right lung.

"It's a really dangerous situation to be in. You can die from these blood clots.

"The hospital has now put me on blood thinning tablets for three months to try to get rid of the clots and I've been told to stay off work. Without the blood thinning medication I'd probably be dead.

She says she has now been advised by her doctor not to have the second dose.

She said: "The hospital said the blood clots were caused by the vaccine.

"They explained that you can get blood clots through not moving around or through having an operation, but other than that the only other thing was the vaccine.

"The doctor has advised me not go for the second vaccine because it could lead to more blood clots.

"I've never had any issues with clots before."
Australia's health minister was in critical condition 1 day after shot

March 8 got shot → March 9 hospitalized

Health Minister in Critical Condition just one day after receiving Covid Vaccine

BY THE DAILY EXPOSE ON MARCH 9, 2021 • ( 22 COMMENTS )

Health Minister Greg Hunt has been admitted to hospital and is said to be in a serious condition just one day after receiving a dose of the Oxford / AstraZeneca Covid vaccine.

Federal Health Minister Greg Hunt was hospitalized for 4 days for cellulitis (which is a recorded side effect from the trials)

The Pineapple Express

BREAKING: HMAS Sydney is out of action due to approximately 80% of the ship company going down with severe illness straight after taking the COVID-19 vaccine. The exact same illness that Greg Hunt got after his vaccination.

It is believed eight members are currently in ICU and our thoughts and with them in these moments of uncertainty.
Will you trade potential facial paralysis for a 99.7% survival rate?

The coronavirus vaccine developed by Pfizer and BioNTech has apparently caused a number of side-effects not anticipated by the producers, a department manager at Sheba Medical Center in Tel HaShomer said Tuesday.

Professor Galia Rahav, chief of the Infectious Disease Unit and Laboratories at the Sheba Medical Center, spoke with Kan Roshet Bet Tuesday about the newly-discovered side-effects some people have reported experiencing after receiving the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine.

The new side-effects range from paraesthesia – a nerve condition causing a tingling sensation or “pins and needles” – to facial nerve paralysis.

“When we noticed this and spoke with [the company], they started to get reports about this,” said Rahav.

“At the beginning, they said it was just hysterical women, but it doesn’t seem that way, because we’re seeing this with men as well.”

Toronto-based actress and acting teacher Jennifer Gibson received the AstraZeneca shot on April 24, according to her Instagram page.

Interesting that Pfizer ignored the initial reports of this side effect because… "hysterical women."

13 Israelis suffer FACIAL PARALYSIS after taking Pfizer Covid jab, amid influx of reports detailing adverse effects

Hong Kong: 14 Deaths and 13 Facial Paralysis Cases After Receiving Chinese COVID-19 Vaccine

10 Jan. 2021 14:52

Unfortunately, the Bell’s Palsy is still there. I’m sure you can see that.
German YouTuber Der Sievi posted his shot & mocked those who had the vaccine and suffered convulsions. The next morning Der suffers paralysis and stroke-like symptoms.
'WORRYING' Princess Michael of Kent, 76, ill with blood clots after having two Covid jabs

Hannah Hope
15 May 2021, 21:40

The concern for her health emerged after she had both of her Oxford/AstraZeneca jabs earlier this year, a source close to the princess told The Sun on Sunday.

The *AZ vaccine has been linked with rare blood clots*.

The source added: “The princess has been unwell and has sought medical attention.

“It has been a worrying time for those around her.

“It has been difficult for those close to her to see her suffering. She’s really been through it.”

Last November, The Sun on Sunday revealed that Princess Michael had been diagnosed with Covid and was forced to self-isolate at her home in Kensington Palace, West London.

---

Trainee nurse, 18, who received the AstraZeneca vaccine is hospitalised with THREE severe blood clots after doctors dismissed her symptoms and sent her home THREE times until she could barely breathe

A young nursing student has been hospitalised with three blood clots on her right lung just three weeks after receiving the AstraZeneca Covid-19 vaccine.

Ellie Peacock, who works on a casual team that is exposed to potential Covid-positive patients, was given her first dose of the vaccine on March 31, a week before the government advised under 50s against receiving the AstraZeneca jab.
Our first warnings came from front line workers sharing their injuries on social media

This is what his wife, Jennifer, wants you to know about their experience...

"The last 8 days have been incredibly challenging. I had little interest in sharing the details of our lives publicly but through our experience it has become clear that information to help those suffering from the Covid Vaccine is minimal. Public groups to share experiences with the vaccine have been actively deleting posts describing my husband's experience as it doesn't follow the message they want you to hear.

"Before jumping in, I'd like clarify that my husband is a frontline worker in healthcare and has been serving his community in various ways for 10+ years. I'd also like to say thank you to every single individual who has reached out to my husband and I to offer comfort and support. We appreciate you.

"On December 26th my husband received the Moderna Covid Vaccine. Shortly after, he developed a slight fever and general exhaustion. The following day came with incredible challenges that resulted in my husband being bed ridden. Whole body exhaustion, incredibly high fevers, chills, headaches, nausea. He could barely pick his arm up...

"Enter Monday, 12/28. On 1,000mg of Tylenol and 800mg of Motrin (ibuprofen) he was throwing temperatures higher than 104. I brought him to a local emergency room where he was told to treat his symptoms like Covid until proven otherwise...they gave him IV fluids and sent him on his way...

"While waiting for his ultimately negative results (he does not have Covid) I called numerous urgent care centers who refused to see him, on-call doctors for ECHN who refused to provide medical advice over the phone to an ECHN patient (isn't that their job?! Said doctor also informed me 104 fevers were not dangerous and the ice packs and cold cloths we were placing on his body were "only going to make me feel better and won't do anything for him"). We were left alone with minimal guidance from professionals in the field my husband has been working in for over a decade...

"You may be thinking, why didn't you call the vaccine hotline? We did. It was our first call. They picked up and said to report symptoms online for tracking purposes and then hung up. There was no guidance for treatment, no recommendations for who to seek help from...nothing more than "I hope you feel better".

"Fast forward a bit. Symptoms continued to worsen and I ultimately brought him to a privately held highly regarded emergency room in Hartford CT for further care. Without sharing specifics, I'll share that my husband was and continues to be so incredibly ill, the hospital has been testing every potential cause for his symptoms which has included 20+ tests and counting:
- Countless X-rays,
- Multiple Ultrasounds,
- Spinal taps for meningitis,
- Regular ongoing blood work for blood bacteria...

All - Over the last week, my husband and I have received hundreds if not thousands of messages, texts, calls and emails expressing empathy and sympathy for our living nightmare. Many of these reach outs came from family and friends. Many more came from tens of thousands of strangers simply passing along healing prayers and thoughtful words.

- Karl (my husband) and I are indeed REAL. Once we saw my initial post take off, we thought it best to lock down our personal accounts for privacy. Not that anything is truly private on social media.
- He and I are in our mid/late 20s and partake in active sports like walking, hiking, skiing and wake-boarding regularly.
- My husband has no underlying conditions, no chronic conditions, and
- Given his role as a first responder, my husband was regularly tested for Covid leading up to his vaccination and was tested numerous times after falling ill. My husband did not have and continues to be Covid free.
- Yes, it was officially determined that his illness was directly linked to the vaccine.

Our objective in sharing my husband's very real experience with Moderna, the healthcare system and "all of the things" was simple -> share so that others can make more informed decisions for themselves and their families.

We hope in some small way being open and sharing these personal details truly helped you form a more comprehensive understanding of the vaccine and its potential symptoms/risks.

After nearly 11 days of aggressive illness, 6 days and 5 nights in a privately held hospital without visitors, raging potential seizure inducing fevers, 35+ tests including regular blood draws, chest x-rays, liver ultrasounds, spinal taps, forced isolation, and a hospital bill I'm sure is five miles long...
Heather Lyons is with Tim Lyons.

January 10 at 7:46 PM

Thank you all for the text, calls and messages!!

6 hours later and my reaction is fading. I've had IV meds to calm my system. I've gone Aflb, tachycardia (both confirmed by ekg), red skin on fire, swollen eyes and felt plain miserable!!

I should have listened to my first thought and passed on the vaccine for some its great for some its NOT! Don't let the media, people or anything talk you into something you have doubts on... stick with your gut and go with it... only you know your body!

As far as the 2nd one... NOPE! Today has been horrible!!

Just for note this was my first dose of the Pfizer vaccine. I do have underlying medical conditions. POTS, MCAS, and Small fiber Neuropathy all a form of Dysautonomia, but was told that the vaccine is better then Covid (which our house already had and recovered well from).

Alanna Tonge-Jelley

January 9 at 3:13 PM

Before I start this post I am in no way feeding into conspiracies, lies etc this is from true experience and I am currently having to write this with one hand. Today I went in for my Pfizer covid 19 vaccination because I work in a care home and thought it would be in best interest of my residents to have it. It was offered as a choice before I had the jab I was asked if I had any allergies which I stated a mild egg allergy so after my jab I was told to stay for a 30 minute observation to see if the vaccine caused a anaphylactic reaction. I was fine apart from a mild headache I put that down to not eating properly when i got home I decided to go for a nap which lasted an hour little did I know everything was going to get worse. When I woke up I could barely feel my right side (I was vaccinated in my right arm) and could barely string a sentence together I had slurred speech and little energy. As time went on I lost complete sensation in my right arm and leg and my headache became an excruciating pain in my neck aswell, my mum suspected something was wrong and called 111 for some advice as we weren't sure if these were normal side effects. When speaking to 111 they sent an ambulance which came in 10 minutes, I was assessed and sent to the royal hospital. I was then sent for a CT scan and admitted as a potential stroke bearing in mind I am 19 years old the CT scan was clear but there was no explanation for the loss of feeling in my body. I am now on a stroke ward despite no sign of a stroke to monitor if my feeling comes back and to see if I can walk again.

Stacey Dominguez Hanson

17 hours ago

My Pfizer Covid vaccine story...

I have waited to post my story out of fear of negative comments therefore I am asking you to please don't leave a negative comment because this is my story. Thanks.

I was excited to be chosen to receive the Pfizer Covid 19 vaccine. I have been a nurse for 20 years and love what I do for my community. I felt that everyone in my life including my patients, family as well as myself would benefit if I receive the vaccine. After all what could be so bad about a vaccine? I believe vaccines are good. I'm healthy, No health conditions and No allergies.

On 12/18/20 around 12:30 pm, I go to the designated station pull up my right sleeve and receive the injection. I think "okay, that wasn't so bad" and I leave to go to the waiting area for 15 minutes to make sure no reactions occur.

As I was in the elevator going down, one floor to the seating area, I felt some dizziness. I think to myself that I just stepped wrong in the elevator. I get to the floor and was greeted from a nurse that asked me to wait for a minute to be seated. I then felt a big wave of dizziness over my body. I asked if I could sit now as I was feeling really dizzy and my legs feel like noodles. The nurse kindly said yes, sit anywhere you'd like. I sat down and she asked how I was feeling? I said kinda dizzy and weird but I don't think it's anything. A sweet girl sitting across from me said to me, "it's not in your head, I feel the same thing." We looked at each other with a bewildered

I go to the back room and blood pressure showed 187/100 and pulse 120. I was asked by all personnel if I had HTN, allergies or allergies to the flu vaccine. I said No I don't have any allergies or HTN. The fullness in my throat quickly escalated to feeling like I was being choked with extreme heat inside my body that started at my throat and waved down to my abdomen and back up. That's when I got an IV, Benadryl, atropine and my first injection of epi. Now my blood pressure and heart rate was even higher and I was shaking uncontrollably due to the epi. I stare at the ceiling and I feel this is surreal and not me. I still don't quite realize what's happening until the medical person standing on my left side asks the physician on my right, she's having an anaphylactic reaction, isn't she? The physician on my left says, "yes she is." The physician says to me your O2 is good, therefore you are breathing, so try not to be scared and keep talking to me. He holds my hand, telling me not to worry that he's got this and I'm going to be fine. He then says your voice sounds raspy. Can you try to talk louder? I could not talk any louder. My fingertips turn blue, tears start coming down from my eyes and my symptoms get worse. I began feeling like I was drowning. I tell him, it's getting worse and I feel like I'm drowning! That's when I got the second epi injection. My body continued to shake but even worse. Then finally, but slowly, the spasm ended and my symptoms started getting better. It was going away! I could breathe a little better now and my voice starts getting stronger. Once I was out of danger. I realized I had been there for an hour as I was wheeled to a hospital bed to wait for my body to regain normalcy again.

It was 9 pm when I finally left the hospital. The other girl that had the anaphylactic reaction like me went to ICU so I felt lucky to be going home.
Uncontrollable, full body tremors are now a known side-effect

Go to their Facebook pages to watch the recordings.

**Pfizer**

---

**Brant Griner**

January 12 at 8:16 PM

This is what the Pfizer covid19 vaccine has done to my Mom. Everyone please pray for her. She was admitted to the hospital. And be cautious about taking the vaccine. I’m sure it is good for some people but you need to think about is this vaccine worth taking? It’s not for me. Please share this post we need help finding answers.

Update 1-12-21

Mom is getting even worse today and still don’t have any answers from doctors as to how to fix this. Please pray for her I can’t stand to see my mom this way it makes me want to cry knowing I can’t do anything to help her. Please don’t take the covid19 vaccine. I’m adding a 3rd video that she just sent me.

958 Comments 1K Shares

---

**Moderna**

---

**Shawn Skelton**

January 7 at 5:42 PM

If you are considering the vaccine for covid.... the MODERNA.... I would advise against it! I’m in bad shape. Everyday getting worse and I’m not getting help or answers. I’m scared to death to say the least! And to find someone willing to attempt to figure this out hasn’t been very successful! I went to 2 hospitals today, walked out of deaconess and went to St Vincent. No answers there either. They say let’s see a neurologist(who knows when they can see me) yesterday my tongue began to spasm and it hasn’t quit. Today my whole body has been convulsing all day! They sent me home! I’m posting 2 videos that are quite embarrassing if you know me but I want you to see what’s happening to me!

Just please pray for me

51K Shares

---

**Kristi Simmonds** is with Steve Morris and 7 others.

January 30 at 7:15 PM

Please please share this....people need to be aware!

6.5K Comments 21K Shares

---

BAKERSVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA — Ms. Kristi Simmonds has been a registered nurse since 2007. Her hard work and dedication to the profession led to a clinic manager position at Kindred at Home Care Services in October. Ms. Simmonds wanted to lead by example. She received the Moderna mRNA shot on January 19, according to her Facebook page. The goal was to protect her patients and co-workers, while also demonstrating that the shots are safe.

She is now warning people to exercise due diligence before getting the jab.

Ms. Simmonds throat and tongue swelled up so much that she could barely breath. She went to the hospital on January 21. Doctors prescribed her Benadryl and sent her home. Ms. Simmonds rested for four days and returned to work, thinking the worst was over. Her whole world changed that night when she got home. Ms. Simmonds started having uncontrollable convulsions and muscle spasms.

Modernas
These injuries are devastating knowing they would have easily survived COVID

Hamilton PSW says allergic reaction to COVID-19 vaccine led to fainting, seizures and CPR

Tilli says the paramedic checked her vitals and noticed her heart rate was high. She received a Benadryl shot and it seemed to work for a few minutes. But the symptoms returned and worsened, she says. "The supervisor from the paramedics was there and he just said 'OK, let's give her the EpiPen,'" Tilli said.

"Within a minute, I just said, 'Something doesn't feel right in my body,' and I remember just passing out and leaning over to the right."

Dave Thompson, superintendent of the local paramedic service, confirmed to CBC News that Tilli was taken to hospital in stable condition.

Tilli says when she woke up, she was told she suffered seizures and needed CPR for a brief period. She doesn't remember much during the reaction, but says one moment sticks out — accepting the fact that she could die.

"There was a moment where, I don't want to say I gave up, but I was just like 'It is what it is.' ... [Days later] when I was in bed the other night, I was thinking, 'What if I left my two girls without a mother?" Tilli said.
Greek doctor & nurse paralyzed same day as vaccination

CORFU, GREECE – A Greek nurse is now paralyzed after receiving a second dose of mRNA. The 40-year-old nurse is a mother of two and has been a nurse for 17 years.

The nurse, whose name has not been disclosed, developed a fever, followed by excruciating pain throughout her body immediately after the second shot. She was rushed to the hospital when she was unable to move or feel her lower extremities.

Michalis Giannakos, President of the Panhellenic Federation of Public Hospital Workers (POEDIN), told Open TV in the East Attica region that X-rays came back clean. The nurse is now undergoing neurological assessments.

Giannakos said the nurse “was in perfect health” prior to receiving the second mRNA shot. It is believed that the nurse developed Guillain-Barre syndrome.

The Prosecution of the Court of First Instance is considering pressing criminal charges against Giannakos. Greek media outlet Ethnos is reporting that a prosecutor is investigating if Giannakos committed the crime of “spreading fake news.”

His crime is expressing an mRNA adverse effect with “too much certainty.”

---

GREEK CITY TIMES

Corfu doctor paralysed after second COVID-19 jab

With paralysis in the lower extremities, fatigue and myalgias, a doctor is being treated at the general hospital of Corfu.

Yesterday, Doctor Spyros Skiadopoulos received the second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine.

At night he did not feel well as his body weakened and he felt paralysis in the lower extremities and pain in the lower back.

A few days ago, a nurse on the same island had similar symptoms after receiving the COVID-19 jab.
Even the very young are experiencing deadly reactions

19-year-old hospitalized in ICU days after receiving second Pfizer vaccine

A 19-year-old was hospitalized with myocarditis – inflammation of the heart muscle – five days after receiving his second dose of the coronavirus vaccine, Terem emergency medical clinic reported Monday.

According to the clinic, it has still not been confirmed that the inflammation was developed as a side effect of the vaccination. However, a number of COVID-19-related myocarditis cases have been reported, according to the US National Institutes of Health.

From when he had received the second dose, he had experienced an

Terem took blood tests that revealed the heart inflammation.

were radiating down his left arm, according to Terem’s Dr. Badarnih Bahaa.

Without treatment, myocarditis can lead to cardiac arrhythmia and even death.

The 17-year-old in ICU after receiving second coronavirus vaccine dose

A 17-year-old was hospitalized in the Safra Children’s Hospital’s ICU at Sheba Medical Center a few days after receiving the second dose of the coronavirus vaccine, according to the hospital.

I'm a 21 year old CNA at a nurs home i was working and completely healthy i got told to go get the vaccine (from peer pressure bc i didn't want it) talk to a lady told her i had seizures in the past i had a cold and have allergies to shellfish amoxicillin and penicillin (SHE CROSSED THEM OFF AND PUT NA! ON MY CONSENT FORM!) I took the vaccine at the 12:02 on Jan 8 i walk around and made my way to my seat and immediately felt my heart racing getting hot and dizzy i tried everything to calm my heart down and nothing worked i put a cold water bottle on my head and watched my Apple Watch to see how high my heart rate was it was 176 when i checked that's when i new something was wrong i stood up to get help and i just collapsed. I couldn't move after my hands and legs seemed paralyzed my left side of my face was all pins and needles feeling. They say i had two seizure like ens i was throwing up and screaming in pain. I then had two epi pens in the left leg i couldn't feel it at all Bc my legs couldn't feel anything my legs where completely numb and well paralyzed the emts came i was extremely tired and weak and hurt ER i noticed that my feet where purple we tried to plop them up they would change in color back to normal but still freezing cold and would turn purple right when i put them down. It's come to the point of painful and pins and needles feeling is worse it's been worse on the left then the right the whole time i can't walk without support and my walker and it's very painful. I went to Boston hospital to get my feet checked out since they are purple and now i need to get a biopsy done to my feet. I reported it to Pfizer and they will be calling my in the next few days i was told
Some of these vaccine injuries will be life-long and devastating.

**Hadassah Hospital:**

**Young man develops ‘rare life-threatening syndrome’ after Covid-19 vaccine**

23 year old sent to Hadassah Hospital found to have developed rare multisystem inflammatory syndrome 24 hours after getting Covid vaccine.

*Tags: Vaccine*

Aruzt Sheva Steff, Jan 10, 2021 11:44 AM

24 hours after receiving the Covid-19 vaccine, a 23-year-old man developed a rare multisystem inflammatory syndrome, which causes, among other things, severe damage to heart function.

Prof. Dror Mevorach, director of the coronavirus department at Hadassah, tweeted on the matter, writing, "Rare life-threatening multi-system inflammatory syndrome (MIS) following BNT162b2 mRNA covid-19 vaccination in a 23-year-old social worker was identified at our Department of Medicine B at Hadassah Medical Center, Jerusalem, Israel and reported to MOH and WHO."

**Peruvian Man Suffers Guillain-Barré-like Symptoms After Receiving Sinopharm COVID-19 Vaccine**

by Marco Cáceres

Published December 21, 2020 | Vaccination, Risk & Failure Reports

“Several days ago we signaled, as we are required, to the regulatory authorities that one of our participants (in trials) presented neurological symptoms which could correspond to a condition called Guillain-Barre syndrome,” said German Malaga, MD, chief researcher at Cayetano Heredia University in Lima, Peru, where the vaccine trial is being conducted. “We are concerned about the situation, and we are providing all of our help and support to ensure that it is cleared up,” he said.

THE EPOCH TIMES

A COVID-19 vaccine bottle is seen in New York City on Jan. 4, 2021. (Shannon Stapleton/Pool/AFP via Getty Images)

**PUBLIC HEALTH INFORMATION**

**Hundreds Sent to Emergency Room After Getting COVID-19 Vaccines**

BY ZACHARY STIEBER | January 5, 2021 | Updated: January 5, 2021

Thousands of people self-reported being unable to work or perform daily activities, or required care from a health care professional, after getting one of the doses from the first tranche.

The FDA’s Adverse Event Reporting System hasn’t been updated to include data for the last quarter of 2020 yet.
As of April 22, there are now 446 reports of Tinnitus post-vaccination in the VAERS database (U.S. only records). Since this is a known side effect from the trials, were recipients warned about this potential injury?

**Tinnitus reports grow amid COVID-19 vaccinations**

By Brian Buntz  |  March 11, 2021

A handful of patients in Johnson & Johnson’s Phase 3 COVID-19 clinical trial complained of tinnitus, or ringing in the ears.

After reporting on the subject, we’ve received a steady stream of reports from Moderna and Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine recipients who experienced tinnitus.

The U.S. Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) database cites 152 reports of tinnitus among 25,072 COVID-19 recipients of vaccines from Pfizer-BioNTech and Moderna. The database also has 11 reports of sudden hearing loss and 39 reports of hypoacusis (loss of hearing acuity).

A U.K. database cataloging adverse events related to AstraZeneca and Pfizer-BioNTech vaccines also lists a number of cases of tinnitus. In a summary of adverse reaction reports for the 54,180 recipients of the AstraZeneca vaccine from Jan. 1 to Feb. 28, there were 320 tinnitus reports. For the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, there were 196 tinnitus reports among 33,207 recipients in the same time frame.

---

**VAERS ID: 1123857**

- AGE: 50
- SEX: F
- Tinnitus - ongoing, 11 days

**VAERS ID: 1131531**

- AGE: 64
- SEX: F
- Tinnitus began one week after injection.

**VAERS ID: 1109919**

- AGE: 38
- SEX: F
- Ringing in ears getting louder each day since onset.
LET'S LOOK AT

THE INJURIES
SPECIFICALLY SKIN REACTIONS
HERPES / SHINGLES
Herpes infection possibly linked to COVID-19 vaccine, study says

By Jackie Salo

April 20, 2021 | 9:29am | Updated

Herpes infections may be a side effect of a COVID-19 vaccine, experts have revealed.

Scientists in Israel identified six cases in a new study of patients developing a skin rash known as herpes zoster — or shingles — after receiving the Pfizer vaccine, according to a study in the Rheumatology journal.

Herpes zoster starts off as a small, itchy skin rash, but if left untreated, it could cause nerve damage and pain, the Jerusalem Post reported.

Out of 491 patients, six people or 1.2 percent experienced the infection, researchers said.

Herpes zoster following BNT162b2 mRNA Covid-19 vaccination in patients with autoimmune inflammatory rheumatic diseases: a case series

Published: 12 April 2021

The prevalence of HZ was 1.2% (n = 6) in patients with AIIRD compared with none in controls. Six female patients aged 49 ± 11 years with stable AIIRD: rheumatoid arthritis (n = 4), Sjogren’s syndrome (n = 1), and undifferentiated connective disease (n = 1), developed the first in a lifetime event of HZ within a short time after the first vaccine dose in 5 cases and after the second vaccine dose in one case. In the majority of cases, HZ infection was mild, except a case of HZ ophthalmicus, without corneal involvement, in RA patient treated with tofacitinib. There were no cases of disseminated HZ disease or postherpetic neuralgia. All but one patient received antiviral treatment with a resolution of HZ-related symptoms up to 6 weeks. Five patients completed the second vaccine dose without other adverse effects.

Conclusion

Epidemiologic studies on the safety of the mRNA-based COVID-19 vaccines in patients with AIIRD are needed to clarify the association between the BNT162b2 mRNA vaccination and reactivation of zoster.

New Side Effect From mRNA COVID Vaccines?

— Surprise finding in Israeli case series

by Nancy Walsh, Contributing Writer, MedPage Today

April 15, 2021

At two centers in Israel, there have been six cases of herpes zoster developing shortly after administration of the Pfizer vaccine in patients with disorders such as rheumatoid arthritis since December 2020, according to Victoria Furer, MD, of Tel Aviv University, and colleagues.

Little has been known about the safety and efficacy of the COVID-19 vaccines among patients with rheumatic diseases, because immunosuppressed individuals were not included in the initial clinical trials, they explained.
Mother's legs erupt in blisters 'after getting AstraZeneca's jab'

A mother has claimed her legs erupted into painful blood-filled blisters that 'merged together' after receiving AstraZeneca's coronavirus vaccine.

Sarah Beuckmann, from Glasgow, said she suffered flu-like symptoms after getting her first dose in mid-March — a very common side-effect. But the 34-year-old began to feel a tingling sensation in her legs just a week later and noticed a rash flaring up around her ankles.

She called the GP to arrange an appointment that morning, but by the afternoon her skin was already breaking out into blisters.

The mother-of-one was rushed to Queen Elizabeth University Hospital, and claimed at one point she feared her legs might have to be amputated.

Ms Beuckmann spent 16 days in hospital, with blisters also appearing on her hands, face, arms and bottom. She was discharged to recover at home but is wheelchair-bound because she struggles to walk due to the bandages on her legs and blisters on the soles of her feet.
1/ For #Covid vaccines, shingles and even more dangerous and painful skin rashes may be the new thrombocytopenia. (Photos of Allen Luxenberg, now hospitalized in New York for lesions he fears were caused by his Moderna vaccination.)

---

slain333 TRIGGER WARNING. GRAPHIC IMAGES OF MY MOTHERS MODERNA REACTION. I’m sorry for the graphic nature of these images but it’s important everyone sees the dangers of these shots. This has been a tough two weeks and I wouldn’t wish this on My worst enemy. It takes 10-15...
Man’s skin ‘peeled off’ in rare reaction to Johnson & Johnson COVID vaccine

By Jackie Salo
March 30, 2021 | 3:32pm | Updated

A Virginia man suffered a rare reaction to a COVID-19 vaccine that caused a painful rash to spread across his entire body and skin to peel off, doctors said.

Richard Terrell, 74, of Goochland began suffering strange symptoms four days after receiving the one-dose Johnson & Johnson vaccine, news station WRIC reported.

“It was stinging, burning and itching. Whenever I bent my arms or legs, like the inside of my knee, it was very painful where the skin was swollen and was rubbing against itself,” he continued.

He went to the emergency room at the hospital, where doctors determined that he had experienced an adverse reaction to the vaccine, WRIC reported.

“We ruled out all the viral infections, we ruled out COVID-19 itself, we made sure that his kidneys and liver was okay, and finally we came to the conclusion that it was the vaccine that he had received that was the cause,” Dr. Fnu Nutan told the outlet.

She said that the medical episode could have been life-threatening if left untreated.

“It began to feel a little discomfort in my armpit and then a few days later I began to get an itchy rash, and then after that I began to swell and my skin turned red,” Terrell told the outlet.

But soon the rash covered his entire body, Terrell said.

“It all just happened so fast. My skin peeled off,” Terrell told the outlet.
Tony Jak
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Bethannie Ann - Hearts For Healthcare Workers.
2 February 2021
My mom had her 1st Covid vaccine this past Thursday. She woke up at 1am today with a baseball sized bruise. Went back to bed got up around 7am.
Here's some pictures of the progression that followed. Last picture was taken at 5:30pm. She did f/u with her pcp. had labs drawn, and has an u/s of her arm ordered for tomorrow. Has anyone seen anything like this happen? Arm is very swollen as well.

Blood blisters that appeared on the body of a senior after inoculation with Pfizer. (via Agnieszka Wolska... Twitter)

I had my first Pfizer vaccine on 24/2/21. For 14 days after I was absolutely fine. However, on day 15 I became covered in a horrendous itchy rash. I was hospitalised, had skin biopsies taken and given various IV medications.
I am still very fatigued, sleeping on and off all day, night sweats, pain everywhere and feel... See More
Let's look at

Social Media Testimonies

First-hand accounts you will never see on the news or shared by your local Department of Health
Even more deaths and injuries reported from healthcare workers in private Facebook groups

Please lift up in prayer. I just had to leave her at Rush ER. She got the Covid Vaccine while at work yesterday and is having a serious reaction from it. She is totally numb on the left side of her body, having uncontrollable convulsions and says she is freezing. This is all that I know right now, I can't even go inside the building with her.

Tara Sekikawa
Dec 27, 2020

I went to work today and ended up in the ER. Thank god I work at a hospital. I'm positive this episode is from the Covid19 vaccine. I had tachycardia. My heart beat was 239. I haven't felt right since I got the injection on Tuesday. I have had a headache ever since. I will not be getting the 2nd shot. This was my experience with the vaccine I felt I should share it.

80% of care home staff in my town got covid 3 weeks after flu and CV jabs. All tested positive on the same day.

I'm asking for prayer. My son is a RN and had to take the vaccine. He's nowhorribly sick. Vomiting, shaking, in and out of consciousness. WOW.

Debora Maurer
Yesterday at 1:00 PM

From my LNA friend who works at Dover Riverside Nursing Home: An update on the vaccine... it was administered Monday afternoon to the residents and last night during my 3-11 shift 4 residents died. That is completely unheard of. We never even have 4 go in one day.

She also said:
Several of my coworkers had reactions and side effects as well. I'm not sure why they're experimenting on healthcare workers. What's going to happen when all the healthcare workers are harmed by this?

Deborah Lynn
Dec 24, 2020

My experience with the vaccine has been the most brutal experience I can even imagine.

I went into anaphylaxis shock. I had seiurges. I feel confused. I feel weird. I don't feel like my self. I had cpr done. My heart was racing one minute, to them not being able to find it. One minute I'm talking, the next I'm past over shaking and unresponsive. Once I'm finally responsive, I have no clue where I am. The walls are moving, the lights on the ceiling are going round and round in the hospital... there's no way a vaccine can make people feel like this right?

Just had our second severe COVID vaccine reaction call... I'm a Paramedic on 1st call was CPR in progress, no underlying health conditions, 65 y/o, 1 day after Pfizer vaccine. And 57 y/o severe neurological issues/stroke like symptoms (weakness/numbness in left side, can't move left arm, speech stuttering, severe headache, low BP) 2 days after Pfizer ... here we go!

Lisa Owen shared her first post.

My cousin's daughter had the Pfizer covid vaccine. After her second one, she had a seizure. She's never had a seizure before. She's only 20 years old. She has had a negative. I unfortunately returned to work learning one of my residents had passed away who had got the vaccine. Of course it's being said it wasn't because of the vaccine. I am having a hard time even looking at my job the same way anymore. Most of the staff here had refused the vaccine to start with so it's hard to even compare experiences with my co-workers. I was told today that I should get another MMR

Should have listened to you. I am so sick!!! The worst headache of my life, shortness of breath, dizzy, can't seem to warm up. I am telling you right now I am not getting a second dose. I am literally scared to go to sleep. I feel like I am going to have a panic attack every time I barely doze off. Help...
My grandfather's doctor in his early 70s died from a heart attack within 24 hours after getting what he called 'vaccine'. He received Moderna but Pfizer is the same sh*t. He had no underlying health conditions and was a healthy doctor still practicing in his early 70s. His office staff are 100% convinced his heart attack was caused by 'vaccine'. My grandparents won't be taking this shot.

My mum died at home three and a half hours post Pfizer vaccination. Had shown no adverse symptoms to vaccination prior death. Found unconscious on toilet floor but breathing prior death. Eighty eight years old, frail with underlying medical condition.

Sadly my mum died at home two and a half hours post Pfizer vaccination. Had shown no adverse symptoms to vaccination prior death. Found unconscious on toilet floor but breathing prior death. Eighty eight years old, frail with underlying medical conditions.

My dad passed of Covid last year, so we couldn't wait for mom to be vaccinated. She passed away the day after receiving the booster shot, was this coincidental, I guess we will never know. But it shattered our world again.

My uncle took the Pf on Jan 22 and he got so sick and was hospitalized and passed on the 9th of Feb. He was a healthy 84 yr old!

My next door neighbour got the vaccine yesterday. He's dead today. We have been told by relatives that he died of a heart attack. He was in his 70s this cannot be a coincidence.

My neighbour had the Oxford one Thursday and admitted with multiple organ issues as well as water retention on Saturday. We are hoping to see if she responds to treatment. She's very poorly.

My friend's cousin suffered after taking part in one of the American vaccine trials in the UK. He had fluid on his lungs, ended up in hospital on oxygen.

So my 27 year old daughter is in hospital with abnormal heart rhythm and burning pain in her head and spine... and a pulse rate of 150 after receiving Pfizer vaccine... anyone else got the same issues... she's only 27?

My doctor's long term receptionist died after taking the 2nd Pfizer "vaccine" on Jan 22, 2021. She was 50 years old, healthy and exercised regularly. Her best friend said she had no underlying medical problems. She was laughing at work when she left to take the 2nd "vaccine" at a hospital 1 hr away. On the way home she felt horrible and wasn't able to walk by 3:30 pm when she got home. She was taken to a local hospital where she died of blood clots in her lungs that night. Blood clots have been listed as a side effect of the so called "vaccine."
These families have lost their fathers & mothers

Sharing in hopes of saving someone else’s life... My dad died 72 hrs after receiving the Moderna jab. He was 75. He was not in perfect health, but was living a normal, productive life, cutting almost 20 acres of property, eating healthy, hanging out with his friends, golfing, and was supposed to leave for a 6 week vacation with my mom next week. He got the shot on Tuesday about 11:50am. He spent the afternoon hanging out with friends (had a few cocktails) and then cut grass for a couple hrs. That evening he was feeling achy and tired. Within 24 hrs his symptoms included nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, anorexia, back pain, dizziness, poor color, and fatigue. This continued for 2 days. He tried to drink water and stay hydrated, he was not able to eat. Thursday night he had extreme diarrhea. We also noticed he was having trouble picking up his feet to walk, he was shuffling his feet and unstable. He did not say anything to us, he thought he had a stomach bug. He had some OJ Friday morning. My mom left to run errands and when she came home at lunchtime, she found my dad, he was already gone. Basically, he was sick within hrs of the jab and dead in 72 hrs post jab. Not a coincidence.

Jerry and I experienced the sudden tragic loss of my mother. She lost her ability to walk, stand, move, talk, eat, drink, and breathe following the Covid-19 vaccine. Her death happened so fast. I’m devastated, and I wasn’t sure how to share this shocking news. This is my mother’s experience, not a subject of debate anti or pro this or that. It is what has happened to my mother. Norway has stopped offering the vaccine to people 80 or over after sudden deaths post-vaccination. My mother was exactly one month from her 80th birthday, had no underlying health conditions, and like a light switch, became unresponsive.

I will tell you what happened to my Dad. He died last Tuesday. No underlying health problems and 100% fit. Day 4 after Pfizer vaccine he got double vision. It wouldn’t shift so my Mum took him to A & E. CT scan of his head, showed no problems. Full MRI scan of his body showed no problems anywhere. They said his vision would improve...it didn’t! He couldn’t even walk straight, read or watch tv. Day of 2nd Pfizer vaccination...by the evening felt very ill...got worse as the days went on. Pains, aches that he’d never had before. Totally fit man with no heart problems or anything else. Day 4 of 2nd Pfizer vaccine, rushed to hospital not being able to breathe. By that afternoon, sedated, ventilated and on life support. Kept alive on life support for 8 days. On day 8 we were allowed to spend 2 hours with him and made the decision to turn his ventilator off. His heart was too damaged for survival they said. He took his last breath on Tuesday the day after the removal of the ventilator. Consultant said it was coincidence about him becoming ill and the vaccine. I’m not so sure. Death certificate reads total heart block and pneumonia- natural death. How? He had nothing wrong with his heart the MRI showed that! How did he get a totally blocked heart between 1st vaccine and 2nd??

Edited to add: U.K.

Please please everyone be cautious with your loved ones who are having the Covid 19 vaccine. We are still waiting for the post mortem for my mum but I am CONVINCED that she had a reaction to it. She was fine and well Saturday after having the vaccine at 11:20 she started feeling unwell shivering and dizzy Saturday night. Went to bed 8pm and never woke up. Please please warn your loved ones. Get them to question how it reacts to other medication. I'll never know the truth but I'm utterly convinced that's why my wonderful mum has left us so suddenly. Please don’t let this hell We are in impact your life also 😞😞
My mother passed away on Feb 25 after receiving jabs 1st and 2nd of pfizer. She suffered blood clots in lungs and was in excruciating pain. She would have been 90 in April.

Linda Racey Bogle
February 22 at 11:45 PM
My mom consented to the Pfizer CV19 vaccine on 1/4/21 and passed away on 1/17/21 😞
She tested negative for covid all of 2020 and tested negative the morning of 1/12/21.
On 1/14/21 she tested positive and was moved to the skilled nursing home's covid unit. Her lungs were clear. She had a slightly elevated temperature.
A couple days after my mom received the CV19 vaccine, she stopped eating and drinking. Interestingly, her doctor was never told she received the vaccine even after she died. I was the one to give him that information 😏

Dawn Dietz is with Tari D Dailey and Daniel Dietz.
Yesterday at 3:30 PM
My heart is broken. This is a pain I knew I would have to face one day and I knew it would be one of the hardest things to face. We had to say “see you later” to my dad yesterday. He was one of my absolute favorite people and he knew it. He was my best friend. He was the one I would call if I was going through something like this and I would say “Dad, what am I supposed to do” I would just call sometimes to hear his voice. I will miss his voice. He was an amazing dad and an amazing grandpa. People want to know what happened. I will tell you so you know, but we are processing through this. He got the vaccine yesterday morning. Had a headache after so he laid down to take a nap and he never woke up.

Shana Smollin Crowder COVID-19 Vaccine Side Effects
So my mother was 72 years old. She received the first of the moderna vaccines. She died six hours later. She had the typical American health conditions. Diabetes, heart disease, hypertension. However she was stable. I spoke to her the night before at 10 p.m. and she was fine. She died early the night. This just happened on Valentine's Day.

Hannah Mouye shared her first post.
New member · 16 h
An elderly family member of mine passed away yesterday. She was in a care home due to having dementia but other than that she had no other health problems. She had the Pfizer vaccine at the weekend and then began to have breathing difficulty yesterday.

Kimberley Kenda post.
New member · 11 h
My Aunt had the vaccine on Friday in her Care Home due to their protocol.
- she's now been put on end of life.

Richard Gibson
Sadly my mum died at home three and a half hours post Pfizer vaccination. Had shown no adverse symptoms to vaccination prior death. Found unconscious on toilet floor but breathing prior death. Eighty eight years old, frail with underlying medical condition.
Josiah McLean Sr.
My grandmother died yesterday after being vaccinated on Saturday. Her last words were that shot is making me woozy.

Janette Brown
Just to make ppl aware as fb took my posts down my dad had the covid vaccine and took very seriously ill after it has had a serious reaction to it like many others I have spoke to now around the world his body can not stay still for one second to allow him to rest it's agony as it's constantly jerking like convulsions I have never in my life seen anything like this the hospital said they can't help as they don't know what this vaccine causes yet so we are stuck my poor dad suffered also with mini stroke also... See more

Peter Gordon
A 58 year old nurse I've know for 15 years died today, I found her in her room in bed, she was pretty healthy, she was semi retired. She received the vaccine a week and a half ago, I'll be doing some serious investigation, as I don't believe it was her time today, gutted is not the word.

Mary Salch
my mom passed away yesterday after receiving the 2nd shot Jan 27
Hi
My wife is 34 and had the AZ vaccine 36 days ago.
She started going blind 32 days ago.
She currently has 0% vision in the left eye and about 80% in the right eye.
There hasn't been a single day that her vision has improved... it's just slowly getting worse.

Has anyone else had this?
What's your prognosis?
Have you recovered?

Looking for hope.....

EDIT*****
Seen opticians twice
Hospital eye clinic once
CT scan twice
Doctors 20 + times
Blood tests 3 or 4 times

Neurologist tomorrow
No MRI scan date as yet

---

My mother-in-law got both shots and 2 1/2 weeks after 2nd shot she went to the ER. Her platelets were at a 12 and she was diagnosed with Acute Lymphocytic Leukemia. Maybe it was a coincidence but it came on fast.

---

My beautiful granny got her 2nd Covid shot yesterday and is completely unresponsive today. Hoping for a better tomorrow... thoughts appreciated.

---

My Dad had a heart attack less than 24hrs after he received his first Pfizer vaccination. He had a second heart attack three days later and devastatingly died 33hrs later. It has taken 6 and a half weeks for the MHRA to respond to a report of a possible Serious Adverse Reaction I.E A Death to a COVID-19 vaccine.

---

My brother is on life support critical after having the vaccine. 3 hours after he had the jab' he collapsed and never regained consousneses,
The hospital tried to say he had covid, but wasn't even tested at that time, plus he went to work the same morning again was fine.
Now they have given him 48hrs...More
We have 900+ additional posts to add to this collection.

Stay tuned.
LET'S LOOK AT

VAERS DATA

THE VACCINE ADVERSE EVENT REPORTING SYSTEM
ESTABLISHED IN 1990 & MANAGED JOINTLY BY THE FDA AND THE CDC
Did you know that our government uses the VAERS database to track vaccine deaths & injuries?

VAERS COVID REPORTS
(Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System, USA)
262,521 Reports
Through May 21, 2021
*openvaers.com
jump to browse highlighted reports *
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*VAERS HHS releases CDC Data weekly, but they release LAST WEEK's data. So an update will always lag a week behind. When launched, OpenVAERS used the Download data. We have switched to the "data through" data provided by VAERS.

The Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Category</th>
<th>Events Reported</th>
<th>Percent (of 262,521)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Death</td>
<td>4,406</td>
<td>1.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life Threatening</td>
<td>4,590</td>
<td>1.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent Disability</td>
<td>3,299</td>
<td>1.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital Anomaly / Birth Defect *</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitalized</td>
<td>14,986</td>
<td>5.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing Hospitalization Prolonged</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>0.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Room / Office Visit **</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Room *</td>
<td>34,435</td>
<td>13.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Visit *</td>
<td>45,004</td>
<td>17.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None of the above</td>
<td>180,822</td>
<td>68.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>287,911</td>
<td>109.67%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One-Third of these deaths were within 48 hours of shot

VAERS is a passive surveillance system in the U.S. which captures adverse events following vaccination.
'Events' are reported by hospital staff, nursing home staff, doctors, etc.
This data is searchable at: https://wonder.cdc.gov/vaers.html
It is a federal crime to file a false VAERS report.
Listed on the following pages are only 70 of the 4,000+ deaths recorded in VAERs. Anyone can view the database via the following steps:

https://wonder.cdc.gov/vaers.html

1. Accept the disclaimer at bottom of page
2. Click on VAERS data search
3. In section 1, click on group results by "VAERS ID" , and by "vaccine type" and by "event category"
4. Under optional measures (still in section 1) tick off "adverse event description"
5. Scroll down to section 3 and under Vaccine Products select "Covid19 vaccine" Make sure it is the only option selected. (You will have to deselect "All vaccine products" from the top of the list.)
6. Scroll down to section 5 and under event category select "death". Make sure it is the only option selected. (Don't forget to deselect “all events” from the top of the list).

Scroll to the very bottom and click send.

VAERS ID # 946293-1  AGE 51. MALE Vaccinated 1/7/2021. Moderna. Became increasingly hypoxic around 1800 hours on 1/7/2021. Transported to ER for acute on chronic hypoxia respiratory failure. Expired on 1/12/2021@2325 at med center.


VAERS ID # 930910-1  AGE 52. FEMALE Vaccinated 1/8/2021. Died 1/8/2021. Patient received COVID vaccination 12:15pm. Patient was monitored for the appropriate amount of time by nursing staff. Patient passed away at 2:15pm. Moderna

VAERS ID # 933739-1  AGE 54. FEMALE. Vaccinated 1/8/2021. Died 1/10/2021. 2 days later. Staff member checked on her at 3am and patient stated that she felt like she couldn't breathe. 911 was called and taken to the hospital. While in the ambulance, patient coded. Two EEGs were given to determine that patient had no brain activity. Pfizer

VAERS ID # 923219-1  AGE 41. FEMALE Vaccinated 12/30/2021. Died. 1/1/2021. Pfizer vaccine. The patient did not experience any adverse event at the moment of inoculation with COVID-19 vaccine or the following days. On January 1, 2021, at lunch time, two days after receiving the vaccine, the patient was found unresponsive in her bed by her partner.

VAERS ID # 936805-1  AGE 25. MALE Vaccinated 12/22/2020. Found unresponsive and expired at home on 1/11. Moderna

VAERS ID # 943397-1  AGE 28. MALE Vaccinated 12/23/2020. Died 1/14/2021. Patient was found unresponsive at work in the hospital. Patient pupils were fixed and dilated. Pfizer

VAERS ID # 939050-1  AGE 32. FEMALE Vaccinated 12/28/2020. Died on 1/4/21 at 7:20am. Moderna

VAERS ID # 939050-1  AGE 39. FEMALE Vaccinated 12/29/2020. It was reported that the staff member deceased somewhere between 1/3/2021 and 1/4/2021. Pfizer


VAERS ID # 929764-1  AGE 45. MALE Vaccinated 12/28/2020. Died 12/29/2020. The patient was found deceased at home about 24 hours after immunization. Moderna

VAERS ID # 934968-1  AGE 54. MALE Vaccinated 1/4/2021. Died 1/6/2021. Pfizer. The patient received the vaccine on 04Jan2021, after which he started not feeling well. He went right home and went to bed. He woke up and ate a bit but not much and then was kind of pale. The patient then started to vomit, which continued throughout the night. He was having trouble in breathing. Emergency services were called, and they took his vitals and said that everything was okay, but he was very agitated; reported as not like this prior to the vaccine. The patient was taken to urgent care where they gave him an unspecified steroid shot and unspecified medication for vomiting. The patient continued to vomit throughout the day and then he was very agitated again and would fall asleep for may be 15-20 minutes. When the patient woke up, he was very restless (reported as: his body was just amped up and could not calm down). The patient calmed down just a little bit in the evening. When the patient was awoken at 6:00 AM in the morning, he was still agitated. The patient stated that he couldn't breathe, and his mind was racing. The patient's other brother went to him and he was not responsive, passed on 06Jan2021 around 10:15 AM. It was reported that none of the symptoms occurred until the patient received the vaccine.

VAERS ID # 942106-1  AGE 54. MALE Vaccinated 1/8/2021. Died 1/9/2021. Pfizer vaccine. On scene, the patient had a witnessed arrest with EMS starting CPR. He was given 3 rounds of epi without ROSC. Patient's wife, had noted patient had received covid vaccine the prior day.

VAERS ID: 924456-1, AGE 85 vaccination was administered at approx. 10:00 AM and the patient continued throughout day without any complaints or signs of adverse reaction. When the nursing staff went to the room to check on the resident patient was found unresponsive, no chest rises, noted regurgitated small amount of food to mouth left side.
VAERS ID: 996156-1  AGE 58. FEMALE Vaccinated on 02/02/2021. Moderna. Observed by vaccination team for a period of time. She reported shoulder pain radiating into shoulder blade in arm vaccine was received. Vaccination team offered ice pack to her and released back to work. 10pm that evening, she sent text to coworker that her pain was "off the charts" and that she had pain covering her whole left side of her body. She did not come to work in the morning and did not contact work. Well being check was performed at approximately 9am on 2/2/2021 and she was found dead in her home.

VAERS ID: 935511-1  AGE 56. FEMALE Vaccinated 1/8/2021. Died 1/9/2021. Moderna. Patient received the 1st dose of Moderna and was found deceased in her home the next day.

VAERS ID: 941811-1  AGE 56. FEMALE Vaccinated 1/4/2021. Died 1/11/2021. Moderna. Resident began having fever on 1/11/21. Resident sent to nearest ER for evaluation. Later in the evening the staff AT Medical Center called to inform staff that resident had expired @ 2230 as a result of Respiratory Failure and Sepsis.

VAERS ID: 944595-1  AGE 56. MALE Vaccinated 1/12/2021. Died 1/14/2021. Pfizer. Cardiac arrest within 1 hour Patient had the second vaccine approximately 2 pm on Tuesday Jan 12th He works at the extended care community and was in good health that morning with no complaints. He waited 10-15 minutes at the vaccine admin site and then told them he felt fine and was ready to get back to work. He then was found unresponsive at 3 pm within an hour of the 2nd vaccine. EMS called immediately worked on him 30 minutes in field then 30 minutes at ER was able to put him on life support yet deemed Brain dead on 1-14-21 and pronounced dead an hour or so later.


VAERS ID: 926600-1  65yo Patient did not report any signs or symptoms of adverse reaction to vaccine. Patient reported not feeling well and passed away that day.

VAERS ID: 925154-1  84yo DEATH within 1 day, no current illness.

VAERS ID: 926797-1  93yo had a vaccination on 12/31/2020 late morning passed away early morning 01/01/2020.

VAERS ID: 927189-1  74yo Patient was vaccinated at 11am and was found at the facility in his room deceased at approximately 3:00pm. Nurse did not have cause of death

VAERS ID: 927260-1  87yo No adverse effects noted after vaccination. Patient found unresponsive at 16:45 on 1/6/21. Abnormal breathing patterns, eyes partially closed SPO2 was 41%, pulseless with no cardiac sounds upon auscultation. CPR, pulse regained, patient breathing. Patient sent to ER had multiple cardiac arrest and severe bradycardia and passed.

VAERS ID: 924664-1  92yo No current illness. At 1855, I was alerted by caregiver, resident was not responding. Per caregiver, she was doing rounds and found resident in bed, unresponsive, mouth open, observed gurgling noises. Primary caregiver observed resident at baseline and ambulating after dinner at approximately, 1800 less than an hour prior to incident. Resident received the first dose of vaccine on 1/2. Expired at 0615 per Castle RN.

VAERS ID: 909095-1, 66yo on 12/24/2020 the resident was sleepy and stayed in bed most of the shift. He stated he was doing okay but requested pain medication for his legs at 250PM. At 255AM on 12/25/2020 the resident was observed in bed lying still, pale, eyes half open and foam coming from mouth and unresponsive. He was not breathing and with no pulse.

VAERS ID: 924464-1, 61yo coughing up blood, significant hemoptysis -- > cardiac arrest. started day after vaccine

VAERS ID: 921768-1, 58yo Vaccine received at about 0900 on 01/04/2021 at her place of work, Medical Center, where she was employed as a housekeeper. About one hour after receiving the vaccine she experienced a hot flash, nausea, and feeling like she was going to pass out after she had bent down. Later at about 1500 hours she appeared tired and lethargic, then a short time later, at about 1600 hours, upon arrival to a friends home she complained of feeling hot and having difficulty breathing. She collapsed, when medics arrived, she was still breathing slowly then went into cardiac arrest and was unable to be revived.

VAERS ID: 910363-1, 84yo Patient had mild hypotension, decreased oral intake, somnolence starting 3 days after vaccination and death 5 days after administration.

VAERS ID: 913143-1, 84yo Vaccine administered with no immediate adverse reaction at 11:29am. Vaccine screening questions were completed and resident was not feeling sick and temperature was 98F. At approximately 1:30pm the resident passed away.

VAERS ID: 913733-1, 85yo My grandmother died a few hours after receiving the moderna covid vaccine booster 1. The treating hospital did not acknowledge this and I wanted to be sure a report was made.

VAERS ID: 914604-1, 74yo Spouse awoke 12/20 and found spouse dead. Client was not transferred to hospital.

VAERS ID: 914690-1, 83yo Within 24 hours of receiving the vaccine, fever and respiratory distress, and anxiety developed requiring oxygen, morphine and ativan. My Mom passed away on the evening of 12/26/2020.

VAERS ID: 914805-1, 63yo RESIDENT CODED AND EXPIRED

VAERS ID: 914895-1, 78yo Injection given on 12/28/20 - no adverse events and no issues yesterday; Death today, 12/30/20,

VAERS ID: 914917-1, 63yo Death by massive heart attack. Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA

VAERS ID: 914961-1, 88yo pt passed away with an hour to hour and 1/2 of receiving vaccine.

VAERS ID: 914994-1, 90yo pt was a nursing home pt. pt received first dose of covid vaccine. pt was monitored for 15 minutes after getting shot. staff reported that pt was 15 days post covid. Pt passed away with in 90 minutes of getting vaccine.

VAERS ID: 915562-1, 88yo pt received vaccine at covid clinic on 12/30 at approximately 3:30, pt vomited 4 minutes after receiving shot--dark brown vomit, Per staff report pt became short of breath between 6 and 7 pm that night. Pt passed away at approximately 10pm.

VAERS ID: 915682-1, 85yo Resident received vaccine per pharmacy at the facility at 5 pm. Approximately 6:45 resident found unresponsive and EMS contacted. Upon EMS arrival at facility, resident went into cardiac arrest, code initiated by EMS and transported to hospital. Resident expired at hospital at approximately 8 pm

VAERS ID: 915920-1, 96yo Resident was living in an assisted living facility. She fell on 11/24/2020 and was admitted to this facility for rehab. Received vaccine 12/28/2020 in am and expired that afternoon.
VAERS ID: 918065-1, 64yo Vaccine 12/30/2020. 1/1/2020: Pronounced deceased 1/1/2020

VAERS ID: 918388-1, 65yo Vaccine 12/30/2020. 1/1/2020: Resident found unresponsive without pulse, respirations at 04:30 CPR performed, expired at 04:52 by Rescue, No acute illness at time of vaccination.

VAERS ID: 918418-1, 65yo Vaccine 12/30/2020. 1/1/2020: Resident became SOB, congested and hypoxic requiring oxygen, respiratory treatments and suctioning. Stabilized after treatment and for the next 72 hours with oxygen saturations in the 90s. On 1/3/2021 was found without pulse and respirations.

VAERS ID: 918487-1, 94yo Two days post vaccine patient went into cardiac arrest and passed away.

VAERS ID: 915880-1, 99yo Patient died within 12 hours of receiving the vaccine.

VAERS ID: 918518-1, 50yo syncopal episode - arrested - CPR - death

VAERS ID: 919108-1, 100yo Fever, Malaise, passed the day after vaccine.

VAERS ID: 919537-1, 96yo Resident exhibited no adverse events during 30 minute monitoring following vaccine administration. Resident found without pulse at 1900.

VAERS ID: 920326-1, 89yo Redness and warmth with edema to right side of neck and under chin. Resident expired on 1.1.21.

VAERS ID: 920545-1, 93yo "The resident received is vaccine around 11:00 am and tolerated it without any difficulty or immediate adverse effects. He was at therapy from 12:36 pm until 1:22 pm when he stated he was too tired and could not do anymore. The therapist took him back to his room at that time and he got into bed himself but stated his legs felt heavy. At 1:50 pm the CNA answered his call light and found he had taken himself to the bathroom. She stated that when he went to get back into the bed it was ""abnormal"" how he was getting into it so she assisted him. At that time he quit breathing and she called a RN into the room immediately. He was found without a pulse, respirations, or blood pressure at 1:54 pm.

VAERS ID: 920815-1, 58yo Found deceased in her home, unknown cause, 6 days after vaccine.

VAERS ID: 920832-1, 104yo Vaccine 12/30/2020 Screening PCR done 12/31/2020 Symptoms 1/1/2021 COVID test result came back positive 1/2/2021 Deceased 1/4/2021

VAERS ID: 921175-1, 77yo Resident received Covid Vaccine, noted after 30 mins with labored breathing BP 161/77, HR 116, R 38, T 101.4, epipen administered, sent to ER, died

VAERS ID: 921481-1, 88yo Vaccine given on 12/29/20 by Pharmacy. On 1/1/21, resident became lethargic and sluggish and developed a rash on forearms. Resident expired on 1/4/2021


VAERS ID: 921572-1, 87yo Resident had body aches, a low O2 sat and had chills starting on 12/30/20. He had stated that they had slightly improved. On 1/2/21 during the NOC shift his O2 sat dropped again. He later went unresponsive and passed away.

VAERS ID: 921667-1, 39yo LTCF Pfizer Vaccine clinic conducted 12/29/2020 Vaccine lead received a call indicating that a staff member deceased somewhere between 1/3/2021 and 1/4/2021. Cause of death is unknown, and an autopsy is being performed.

VAERS ID: 921880-1, 96yo The resident was found deceased a little less than 12 hours following COVID vaccination.
The FDA has had 10 months to get a safety monitoring system in place, but is nowhere near implementing one.

02/19/21

One-Third of Deaths Reported to CDC After COVID Vaccines Occurred Within 48 Hours of Vaccination

The numbers reflect the latest data available as of Feb. 12 from the CDC’s Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System website. Of the 929 reported deaths, about one-third occurred within 48 hours.

As is consistent with previous VAERS data reports, 192 of the reported deaths — or 21% — were cardiac-related. As The Defender reported earlier this month, Dr. J. Patrick Whelan, a pediatric rheumatologist, warned the U.S. Food and Drug Administration in December that mRNA vaccines like those developed by Pfizer and Moderna could cause heart attacks and other injuries in ways not assessed in safety trials.

Of the 929 deaths reported since Dec. 14, 2020, the average age of the deceased was 77.8 and the youngest was 23. Fifty-two percent of the reported deaths were among men, 45% were women and 3% are unknown. Fifty-eight percent of the deaths were reported in people who received the Pfizer vaccine, and 41% were related to the Moderna vaccine.

States with the highest reported number of deaths were: California (71); Florida (50); Ohio (38); New York (31); Kentucky (41); Michigan (31); and Texas (31).

According to the latest data, 3,126 “serious” adverse reactions have been reported. Adverse reaction reports from the latest CDC data also include:

- 34 miscarriages and pre-term births
- 917 anaphylactic reactions, 70% of which were reported after a Pfizer vaccine and 30% after the Moderna vaccine
- Bell’s palsy (Pfizer 75%; Moderna: 25%)

So far, only Pfizer and Moderna vaccines — approved for emergency use, but not fully licensed — are being used in the U.S.

Meanwhile, the FDA has not yet implemented systems to monitor the safety of the experimental COVID vaccines. FDA officials told The New York Times they don’t expect the systems to be up and running before the Biden administration reaches its goal of vaccinating 100 million Americans — nearly one third of the U.S. population.
The U.K. has their own tracking system (Yellow Cards)
Europe has EudraVigilance

BREAKING: UK gov’t says over 240 people in Britain died shortly after receiving COVID jab

The report included in its ancillary material the information that a total of 8 miscarriages have been reported

LONDON, England, February 11, 2021 (LifeSiteNews) — A U.K. government vaccine safety review has revealed that 244 people, including 8 unborn babies, have died in Britain shortly after receiving one of two coronavirus vaccines. The government has said that it does not believe the inoculations are responsible.

An extensive report produced by the U.K. government today has detailed all the suspected side effects, including death, reported by medical staff or the people who received at least one Covid-19 vaccine between early December 2020 and January 31, 2021. The two vaccines currently in use in the U.K. are the Pfizer/BioNTech and the Oxford University/AstraZeneca. They were authorized by the country’s Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA).

The MHRA monitors the safety of the vaccines as they are used on the public, and to this end they introduced a “Yellow Card Scheme” to collect reports of any suspected side effects. 20,219 Yellow Card reports, including a total of 59,614 suspected adverse reactions, were made regarding the Pfizer vaccine. 11,748 were made regarding the AstraZeneca vaccine, which was rolled out only on January 4, 2021. 72 Yellow Card reports did not specify which vaccine was used.

According to the report:

The MHRA has received 143 UK reports of suspected ADRs to the Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine in which the patient died shortly after vaccination, 90 reports for the Oxford University/AstraZeneca vaccine and 3 where the brand of vaccine was unspecified.

The report included in its ancillary material the information that 5 miscarriages were reported after the use of the Pfizer vaccine and 3 after the Oxford vaccine.

Suspected adverse reactions after receiving Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine
A total of 59,614 suspected side effects were recorded after use of the Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine.

The link to the Pfizer vaccine analysis shows clearly that 1,437 blood disorders have been reported after inoculation, 1,204 of them being lymphadenopathy (enlarged or swollen lymph nodes). 712 cardiac disorders were reported, notably palpitations (303) and a speeding heart rate (230). 445 ear disorders were reported, including vertigo (146), ear pain (122), and varying amounts of hearing loss (31).

However, there have been reports of more serious damage associated with the vaccine, notably anaphylaxis and Bell’s Palsy. Now 130 "spontaneous adverse reactions associated with anaphylaxis or anaphylactoid reactions" in Britain have been reported for the Pfizer vaccine, and 30 have been reported for the Oxford vaccine.

Bell’s Palsy, which involves facial paralysis or weakening of the facial muscles, has been reported 99 times for the Pfizer vaccine and 15 times for the Oxford vaccine. The MHRA says that because this ailment “can also occur naturally, an association with the vaccine is not yet confirmed.”

There were 224 injuries reported, and 357 metabolic disorders, of which 252 were decreased appetite. 8,129 muscle and tissue disorders were mentioned, of which 2,660 were muscle pain and 1,704 were joint pain. 11,160 nervous disorders were reported, including 5,506 headaches, 1,546 cases of dizziness, 45 seizures, 15 cases of paralysis, and 1 case of locked-in syndrome. There were 5 miscarriages reported.

Of the 830 psychiatric disorders reported, 162 were insomnia, 112 cases of being in a confused state, and 73 bouts of anxiety. Of the 120 renal & urinary disorders, 35 were renal pain and 12 were urinary incontinence. There were 187 reproductive and breast disorders mentioned, of which 31 were breast pain and 22 menorrhagia (heavy periods).

There were 3,597 respiratory disorders reported, including 520 cases of difficulty in breathing, 483 sore throats, and 426 cases of coughing. 3,947 skin disorders were reported, including at least 796 rashes and 776 cases of itchiness. The 676 vascular disorders on record included 182 hot flushes.

There were 823 references to eye disorders, including 145 reports of eye pain, 126 of blurred vision, and 5 of blindness. 6,605 gastrointestinal orders were reported, among them 2,889 cases of nausea, 924 cases of diarrhea, 775 cases of vomiting, and 283 cases of upper abdominal pain. Of the 19,354 “general disorders” reported, 4,007 were cases of fatigue, 3,665 were fever, 2,310 were chills, 773 referred to vaccination site pain, 491 were “influenza-like illnesses.” There were 308 immune system disorders, mostly hypersensitivity (146) and anaphylactic reactions (116).

Ironically, there were 1,186 reported infections, including 308 cases (including “suspected cases”) of Covid-19 itself, 231 cases of influenza, and 154 upper respiratory tract infections.
From Europe: 3,964 People Have Died from Adverse Drug Reactions for COVID-19 Vaccines - 162,610 Injuries

A database maintained in Europe has an inventory of cases where people either died or were injured. Their report through March 13, 2021 lists 3,964 deaths and 162,610 injuries following injections.

Total reactions for Tozinameran (code BNT162b2, Comirnaty) from BioNTech/ Pfizer: 2,540 deaths and 102,100 injuries

- 7,604 Blood and lymphatic system disorders incl. 15 deaths
- 4,636 Cardiac disorders incl. 276 deaths
- 22 Congenital, familial and genetic disorders incl. 2 deaths
- 2,683 Ear and labyrinth disorders
- 52 Endocrine disorders
- 2,941 Eye disorders incl. 2 deaths
- 23,074 Gastrointestinal disorders incl. 125 deaths
- 72,072 General disorders and administration site conditions incl. 957 deaths
- 102 Hepatobiliary disorders incl. 12 deaths
- 1,180 Immune system disorders incl. 11 deaths
- 2,676 Metabolism and nutrition disorders incl. 5 deaths
- 6,020 Infections and infestations incl. 275 deaths
- 2198 Injury, poisoning and procedural complications incl. 16 deaths
- 4,565 Investigations incl. 111 deaths
- 1,928 Ear and labyrinth disorders
- 2,198 Injury, poisoning and procedural complications incl. 32 deaths
- 2,384 Investigations incl. 3 deaths
- 4,198 General disorders and administration site conditions incl. 46 deaths
- 229 Social circumstances incl. 6 deaths
- 4,820 Vascular disorders incl. 74 deaths

Total reactions for AZD1222 (CHADOX1 NC0V-19) from Oxford/AstraZeneca: 451 deaths, 54,571 injuries

- 1,180 Blood and lymphatic system disorders incl. 11 deaths
- 2,080 Cardiac disorders incl. 63 deaths
- 17 Congenital, familial and genetic disorders
- 1,257 Ear and labyrinth disorders
- 41 Endocrine disorders
- 2,851 Eye disorders incl. 1 death
- 1,977 General disorders and administration site conditions incl. 198 deaths
- 578 Immune system disorders
- 72,072 General disorders and administration site conditions incl. 957 deaths
- 3,440 Infections and infestations incl. 46 deaths
- 853 Injury, poisoning and procedural complications incl. 2 deaths
- 2,364 Investigations incl. 5 deaths
- 2,676 Metabolism and nutrition disorders incl. 5 deaths
- 32 Hepatobiliary disorders incl. 1 death
- 5,540 Musculoskeletal and connective tissue disorders incl. 23 deaths
- 19 Neoplasms benign, malignant and unspecified (incl cysts & polyps) incl. 2 deaths
- 32,490 Nervous system disorders incl. 41 deaths
- 2198 Injury, poisoning and procedural complications incl. 16 deaths
- 4,293 Nervous system disorders incl. 111 deaths
- 2,384 Investigations incl. 3 deaths
- 411 Investigations incl. 36 deaths
- 1,656 Vascular disorders incl. 11 deaths

Total reactions for mRNA-1273 (CX-024414) from Moderna: 973 deaths and 5,939 injuries

- 330 Blood and lymphatic system disorders incl. 9 deaths
- 501 Cardiac disorders incl. 96 deaths
- 1 Congenital, familial and genetic disorders
- 116 Ear and labyrinth disorders
- 57 Product issues
- 5,742 Psychiatric disorders incl. 28 deaths
- 525 Renal and urinary disorders incl. 57 deaths
- 545 Reproductive system and breast disorders
- 8,788 Respiratory, thoracic and mediastinal disorders incl. 294 deaths
- 10,808 Skin and subcutaneous tissue disorders incl. 18 deaths
- 229 Social circumstances incl. 6 deaths
- 4,820 Vascular disorders incl. 74 deaths

- 1,727 Musculoskeletal and connective tissue disorders incl. 23 deaths
- 12 Neoplasms benign, malignant and unspecified (incl cysts and polyps) incl. 3 deaths
- 2,324 Nervous system disorders incl. 111 deaths
- 15 Pregnancy, puerperium and perinatal conditions
- 4 Product issues
- 271 Psychiatric disorders incl. 14 deaths
- 95 Renal and urinary disorders incl. 10 deaths
- 34 Reproductive system and breast disorders incl. 1 death
- 817 Respiratory, thoracic and mediastinal disorders incl. 93 deaths
- 740 Skin and subcutaneous tissue disorders incl. 11 deaths
- 48 Social circumstances incl. 3 deaths
- 40 Surgical and medical procedures incl. 4 deaths
- 368 Vascular disorders incl. 52 deaths
LET'S LOOK AT THE TRIALS

WHY ARE ISRAELI DOCTORS WARNING AGAINST GIVING THE COVID VACCINE TO CHILDREN?
A typical vaccine safety trial lasts a MINIMUM of 2 years. Pfizer & Moderna have ENDED their safety trials after only 7 months by allowing placebo recipients to receive the vaccine. This eliminates all possibilities of capturing long-term adverse effects.

Good news for tens of thousands of volunteers in the COVID-19 vaccine trials: Many of those who received a placebo are now being offered a vaccine — in some cases, earlier than they would otherwise have been eligible.

Participants in Pfizer’s vaccine study — some of whom had mounted a noisy campaign on social media — have been advised that anyone who wants one can receive the first of two shots by March 1. Participants in Moderna’s vaccine trial already are getting immunized.

That wasn’t always the plan, and some experts fear “unblinding” volunteers — that is, letting them know whether they got the vaccine or a placebo — could make it difficult to collect good, long-term data on the experimental vaccines, including how safe they are and when their immunity starts to wear off. But others argue it would be unfair to leave trial participants unprotected from a raging pandemic when an effective vaccine is available.

Below (were) the end dates of the Pfizer & Moderna trials.

**Pfizer**
- **Official Title:** A Phase 3, Randomized, Stratified, Observer-Blind, Placebo-Controlled Study to Evaluate the Efficacy, Safety, and Immunogenicity of mRNA-1273 SARS-CoV-2 Vaccine in Adults Aged 18 Years and Older
- **Actual Study Start Date:** July 27, 2020
- **Estimated Primary Completion Date:** October 27, 2022
- **Estimated Study Completion Date:** October 27, 2022

**Moderna**
- **Official Title:** A PHASE 1/2/3, PLACEBO-CONTROLLED, RANDOMIZED, OBSERVER-BLIND, DOSE-FINDING STUDY TO EVALUATE THE SAFETY, TOLERABILITY, IMMUNGENICITY, AND EFFICACY OF SARS-COV-2 RNA VACCINE CANDIDATES AGAINST COVID-19 IN HEALTHY INDIVIDUALS
- **Actual Study Start Date:** April 29, 2020
- **Estimated Primary Completion Date:** August 3, 2021
- **Estimated Study Completion Date:** January 31, 2023

Tens of thousands of people who volunteered to be in studies of the Pfizer-BioNTech and Moderna COVID-19 vaccines are still participating in follow-up research. But some key questions won’t be easily answered, because many people who had been in the placebo group have now opted to take the vaccine.

Dr. Steven Goodman, a clinical trials specialist at Stanford University, says losing those control groups makes it more difficult to answer some important questions about COVID-19 vaccines.

"We don’t know how long protections last," he says. "We don’t know efficacy against variants — for which we definitely need a good control arm — and we also don’t know if there are any differences in any of these parameters by age or race or infirmity."
The 95% effective claim by Pfizer is based on ONLY 170 trial participants. no one in the trial was tested for the development of antibodies.

Everly Report

January 31, 2021

What you need to know about the COVID Vaccine

EFFECTIVENESS:

Claim: 95% effective

What this claim is based on:

Although there were a total of 43,548 trial participants in Pfizer’s phase 3 trial, their calculation of effectiveness is based on a total of 170 participants.

These 170 participants were the first to develop symptoms of COVID and test positive for SARS-CoV-2, within the two-month monitoring period starting 7 days after the administration of the second vaccine.

From the chart below, it states that of the first 170 participants to develop symptoms and test positive for SARS-CoV-2, 162 of them were placebo recipients and 8 were vaccine recipients.

This is where the “95% effective” calculation comes from.

Source: Pfizer Vaccine Insert.

However, the rest of the participants were not tested for infection, nor were they tested for the development of antibodies, which is the endpoint typically used to measure vaccine effectiveness.

The published phase 3 clinical trial states the following “Limitations and Remaining Questions”:

LIMITATIONS AND REMAINING QUESTIONS:

Further study is required to understand the following:

• Safety and efficacy beyond 2 months and in groups not included in this trial (e.g., children, pregnant women, and immunocompromised persons).
• Whether the vaccine protects against asymptomatic infection and transmission to unvaccinated persons.
• How to deal with those who miss the second vaccine dose.

Note: Remaining questions include “whether the vaccine protects against asymptomatic infection and transmission.”
Meet Maddie, a 12-year-old who is participating in the children's trial. She is now unable to walk, eat, drink or urinate on her own.

**JAN 20 - got 2nd shot**  →  **JAN 21 - first symptoms appear**

---

Please pray for Maddie, she has been having a long list of neurological and gastrointestinal issues from a rare adverse reaction she had to the second dose from the COVID vaccine trial she is in. Right now she is in the hospital because of a bowel obstruction that was cleared and also being unable to swallow liquids or solids. She hasn’t been able to eat or drink without throwing up for over a week. Tomorrow she has an Upper GI scheduled that she will have to swallow 6oz of liquid which as of right now seems impossible. We need this for the doctors to understand how her muscles are reacting. If she is unable to eat soon she will have to have an NG tube placed which she did not do well with earlier this week. I believe in prayer, please pray she is able to swallow liquids tomorrow so that her body can get the nutrients it needs and so the doctors can begin to figure out why her body is reacting this way.

On top of this she has extreme pain in her back, neck, head and abdomen along with numbness in her legs and arm. She has an MRI of her head and spine scheduled on 3/16.

Please pray for her to heal so she can be the energetic 12 year old who loves hanging with friends and learning at school. I can’t stand watching her wither away each day.

**NOTE:** she has not been unblinded but I am 99.99% confident she got the vaccine and not the placebo since everything started about 12 hours after she got the second dose on 1/20/21 and has gotten progressively worse since then.
After seeing many specialists, MRIs, endoscopies, etc., Maddie finally got an actual diagnosis on March 12:

“So based on her physical symptoms and ruling out everything with all these tests, it’s safe to say her diagnosis is Functional neurological disorder (FND). This is a medical condition where there is a problem with the functioning of the nervous system and how the brain and body sends and/or receives signals. We are thankful Maddie’s team of doctors were able to give her a diagnosis with a name and a way to treat all of her symptoms. Most doctors do not even know about FND!

FND is usually triggered by something traumatic and most people have some pre-existing anxiety but not all do. It’s no secret she has always been a type A personality, especially with grades (the apple doesn’t fall far from the tree)!

Maddie’s severe reaction to the second dose of the vaccine triggered it. We expected similar side effects to the flu shot. When she got her second dose not many people had even gotten their first dose so there wasn’t the extensive list of symptoms that there is today. She was one of the first people in the study to have some of the symptoms she had which scared her and us. Then being told everything is normal time and time again when it clearly was not made her symptoms worse.

Her symptoms did continue and she was admitted to the hospital again. She is currently paralyzed from the waist down. April 11 update:

“Maddie was admitted to the hospital again on Friday. I’m not sure how long we will be here. She has significantly declined since she was discharged in March and is unable to eat without regurgitating her food. This caused her blood sugar to drop to 47 and she lost about 15 pounds in a month. Her blood sugar is stable and for now she has to be fed through an NG tube which she is having a hard time with. It was really bad for the first few hours and she threw up a bunch of stomach bile. Shes been able to tolerate it a little better throughout the day and says it hurts her throat and she hates how she can feel the cold when they do her feeds or meds plus it makes her nauseous.

Maddie was also having up to 20 blackouts/episodes a day 3 weeks ago, they decreased after we weaned her off the lyrica but she did have 2 today in the hospital. She also has tremors in her arms, especially when she is in pain and random verbal tics.

A new symptom is chronic urinary retention (can’t empty bladder). They do an ultrasound of her bladder if she hasn’t gone to the bathroom in 16+ hours or if she has severe pain in her lower abdomen. If it measures over 500ml of urine they have to use a straight catheter.

She still isn’t able to walk and she can’t feel from her lower hips down. She has no leg movement against gravity with her legs. This time we are on the Neurology floor so the team of doctors that do rounds in the morning are all in that group and pull the other doctors in. We have met with the nutritionist, PT/OT and Child Life. Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation will be here tomorrow. She is also seeing a Speech Therapist and they are doing a video swallow test or FEES study for her swallowing/regurgitating problems. Please pray that she is able to tolerate the NG tube better tomorrow and her urinary retention resolves itself. And please pray the team of doctors/nurses/therapists come up with a plan to help her eat and walk again. We hate watching her suffer and I wish I could take it away from her.
93 Israeli doctors: Do not use Covid-19 vaccine on children

"We believe that not even a handful of children should be endangered through mass vaccination against a disease not dangerous to them."

The doctors addressed the letter "to the chiefs of the Ministry of Health, to our fellow doctors around the country, and to the entire public."

They noted that "the increasingly prevalent opinion within the scientific community is that the vaccine cannot lead to herd immunity, therefore there is currently no 'altruistic' justification for vaccinating children to protect at-risk populations."

They added that even today it is unclear whether the vaccine prevents the spread of the virus and for how long it confers protection, and noted that new variants "that may be more resistant to vaccination are popping up all the time."

"We believe that not even a handful of children should be endangered through mass vaccination against a disease that is not dangerous to them," they wrote. "Furthermore, it cannot be ruled out that the vaccine will have long-term adverse effects that have not yet been discovered at this time, including on growth, reproductive system or fertility. Children should be allowed a quick return to routine; the many tests and broad isolation cycles should be stopped, and no separation between the vaccinated and unvaccinated should be created in the public sphere. Vaccination of at-risk populations should be allowed, and under the almost complete vaccination of this population - it is possible to return to full routine (with periodic adjustments) even in the presence of COVID-19 virus."

They devoted a separate part of the letter the fact that there is still not a complete picture of serious and rare effects of the vaccine, due to the fact that many vaccinated people who experienced side effects did not report it. "Therefore, we fear that at this point in time, there is under-reporting of side effects. Moreover, a causal link between events - if any - will only emerge in due course, as more and more events of a certain type accumulate. For example, if there is a serious health event that happens to 12 young people a year in Israel (ie - an average of 1 per month), while the vaccine also causes this serious event infrequently, it will take many months until it is clear that there is an increase in the incidence of the event, and that there is a connection between the vaccine and its appearance."

"Do not rush to vaccinate children as long as the full picture is not clear. Coronavirus disease does not endanger children, and the first rule in medicine is 'first do no harm'. The full picture is expected in many months, and possibly years. Moreover, one must wait for such documentation not only from Israeli data but from global data. In this context it is worthy to add that 'black box warnings' - warnings about severe or life-threatening side effects - accumulate months and years after drug approval, due to the fact that severe but rare toxins appear, naturally, only over time."

"We believe that our children should be allowed to return to the routine of their blessed lives immediately, and should not be vaccinated against Covid-19," the doctors concluded the joint letter. "Asymptomatic children's tests, which have no clinical significance but cause widespread indirect damage, and the mass isolation cycles in education frameworks, should be stopped immediately. It should be emphasized to the public that even vaccinated people can be infected and infect, and that the same rules of conduct apply to everyone without connection to vaccination status. We must stop pointing the finger of blame at the unvaccinated, and we must stop violating the rights of the individual. We must immediately stop all forms of exclusion and separation between people in the public sphere."
A daughter recounts her father's experience in the J&J trial

Yarah Dalmau

"Dec 18th 2020 – My Dad participated in the Johnson & Johnson Trial COVID vaccine shot. They promised all medical expenses paid for any complications related to COVID for the next 2 years. My Dad found security in the medical expense coverage and possibility to have access to a vaccine – that he decided to do the trial.

Dec 25th 2020 - One week later- Christmas Day – Dad was very fatigued. He felt tired right after the shot and when I spoke with him on Christmas day, I recall he sounded exhausted. Which is unlike him, especially on Christmas.

Jan 4th 2021 By the first of the year, he was very sluggish and found it hard to do his exercises that he does weekly.

Jan 25th – Dad contacted Johnson & Johnson and they did a COVID test. Results came back 3 days later as negative. They advised he has flu like symptoms and to rest and drink lots of fluids.

Jan 29th my Dad could barely walk. His legs became so weak that he shook when he walked. He thought maybe he was battling a flu and tried to keep resting through the weekend in hopes he would feel better.

Feb 1st - my mom brought him to Lake Mary Emergency room and they immediately transported him via ambulance to Advent Altamonte because of very high troponin levels.

Feb 1st - 4th - My Dad was at Advent Health Altamonte where they ran all kinds of tests and discharged him on the night of Feb 4th. Referring him to an oncologist, infectious disease Dr, cardiologist and PCP.

Feb 5th - Friday I saw my Dad at 11 AM and he could not walk and was very lethargic and sleepy. I called and made all his referrals appointments and scheduled him to see his PCP first thing Monday.

Feb 6th- Saturday. I woke up at 6 AM and drove to my parents house and my Dad was completely out of it. He could not get out of bed, pick up his coffee to drink, lift his head. He did not know what year, day, month we were in. We took him to Advent Orlando and within 20 minutes they got him in and found a blood infection and swelling in brain.

Feb 20th We have been here 2 weeks today, and today my Dad started on dialysis.

I am not an anti-vaxxer by any means. But I think there should be some public awareness of the dangers of being part of a trial vaccine. Especially one that is being done in warp speed. And the chance I would recommend someone to get the Johnson & Johnson vaccine is slim to none. They have denied any type of connection."

Yarah Dalmau

Feb 27

My Dad took his last breath today on this Earth. I can't wait for our dance in heaven. May he rest with our Lord 🙏

😊😔😢 423

367 Comments 16 Shares
If you are injured by the COVID vaccine, it will be nearly impossible to receive compensation for lost work days & medical bills.

If you experience severe side effects after getting a Covid vaccine, lawyers tell CNBC there is basically no one to blame in a U.S. court of law.

The federal government has granted companies like Pfizer and Moderna immunity from liability if something unintentionally goes wrong with their vaccines.

“It is very rare for a blanket immunity law to be passed,” said Rogge Dunn, a Dallas labor and employment attorney. “Pharmaceutical companies typically aren’t offered much liability protection under the law.”

You also can’t sue the Food and Drug Administration for authorizing a vaccine for emergency use, nor can you hold your employer accountable if they mandate inoculation as a condition of employment.

Congress created a fund specifically to help cover lost wages and out-of-pocket medical expenses for people who have been irreparably harmed by a “covered countermeasure,” such as a vaccine. But it is difficult to use and rarely pays. Attorneys say it has compensated less than 6% of the claims filed in the last decade.
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Brazil states halt vaccination of pregnant women after Rio death

By Eduardo Simões and Rodrigo Viga Gailer

SAO PAULO/RIO DE JANEIRO (Reuters) - Brazilian states halted vaccination of pregnant women on Tuesday after a death in Rio de Janeiro led health regulator Anvisa to warn against the use of AstraZeneca's COVID-19 vaccine for expecting mothers.

A pregnant woman in Rio de Janeiro died after receiving the AstraZeneca shot, according to state Health Secretary Alexandre Chippe, in a case authorities are still investigating.

Slovakia suspends use of AstraZeneca COVID-19 vaccine as recipient dies

PRAGUE (Reuters) - Slovakia’s Health Ministry said on Tuesday it was suspending the use of AstraZeneca’s COVID-19 vaccine for people getting their first doses, after experts reviewed the death of a recipient.

The state drug regulator, SUKL, said last week that the death of a 47-year-old woman was likely to be connected to the vaccine because of a predisposition that she had.

Covid: Norway advised to exclude AstraZeneca and Johnson & Johnson vaccines from rollout

By Allison Martell and Nia Williams

CALGARY, Alberta (Reuters) - The Canadian provinces of Alberta and Ontario said on Tuesday they would stop offering first doses of AstraZeneca’s COVID-19 vaccine, with Ontario citing evidence that the risk of rare blood clots is somewhat higher than previously estimated.

A panel of experts has advised the Norwegian government not to use Covid-19 vaccines made by Johnson & Johnson and Oxford/AstraZeneca in its inoculation programme.

Ministers earlier this year suspended use of the AstraZeneca injection amid fears over extremely rare but potentially dangerous blood clots.

In an announcement on Monday, the panel said neither jab should be used after a number of cases of blood clots in people who had been inoculated.

Norway’s Institute of Public Health (FHI) also on Monday advised the government against using the Johnson & Johnson shot in its programme, citing similar evidence.
While waiting for the final decision on the controversial vaccine, Norway has decided to distribute its stock of AstraZeneca to fellow Nordic countries that actually want to use them despite the associated risks.

Norwegians run a greater risk of dying from being inoculated with AstraZeneca’s vaccine than from COVID-19, the National Institute of Public Health (FHI) concluded in its analysis, recommending the vaccine, previously linked to serious complications in the form of rare blood clotting and haemorrhage amid low platelet counts.

Abstaining from the vaccine could possibly prevent up to 10 deaths related to side effects, the FHI said, according to the newspaper Verdens Gang.

So far, Norway has seen five cases of serious incidents reported shortly after vaccination, with three fatalities. FHI has calculated the mortality rate from the AstraZeneca vaccine as 2.3 people per 100,000 vaccinated.

The FHI stressed that continuing to inoculate will by contrast expose younger women to an “unreasonably high risk”, given the current relatively levels of infection in Norway.

Furthermore, the institute is against offering the vaccine on a voluntary basis, which has been proposed both in Norway and fellow Scandinavian nations.

“We believe that such an alternative may appear unethical and with a high risk that those who make such a choice have not fully understood the risk to which they are exposed,” the institute said.
Israel said probing link between Pfizer shot and heart problem in men under 30

Details from an unpublished Israeli Health Ministry report into the side effects of the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine have raised concerns that there could be a link between the second shot and several dozen cases of myocarditis, an inflammation of the heart muscle, particularly in men under 30, Channel 12 reported Friday.

The concerns come from an intermediate report that was presented to ministry heads and to Pfizer in recent weeks, the TV report said. Excerpts from the leaked report stressed that investigators had not conclusively proved a link, but that they had significant concerns.

The report said that out of more than 5 million people vaccinated in Israel, there were 62 recorded cases of myocarditis in the days after the shot. It found that 56 of those cases came after the second shot and most of the affected were men under 30.

NEW DELHI: A presentation made to the National AEFI (adverse event following immunisation) Committee on March 31 recorded that there had been 180 deaths till that time and three-fourths of the deaths happened within three days of the shot.

In other serious adverse events too, the overwhelming majority took place in the three-day window. Even as AEFI deaths are reported daily, causality assessment by the National AEFI Committee appears to be lagging with information about just 10 deaths in the public domain.

Under-30s in Britain offered alternatives to AstraZeneca Covid-19 jab amid blood clot fears

The move comes after a review by the government’s vaccine advisory found 79 people in the UK had suffered from rare blood clots post vaccination by the end of March.

Nineteen of the cases died as a result – three of which were under 30. All of the blood clots occurred after the first dose of the jab was administered.

The Medicines and Healthcare Products Agency (MHRA) says the affected patients were between the ages of 18 and 79, including 51 women and 28 men.
Healthcare workers & Service Members are declining the COVID vaccine in record numbers

Vaccine rollout hits snag as health workers balk at shots
By HERMIONE CROISON, MATT SEDGWICK and CARLA H. JOHNSEN
1 hour ago

The desperately awaited vaccination drive against the coronavirus in the U.S. is running into resistance from an unlikely quarter: Surprising numbers of healthcare workers who have seen firsthand the death and misery inflicted by COVID-19 are refusing shots.

It is happening in nursing homes and, to a lesser degree, in hospitals, with employees expressing what experts say are unfounded fears of side effects from vaccines that were developed at record speed. More than three weeks into the campaign, some places are seeing as much as 80% of the staff holding back.

"I don't think anyone wants to be a guinea pig," said Dr. Stephen Noble, a 42-year-old cardiothoracic surgeon in Portland, Oregon, who is postponing getting vaccinated. "At the end of the day, as a man of science, I just want to see what the data show. And give me the full data."

Germany has more than 1 million Covid-19 vaccines unused in storage
"We are working quite hard on this and trying to convince people to accept the vaccine and really to rebuild the trust in the vaccine," one official said.

Majority of Ohio nursing home workers not taking COVID-19 vaccine
By Kseniia Langer
September 30, 2020 | 8:54pm | Updated

53% of Military Families Don't Want COVID-19 Vaccine, Survey Shows

Ukraine throws away unused COVID-19 shots as doctors skip their own vaccinations

98% of French teachers say 'non' to AstraZeneca: Mass vaccination centre offering jab to over-55s is forced to close after just 58 people out of 3,000 signed up

Los Angeles Times
Some healthcare workers refuse to take COVID-19 vaccine, even with priority access
At St. Elizabeth Community Hospital in Tehama County, fewer than half of the 700 hospital workers eligible for the vaccine were willing to take the shot when it was first offered. At Providence Holy Cross Medical Center in Mission Hills, one in five frontline nurses and doctors have declined the shot. Roughly

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS TIMES

87,000 healthcare workers in Netherlands refuse Covid-19 vaccine
The nurses consider the vaccine 'experimental' and said they don't want to be guinea pigs

Amid random reports of reactions to vaccine surfacing at different parts of the world, here comes a sharp refusal from thousands of healthcare workers. Around 87,000 nurses refused 'experimental' Covid-19 vaccine in the Netherlands, even as the Prime Minister Mark Rutte announced a strict five-week lockdown. Cases in the Netherlands saw a steep rise after the celebrations of Saint Nicholas’ birthday on Dec 5.

40 Percent of U.S. Marines Opting Out of COVID-19 Vaccination
by Kate Raines
Published April 19, 2021 | Business, Government

Forbes

Large Numbers Of Health Care And Frontline Workers Are Refusing Covid-19 Vaccine

DAILY BEAST

A Third of U.S. Servicemembers Refuse to Be Vaccinated: Pentagon

THE TIMES OF ISRAEL

As demand for vaccines plummets, Israel may resort to incentive programs
There have also been worrying signs of medical workers declining to be vaccinated.
The vaccines have been available for medical staff since late December, and those who are not vaccinated have declined the shots of their own accord.

Miami Herald

Half of Miami's COVID front line passed on vaccines. Leaders

yahoonews
We now have thousands of cases of people who received BOTH vax doses yet still caught Covid?

At Least 9,245 Americans Tested Positive for COVID-19 After Vaccination; 132 Dead

BY ZACHARY STEEGER | May 1, 2021 Updated: May 1, 2021

Israel's virus czar says 1st dose proving less effective than Pfizer indicated — report

Minnesota reports 89 COVID-19 cases in vaccinated individuals

Over 100 Fully Vaccinated People in Washington State Test Positive for COVID-19

Coronavirus digest: German nursing home sees outbreak after vaccines

Fourteen residents at a German nursing home have tested positive despite receiving two vaccine doses. Markus Söder has warned against lifting Germany's lockdown too soon. All...
Schools around the US have been forced to close because teachers are unable to work after the shot.

On Wednesday, March 17th, more than 1,100 staff members received their second COVID-19 vaccine. While we feel fortunate to have our staff vaccinated, we have had an inordinate number of bus drivers, classroom teachers, building administrators and support staff report that they are too ill to report to the buildings on Friday, March 19th.

Due to this it is necessary to close all Willoughby-Eastlake buildings on Friday, March 19th. Friday will be an asynchronous learning day for all students.

Kaneland School District 302 in southwestern Kane County was forced to cancel classes Thursday after more than 100 teachers and staff members called in sick following their second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine.

As of Wednesday night, approximately 45 staff members had been signed out as ill, but by 5 a.m., that number went up to 125, according to Dr. Todd Leden, superintendent of the school district.

CONCORD, NH — The Concord School District abruptly canceled school on Monday after a flood of teachers and other district staffers called in sick one day after many received the Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 vaccine.

Iowa City Press-Citizen

West Liberty classes canceled Monday after staff reports vaccine side effects too severe to teach

Classes in the West Liberty Community School District were canceled Monday after more than 40% of the district's staff reported experiencing side effects too severe to teach after receiving the second round of vaccinations against COVID-19 Saturday.
Moderna reports higher risk of common side effects

5,052 suffered a "health impact event" as of Dec. 19

CDC defines "health impact event" as one that renders a patient "unable to perform normal daily activities, unable to work, required care from doctor or health care professional"

That's a rate of about 2.3% of vaccine recipients

CDC says a severe allergic reaction, anaphylaxis, was reported

It's impossible to know how effective the vaccines are beyond the number of days they've been given to humans.

It's also impossible to know this soon what are the potential long term side effects, if any.

Life-threatening reactions post-injection are now 'expected'

CDC: More than 5,000 COVID-19 vaccine recipients have reportedly suffered "health impact event."

- Moderna reports higher risk of common side effects
- 5,052 suffered a "health impact event" as of Dec. 19
- CDC defines "health impact event" as one that renders a patient "unable to perform normal daily activities, unable to work, required care from doctor or health care professional"
- That's a rate of about 2.3% of vaccine recipients
- CDC says a severe allergic reaction, anaphylaxis, was reported
- It's impossible to know how effective the vaccines are beyond the number of days they've been given to humans.
- It's also impossible to know this soon what are the potential long term side effects, if any.

Backtracking, Netanyahu says Gafni didn't have heart attack

Moments after announcing that MK Moshe Gafni has been hospitalized with a heart attack, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu says that's "fake news."


Clear Link Between AstraZeneca Vaccine and Blood Clots in Brain, EMA Official Tells Paper

Vaccine side effects put Giants' Evan Longoria out of lineup for home opener vs. Rockies
16 European countries halted vax after widespread cases of blood clotting & deaths

The Telegraph
7 m • ⏱️

BREAKING: France and Italy have joined Germany in suspending its use of AstraZeneca's Covid-19 vaccine over blood clot fears

The Telegraph

Federal health authorities investigating death of woman who developed blood clots after COVID vaccine

Posted 5d ago, updated 5d ago

Denmark set to permanently halt use of AstraZeneca COVID-19 vaccine: Media

Austria Suspends AstraZeneca COVID-19 Vaccine Batch After Death

BY REUTERS | March 7, 2021 Updated: March 7, 2021

One 49-year-old woman died as a result of severe coagulation disorders, while a 35-year-old woman developed a pulmonary embolism and is recovering, it said.

France says no AstraZeneca virus vaccine for people over 65

February 2, 2021

Switzerland bans AstraZeneca vaccine for ALL citizens as Europe declares war on UK jab

Denmark, Norway and Iceland suspend AstraZeneca COVID shots after blood clot reports

Denmark suspended the shots for two weeks after a 60-year-old woman who was given an AstraZeneca shot from the same batch used in Austria formed a blood clot and died, Danish health authorities said.

Danger of mRNA vaccines to elderly under spotlight after 16 deaths in Switzerland

Italy bans AstraZeneca batch following two deaths in Sicily: source

ROME (Reuters) - Italian health authorities have ordered the withdrawal of a batch of AstraZeneca coronavirus vaccine following the deaths of two men in Sicily who had recently been inoculated, a source close to the matter said on Thursday.
Are we just now recognizing the danger of PEG? After the rollout?

Suspicions grow that Pfizer’s COVID vaccine nanoparticles trigger allergic reactions

The U.S. National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) convened several meetings last week to discuss COVID-19 shot allergic reactions with representatives of Pfizer and Moderna, independent scientists and physicians, and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), reports ScienceMag.

The magazine, whose COVID-19 reporting is supported by the Pulitzer Center and the Heising-Simons Foundation, said severe allergy-like reactions in at least eight people who received the COVID-19 vaccine produced by Pfizer and BioNTech over the past 2 weeks may be due to a compound in the packaging of the messenger RNA (mRNA) that forms the vaccine's main ingredient, scientists say. A similar mRNA vaccine developed by Moderna, which was authorized for emergency use in the United States on Friday, also contains the compound, polyethylene glycol (PEG).

“PEG has never been used before in an approved vaccine, but it is found in many drugs that have occasionally triggered anaphylaxis—a potentially life-threatening reaction that can cause rashes, a plummeting blood pressure, shortness of breath, and a fast heartbeat. Some allergists and immunologists believe a small number of people previously exposed to PEG may have high levels of antibodies against PEG, putting them at risk of an anaphylactic reaction to the vaccine,” the paper noted.

Meanwhile, an Israeli law firm has sent a letter to Health Ministry Special Events coordinator Firas Hayek with a demand to reveal all vaccine injuries and damages before Israel can pass legislation regarding mandatory vaccination.

The Law Firm of Sachs, David, Price, and Hegdish wrote: “Testimonies from within society have accumulated of severe incidents that necessitated emergency medical care for those who vaccinated, evacuation to the emergency room, hospital stay or death within a close time frame from the vaccination.

The COVID-19 vaccine, however, according to VAERS, shows 1 death reported per 35,000 shots or 10,000 completed vaccinations (so far), a 300-900 greater likelihood.
Why are we still recommending vaccines that are now linked to thousands of deaths?

BREAKING: UK gov’t says over 240 people in Britain died shortly after receiving COVID jab

Nine health workers have died in vaccine rollout. India must disclose status of probe into each case

The deaths of nine health workers following administration of the COVID-19 vaccine in the 12 days since the start of the immunisation programme on January 16 is cause for concern.

The deaths were reported from Uttar Pradesh, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Rajasthan, Telengana, Gurugram and Odisha. The six men and three women who died were between 27 and 56 years old. The deaths took place between 24 hours and five days of taking the vaccines and all have been ascribed to cardiovascular problems or “brain stroke”.

Hong Kong: 14 Deaths and 13 Facial Paralysis Cases After Receiving Chinese COVID-19 Vaccine

Hong Kong authorities confirmed on April 11 that another citizen died after receiving the China-made COVID-19 vaccine Sinovac. The government did not report the death until local media inquired about it. To date, 14 people in Hong Kong have died after receiving Sinovac and 13 have developed facial paralysis.

Clear Link Between AstraZeneca Vaccine an Blood Clots in Brain, EMA Official Tells Paper

Italy bans AstraZeneca batch following two deaths in Sicily:

ROME (Reuters) – Italian health authorities have ordered the withdrawal of a batch of AstraZeneca coronavirus vaccine following the deaths of two men in Sicily who had recently been inoculated, a source close to the matter said on Thursday.

Covid sufferer dies in Spain shortly after receiving second dose of Pfizer vaccine